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0103/009

TO:
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FROM:

Shannon Ferguson
Preservation Planner, 415-575-9074

REVIEWED BY:

Tim Frye
Historic Preservation Officer, 415-575-6822

RE:

Landmark Recommendation Resolution

On September 5, 2018, the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) adopted Resolution No. 971
to initiate Article 10 landmark designation of 524 Union Street, known historically as the Paper
Doll (subject property). Under Article 10, initiation and recommendation are two distinct steps of
the landmark designation process which require separate hearings and resolutions.
The project sponsors have updated the attached landmark designation report to include
additional photos and information on the property’s long history. The Department also received
one additional letter in support of designation from Sandra Luna, daughter of Dante Benedetti.
The item before the HPC is consideration of a Resolution to Recommend Article 10 landmark
designation of the subject property to the Board of Supervisors. Attached is a draft Resolution to
recommend approval to the Board of Supervisors the designation of 524 Union Street, the Paper
Doll, as a San Francisco landmark under Article 10 of the Planning Code, Section 1004.1.
The Planning Department (Department) recommends adopting this Resolution.

ATTACHMENTS:
Draft Resolution
Resolution 971
Designation Ordinance
Landmark Designation Fact Sheet
Revised Landmark Designation Report
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Historic Preservation Commission
Resolution No. XXX
HEARING DATE OCTOBER 17, 2018

Case No.
Project:
Re:
Staff Contact:
Reviewed By:

2017-001773DES
524 Union Street (aka Paper Doll)
Recommend Article 10 Landmark Designation
Shannon Ferguson (415) 575-9074
shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822
tim.frye@sfgov.org

RESOLUTION TO RECOMMEND TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS ARTICLE 10
LANDMARK DESIGNATION OF 524 UNION STREET (AKA PAPER DOLL), ASSESSOR’S
PARCEL BLOCK NO. 0103, LOT NO. 009, AS LANDMARK NO. XXX
1.

WHEREAS, a community-sponsored Landmark Designation Application for Article 10 Landmark
Designation for 524 Union Street submitted to the Planning Department by property owner
Beverly Smucha; and

2.

WHEREAS, Department Staff Shannon Ferguson, who meets the Secretary of Interior’s
Professional Qualification Standards, reviewed the Landmark Nomination for 524 Union Street
for accuracy and conformance with the purposes and standards of Article 10; and

3.

WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission, at its regular meeting of September 5, 2018,
reviewed Department staff’s analysis of 524 Union Street’s historical significance per Article 10
as part of the Landmark Designation Case Report dated September 5, 2018 and initiated
Landmark designation process through Resolution 971; and

4.

WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that the 524 Union Street nomination is in
the form prescribed by the Historic Preservation Commission and contains supporting historic,
architectural, and/or cultural documentation; and

5.

WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that 524 Union Street is eligible for
local designation as it is significant as one of the earliest LGBTQ bars that is associated with the
development of LGBTQ communities in San Francisco; and is also significant for its association
with owner Dante Benedetti who became one of the people on the front lines in the fight for
LBGTQ civil rights in San Francisco in the 1950s.; and

6.

WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that 524 Union Street meets one of the
Historic Preservation Commission’s four priorities for designation which is the designation of
properties with strong cultural or ethnic associations; and
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7.

WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that 524 Union Street meets the
eligibility requirements per Section 1004 of the Planning Code and warrants consideration for
Article 10 landmark designation; and

8.

WHEREAS, the Historic Preservation Commission finds that the boundaries and the list of
exterior character-defining features, as identified in the Landmark Designation Report, should
be considered for preservation under the proposed landmark designation as they relate to the
building’s historical significance and retain historical integrity; and

9.

WHEREAS, the proposed designation is consistent with the General Plan priority policies
pursuant to Planning Code sections 101.1 and 302; and furthers Priority Policy 7, which states
that historic buildings be preserved; and

10. WHEREAS, the Department has determined that landmark designation is exempt from
environmental review, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15308 (Class Eight - Categorical);
and
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends to the
Board of Supervisors approval of landmark designation of 524 Union Street (aka Paper Doll), Assessor’s
Parcel Block No. 0103, Lot No. 009 pursuant to Article 10 of the Planning Code.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Historic Preservation Commission at its
meeting on October 17, 2018.

Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
ADOPTED:

October 17, 2018
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Landmark Designation
Case Report
Hearing Date:
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Property Owner:

Staff Contact:
Reviewed By:

September 5, 2018
2017-001773DES
524 Union Street (Paper Doll)
NCD – North Beach Neighborhood Commercial
0103/009
524 Union Street/Beverly Smucha
76 Brentwood Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94127
Shannon Ferguson – (415) 575-9074
shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822
tim.frye@sfgov.org

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION & SURROUNDING LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT
Located in the North Beach neighborhood, 524 Union Street (Paper Doll, subject property) was originally
constructed in 1846 and reconstructed following the 1906 earthquake and fire. Alterations to the building
were made in 1975-1978, including seismic strengthening, replacing the main corner entrance to the bar
located at Union Street and Cadell Place with the current storefront windows, and moving the main
entrance to its current location on Cadell Place.
524 Union is a mixed use commercial building. The two-story plus basement, wood framed building is
clad in rustic redwood siding and features pilasters with simple capitals that break the facades into bays.
It is capped by a dentil cornice and flat roof. The façade facing Union Street is two bays wide. The west
bay has a pass-through opening and pedestrian entrance to the second floor. The east bay has fixed, wood
sash windows at the basement level topped by wood storefront windows with a transom. The west bay of
the second floor features two punched openings with flat wood surrounds filled with double-hung, wood
sash windows. The east bay has a wood door with wood balconette. The first story of the Cadell Place
façade features three similar storefront windows and a pair of wood doors that lead to the bar/restaurant.
The second floor features four similar punched openings with flat wood surrounds filled with doublehung, wood sash windows. The middle portion of the building, likely a very early addition, is also two
stories with the second story set back to create a roof deck. This first level of this facade features several
windows and two doors that lead to the kitchen and rear dining room. The rear portion of the building,
also likely a very early addition, is two stories and is accessed by a wood stair.
North Beach is a mixed commercial and residential neighborhood consisting predominantly of small
retail shops and restaurants and flats and medium sized apartment buildings with portions rebuilt after
the earthquake and fire. Union Street slopes gently uphill from Stockton Street to Grant Avenue and is
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defined on both sides by two- to four-story apartment buildings with commercial buildings clustered at
Stockton Street and Grant Avenue.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The case before the Historic Preservation Commission is the consideration of the initiation of a
community sponsored landmark designation application for 524 Union Street (Paper Doll) as a San
Francisco landmark under Article 10 of the Planning Code, Section 1004.1, and recommending the Board
of Supervisors approve such designation.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW STATUS
The Planning Department has determined that actions by regulatory agencies for protection of the
environment (specifically in this case, landmark designation) are exempt from environmental review,
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15308 (Class Eight - Categorical).

GENERAL PLAN POLICIES
The Urban Design Element of the San Francisco General Plan contains the following relevant objectives
and policies:
OBJECTIVE 2:

Conservation of Resources that provide a sense of nature, continuity with the
past, and freedom from overcrowding.

POLICY 4:

Preserve notable landmarks and areas of historic, architectural or aesthetic value,
and promote the preservation of other buildings and features that provide
continuity with past development.

Designating significant historic resources as local landmarks will further continuity with the past because
the buildings will be preserved for the benefit of future generations. Landmark designation will require
that the Planning Department and the Historic Preservation Commission review proposed work that may
have an impact on character-defining features. Both entities will utilize the Secretary of Interior’s Standards
for the Treatment of Historic Properties in their review to ensure that only appropriate, compatible
alterations are made.
SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING CODE SECTION 101.1 – GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY AND IMPLEMENTATION
Planning Code Section 101.1 – Eight Priority Policies establishes and requires review of permits for
consistency with said policies. On balance, the proposed designation is consistent with the priority
policies in that:
a.

The proposed designation will further Priority Policy No. 7, that landmarks and historic
buildings be preserved. Landmark designation of 524 Union Street (Paper Doll) will help to
preserve an important historical resource that is significant as one of the earliest lesbian bars
associated with development of LGBTQ communities in San Francisco; and is also significant for
its association with owner Dante Benedetti who became one of the people on the front lines in the
fight for LBGTQ civil rights in San Francisco in the 1950s.
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BACKGROUND / PREVIOUS ACTIONS
524 Union Street (Paper Doll) is currently listed as an A-Historic Resource building. The Citywide Historic
Context Statement for LGBTQ History in San Francisco, by Donna Graves and Shayne E. Watson (Context
Statement), identified the Paper Doll as potentially significant for its association with the development of
LGBTQ communities in San Francisco.
The landmark designation nomination was submitted by the property owner, Beverly Smucha. A final
draft of the report was submitted to the Department on June 14, 2018. Department staff conducted site
visit on June 28, 2018.

OTHER ACTIONS REQUIRED
If the Historic Preservation Commission adopts a resolution to initiate designation of the subject property
as an Article 10 landmark at its September 5, 2018 hearing and directs staff to finalize the landmark
designation report, a second Historic Preservation Commission hearing will be scheduled for the
Commission’s recommendation of approval of the designation. At the second hearing, if the Historic
Preservation Commission recommends approval of the designation, its recommendation will be sent by
the Department to the Board of Supervisors. The nomination would then be considered at a future Board
of Supervisors hearing for formal Article 10 landmark designation.

APPLICABLE PRESERVATION STANDARDS
ARTICLE 10
Section 1004 of the Planning Code authorizes the landmark designation of an individual structure or
other feature or an integrated group of structures and features on a single lot or site, having special
character or special historical, architectural or aesthetic interest or value, as a landmark. Section 1004.1
also outlines that landmark designation may be initiated by the Board of Supervisors or the Historic
Preservation Commission and the initiation shall include findings in support. Section 1004.2 states that
once initiated, the proposed designation is referred to the Historic Preservation Commission for a report
and recommendation to the Board of Supervisors to approve, disapprove or modify the proposal.
Pursuant to Section 1004.3 of the Planning Code, if the Historic Preservation Commission approves the
designation, a copy of the resolution of approval is transmitted to the Board of Supervisors and without
referral to the Planning Commission. The Board of Supervisors shall hold a public hearing on the
designation and may approve, modify or disapprove the designation.
In the case of the initiation of a historic district, the Historic Preservation Commission shall refer its
recommendation to the Planning Commission pursuant to Section 1004.2(c). The Planning Commission
shall have 45 days to provide review and comment on the proposed designation and address the
consistency of the proposed designation with the General Plan, Section 101.1 priority policies, the City’s
Regional Housing Needs Allocation, and the Sustainable Communities Strategy for the Bay Area. These
comments shall be sent to the Board of Supervisors in the form of a resolution.
Section 1004(b) requires that the designating ordinance approved by the Board of Supervisors shall
include the location and boundaries of the landmark site, a description of the characteristics of the
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landmark which justify its designation, and a description of the particular features that should be
preserved.
Section 1004.4 states that if the Historic Preservation Commission disapproves the proposed designation,
such action shall be final, except upon the filing of a valid appeal to the Board of Supervisors within 30
days.

ARTICLE 10 LANDMARK CRITERIA
The Historic Preservation Commission on February 4, 2009, by Resolution No. 001, adopted the National
Register Criteria as its methodology for recommending landmark designation of historic resources.
Under the National Register Criteria, the quality of significance in American history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that
possess integrity of location, design, setting, feeling, materials, workmanship, and association, and that
are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history;
or that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or that embody the distinctive
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that
possess high artistic values, or represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may
lack individual distinction; or properties that have yielded, or may likely yield, information important in
prehistory or history.

PUBLIC / NEIGHBORHOOD INPUT
There is no known public or neighborhood opposition to designation of 524 Union Street (Paper Doll) as
an Article 10 landmark. The Department received one letter of support from the community. The
Department will provide any public correspondence received after the submittal of this report in the
Historic Preservation Commission’s correspondence folder.

PROPERTY OWNER INPUT
Property owner Beverly Smucha is supportive of landmark designation.

STAFF ANALYSIS
The case report and following analysis was prepared by Department staff. The Department has
determined that the subject property meets the requirements for Article 10 eligibility as an individual
landmark. The justification for its inclusion is outlined below under the Significance and Integrity
sections of this case report.
The subject property appears to meet two the Historic Preservation Commission’s priorities for
designation which are:
1.

The designation of underrepresented Landmark property types including landscapes
There are currently only three landmark buildings associated with LGBTQ cultural heritage:
Castro Camera and Harvey Milk Residence (573 Castro Street, LM #227); Twin Peaks Tavern (401
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Castro Street, LM#264); and the Jose Theater/Names Project Building (2362 Market Street, LM
#241).
2.

The designation of buildings of Modern design
The subject property is not a Modern style building.

3.

The designation of buildings located in geographically underrepresented areas
There are currently only three individual landmark buildings located in the nearby vicinity:
Washington Square (LM #226); Old Spaghetti Factory (478 Green Street, LM #127); and St. Francis
of Assisi Church (620 Vallejo Street, LM #5).

4.

The designation of properties with strong cultural or ethnic associations.
The subject property has specific cultural associations with LGBTQ heritage.

SIGNIFICANCE
Significant events
Opened in 1949, the Paper Doll is significant as one of the earliest lesbian bars associated with the
development of LGBTQ communities in San Francisco. The Paper Doll is located in North Beach, which
became known as San Francisco’s first bar-based LGBTQ Community. North Beach had an international,
working-class feel, with a thriving Bohemian scene of artists and writers taking advantage of cheap rents.
It was described as an exciting, vital neighborhood that was more accepting and tolerant of LGBTQ
people. This atmosphere drew more queer men and women to the neighborhood, creating the city’s first
queer residential enclave and establishing the roots of San Francisco’s LGBTQ communities. Bars were an
important early gathering place for queer people. Bars in North Beach like the Paper Doll were able to
create discrete spaces where LGBTQ people felt safe to congregate in public. The Paper Doll and these
other bars provided the protection needed to establish and nurture the LGBTQ community.
The clientele of the Paper Doll were a mix of men and women, but it was mostly frequented by women
because it was located away from the touristy Broadway Street. Bars that welcomed lesbians were few in
number because most bars catered to white, gay men. The LQBTQ Context Statement notes that, “special
consideration should be given to places associated with particularly underrepresented communities
including people of color, lesbians, and people who identify as transgender or bisexual.”
The Paper Doll was unique because it was one of the first restaurants catering to the queer community in
San Francisco – if not the first – and because it provided a public alternative to nightclubs and bars. The
Paper Doll operated through 1961. Because it was a restaurant, it was able to avoid policing by agencies
such as the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board (ABC), because these agencies were more tolerant of bars
with restaurants. Therefore it remained open for longer than most queer spaces.
Significant Persons
Dante Benedetti, as the owner of the Paper Doll, became one of the people on the front lines in the fight
for LBGTQ civil rights in San Francisco in the late 1950s. Prior to 1955, serving alcohol to ‘known
homosexuals’ was not illegal, although homosexual acts were still banned. Queer people could legally
assemble in bars, but touching, nonnormative gender attire, or mannerisms that signified homosexual
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status could be construed as an illegal act. A number of bars were closed based on charges related to
homosexuality. This had a devastating effect on gay and lesbian bar owners.
Benedetti bought the Paper Doll in 1954. On August 20, 1956, the Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control filed an accusation against Benedetti and the Paper Doll, charging violations of keeping of a
disorderly house, alleging disturbance of the neighborhood, injury to the public welfare and morals, and
the keeping of a resort for sexual perverts. On May 16, 1957, the Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control revoked Benedetti's liquor license because it deemed that its continuance would be contrary to
public welfare and morals. Although Benedetti would concede during the trial that the Paper Doll had a
gay and lesbian cliental, an admission that made headlines in San Francisco newspapers, he claimed that
he “never had any idea whatsoever that there was anything wrong with operating a gay bar.” Benedetti
would explain to anyone who asked, that he never made assumptions about the gender, or sexuality of
his clientele at Paper Doll. Benedetti battled the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control between 19561961 arguing that gays and lesbians had the right to assemble in bars and restaurants. In 1961, Benedetti
sold his license to Don Farber, a journeyman baseball player who spent time with the Pacific Coast
League’s Oakland Oaks, who renamed the bar Cadell Place.
PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE
524 Union Street (Paper Doll) has a period of significance of 1949-1961, beginning with the year it opened
and ending when Benedetti sold his liquor license.
INTEGRITY
As noted in the Context Statement, “very few sites important to LGBTQ history in San Francisco will
express their historic associations solely through their physical fabric, so integrity of design,
workmanship, and materials are not generally critical when evaluating a property. Instead, the important
aspects of integrity for most LGBTQ resources are location, feeling, and association”
524 Union Street (Paper Doll) was altered circa 1975 to 1978. Moulton & Clark, Inc. served as architects of
the alterations. The most substantial exterior change that occurred at this time was the corner entrance to
the bar (see page 18 of the attached landmark nomination report) was removed and replaced with the
current storefront windows. The main entrance to the bar was moved to Cadell Place where the wood
double doors are currently located. Commercial entrances and storefronts are commonly reconfigured, so
this does not detract from its integrity.
524 Union Street retains integrity of location and setting. The building in which the Paper Doll operated
during the period of significance has not been moved and the surrounding neighborhood appears much
the same as it did after reconstruction following the 1906 fire.
The interior of 524 Union Street retains integrity of design, materials and feeling. The interior especially
relates to the feeling of a bar/restaurant, including the long bar and back bar prominently located on the
west side of the front dining room, and the restaurant configuration consisting of a front and rear dining
room separated by the kitchen and bathrooms.
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524 Union Street retains association as it provides a direct link between Dante Benedetti and his battle
with the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control between 1956-1961 arguing that gays and lesbians
had the right to assemble in bars and restaurants. The interior of 524 Union is sufficiently intact to convey
that relationship.
CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES
Whenever a building, site, object, or landscape is under consideration for Article 10 landmark
designation, the Historic Preservation Commission is required to identify character‐defining features of
the property. This is done to enable owners and the public to understand which elements are considered
most important to preserve the historical and architectural character of the proposed landmark.
As described in the Landmark Designation Report, the following is a list of exterior character defining
features of the Paper Doll:
The character-defining exterior features of the Paper Doll include the overall form, structure, height,
massing, materials, and ornamentation of the house, carriage house and garden setting, specifically:
1. Exterior
a. Two story height
b. Low, boxy massing
c. Flat roof
d. Redwood channel rustic horizontal wood siding
e. Regularly spaced punched window openings with simple, flat wood surrounds and wood sills
f. Double-hung, wood sash windows at second floor
g. Prominent corner siting at Union Street and Cadell Place
h. Two entries and stair to second floor located on Cadell Place.
2. Interior
a. A front dining room, an L-shaped rear dining room with raised area, and kitchen and bathrooms
located between the front and rear dining rooms.
b. Heavy timber support posts running north-south in both front dining room and back dining room
c. Bar configuration and back bar with oak wood coolers located at the west wall of the front dining
room
d. Fireplace in rear dining room
INTERIOR LANDMARK DESIGNATION
According to Article 10, Section 1004(c) of the Planning Code, only those interiors that were historically
publicly accessible are eligible for listing in Article 10. Article 10, Section 1004(c) of the Planning Code
states,
(c) The property included in any such designation shall upon designation be subject to the controls and
standards set forth in this Article 10. In addition, the said property shall be subject to the following
further controls and standards if imposed by the designating ordinance:
(1) For a publicly-owned landmark, review of proposed changes to significant interior architectural
features.
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(2) For a privately-owned landmark, review of proposed changes requiring a permit to significant
interior architectural features in those areas of the landmark that are or historically have been
accessible to members of the public. The designating ordinance must clearly describe each
significant interior architectural feature subject to this restriction.
As a bar and restaurant, the interior of 524 Union Street has been historically accessible to the public.

BOUNDARIES OF THE LANDMARK SITE
The boundaries of the landmark site encompass all of and are limited to Assessor's Parcel Block No. 0103,
Lot No. 009.

PLANNING DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION
Based on the Department’s analysis, 524 Union Street (Paper Doll) is individually eligible for Article 10
Landmark designation as it is associated with significant events and persons. The subject property is
significant as one of the earliest lesbian bars associated with the development of LGBTQ communities in
San Francisco. It is also significant for Dante Benedetti; as the owner of the Paper Doll he became one of
the people on the front lines in the fight for LBGTQ civil rights in San Francisco in the late 1950s.
Designation of 524 Union Street (Paper Doll) also appears to meet three of four of the Historic
Preservation Commission’s priorities for designation. Staff recommends approval of the proposed
landmark designation of 524 Union Street (Paper Doll).
The Historic Preservation Commission may recommend approval, disapproval, or approval with
modifications of the proposed designation of 524 Union Street (Paper Doll) as a San Francisco landmark
under Article 10 of the Planning Code to the Board of Supervisors pursuant to Planning Code Section
1004.1. If the Historic Preservation Commission approves the designation, a copy of the motion of
approval is transmitted to the Board of Supervisors, which holds a public hearing on the designation and
may approve, modify or disapprove the designation (Section 1004.4). If the Historic Preservation
Commission disapproves the proposed designation, such action shall be final, except upon the filing of a
valid appeal to the Board of Supervisors within 30 days (Section 1004.5).

ATTACHMENTS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Draft Landmark Designation Fact Sheet
Draft Motion initiating designation
Draft Ordinance
Landmark Nomination
Letter of Support
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Landmark No. XXX
Community-Sponsored
Article 10 Landmark Designation

INITIATED BY THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION: XXX, X, 2018
APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS: XXX, X, 2018
SIGNED BY MAYOR: XXX, X, 2018
Staff Contact:
Reviewed By:

Historic Name:
Address:
Block/Lot:
Zoning:
Height & Bulk

Shannon Ferguson – (415) 575-9074
shannon.ferguson@sfgov.org
Timothy Frye – (415) 575-6822
tim.frye@sfgov.org

Paper Doll
524 Union Street
0103/009
NCD – North Beach Neighborhood Commercial
40-X
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Year Built:
Architect:
Applicant:
Prior Historic
Studies:
Prior HPC
Actions:

Built circa 1846, Rebuilt 1906. Altered 1975-1978
Unknown, Moulton & Clark, Inc. Architecture & Planning (alterations)
524 Union, A General Partnership
Identified in the LGBTQ Historic Context Statement for its association with
the development of LGBTQ communities in San Francisco
None

Significance

Events: Associated with events that have made a significant contribution
to the broad patterns of our history.

Criteria

Persons: Associated with the lives of significant persons in our past.
Period of
Significance
Statement of
Significance:

The Period of Significance is 1947-1961 reflecting the date Mona Sargent
took over management of the Paper Doll and turned it into a gay bar to
the date Dante Benedetti sold the Paper Doll.
Events: Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history.
According to the Citywide Historic Context Statement for LGBTQ History in
San Francisco, the Paper Doll “was one of the earliest spaces in San
Francisco that functioned as an informal community center where ‘gay,
lesbian, and transgendered people could make friends, find lovers, get
information, or plan activities.’” 1
The Paper Doll is located in North Beach, which became known as San
Francisco’s first bar-based LGBTQ Community. North Beach had an
international, working-class feel, with a thriving Bohemian scene of artists
and writers taking advantage of cheap rents. It was described as an
exciting, vital neighborhood that was more accepting and tolerant of
LGBTQ people. This atmosphere drew more queer men and women to the
neighborhood, “creating the city’s first queer residential enclave and
establishing the roots of San Francisco’s LGBTQ communities.” 2
Bar owners were able to create discrete spaces where LGBTQ people felt
safe to congregate in public. These bars provided the protection needed to
establish and nurture the LGBTQ community. Because any display or
form of nonnormative sexuality was criminal forcing LGBTQ people to

Donna Graves and Shayne E. Watson, Citywide Historic Context Statement for LGBTQ History in San Francisco, March 2016,
78.
2 Ibid., p. 59.
1

2
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hide from the law, public spaces like the Paper Doll served as community
centers for a disconnected and disparate population to coalesce. 3
Opened in 1944 by Tom Arbulich, the Paper Doll had a long bar with 30
stools off to the left. Tables and booths were to the right. Two banquet
rooms were located in the back that could seat over 100 people. It was
decorated by members of the North Beach artists’ community, with
murals on the walls painted by Emmy Lou Packard, a friend of Diego
Rivera and Frida Kahlo, and had a “collage window” designed by Rita
Covelick. 4 The murals and collage window are no longer extant.
Mona Sargent, who had previously opened three other lesbian nightclubs,
served as the Paper Doll’s hostess for the first few years that it was open
and was responsible for making it into a gay bar. Clientele were a mix of
men and women, but it was mostly frequented by women because it was
located away from the touristy Broadway Street. 5 Bars that welcomed
women, as well as people of color, and those who identified as bisexual or
transgender, were few in number as most bars catered to white, gay men.
The Paper Doll was unique because it was one of the first restaurants
catering to the queer community in San Francisco – if not the first – and
because it provided a public alternative to nightclubs and bars. 6 The Paper
Doll operated through 1961. Because it was a restaurant, it was able to
avoid policing by agencies such as the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
(ABC), because these agencies were more tolerant of bars with
restaurants. 7 Therefore it remained open for longer than most queer
spaces.
Persons: Associated with the lives of significant persons in our past.
Dante Benedetti, as the owner of the Paper Doll, became one of the people
on the front lines in the fight for LBGTQ civil rights in San Francisco in the
1950s. Benedetti was born in North Beach, attended Saint Ignatius High
School, and was a three-sport letter winner in football, boxing and
baseball at USF from 1937-1940. After college, he served in the Coast
Guard and Marine Corps during World War II and then ran the New Pisa
restaurant with his father after the war. Benedetti was well known for
coaching and sponsoring Little League and American Legion teams in San

Ibid., 54-55
Ibid., 76
5 Ibid., 78.
6 Ibid., 76.
7 Ibid., 78.
3
4

3
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Francisco. In 1962-1980 he served as USF’s head baseball coach.
Benedetti bought the Paper Doll in 1954. During his ownership, Benedetti
claimed that it was the most popular place in North Beach, serving steaks
and roast beef for $1.65 a dinner. The restaurant brought in all kinds of
people and was filled with businessmen, artists, and Italians in the
neighborhood. Benedetti noted, “I was doing a tremendous food business
up there when they closed me down you know, how come there’s just
men in here? And they started to bring charges against me of what kind of
place I was operating.” 8
Prior to 1955, “serving alcohol to ‘known homosexuals’ was not illegal –
although homosexual acts were still banned. Queer people could legally
assemble in bars, but touching, nonnormative gender attire, or
mannerisms that signified homosexual status could be construed as an
illegal act. In 1955 California’s alcohol control legislation was changed
with the creation of the ABC. In the same year the California Business and
Professional code was amended to allow the ABC the authority to
investigate “resorts for sexual perverts.” The ABC began policing of queer
bars, relying on entrapment and scare tactics. Undercover agents seduced
patrons and police cars were parked outside bars as a deterrent. Bar
owners reported that their bars were consistently harassed and monitored
by undercover ABC officers looking for morals violations. A number of
bars were closed based on charges related to homosexuality. This had a
devastating effect on gay and lesbian bar owners. 9
On August 20, 1956, the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control filed
an accusation against Benedetti and the Paper Doll, charging violations of
keeping of a disorderly house, alleging disturbance of the neighborhood,
injury to the public welfare and morals, and the keeping of a resort for
sexual perverts. 10
At the trial, state investigators testified that “indecent proposals were
made to them by patrons of the Paper Doll.” 11 On May 16, 1957, the
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control revoked Benedetti's liquor

Dante Benedetti, interviewed by Nan Alamilla Boyd, July 10, 1992, The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender Historical Society.
9 Donna Graves and Shayne E. Watson, Citywide Historic Context Statement for LGBTQ History in San Francisco, March 2016,
114-116.
10 District Court of Appeal, First District, Division 2, California. Dante BENEDETTI, Petitioner and Appellant, v.
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL et al., Respondents. Civ. 19205. Decided: December 08, 1960.
https://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-court-of-appeal/1811608.html. Accessed June 25, 2018
11 San Francisco Examiner, December 4, 1956.
8
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license because it deemed that its continuance would be contrary to public
welfare and morals.
Although Benedetti would concede during the trial that the Paper Doll
had a gay and lesbian clientele, an admission that made headlines in San
Francisco newspapers, he claimed that he “never had any idea whatsoever
that there was anything wrong with operating a gay bar”. Adding that
“No one ever told me. It cleared the license, and I thought that’s all that
was necessary.” Benedetti would explain to anyone who asked, that he
never made assumptions about the gender, or sexuality of his clientele at
Paper Doll saying, “Gay people are no different than a human — you
know, a person that’s normal. You give a little acceptance to a normal
person and he reacts to it. You know, and I think gay people did the same
thing. That’s why they came to San Francisco.” 12
Benedetti battled the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control between
1956-1961 arguing that gays and lesbians had the right to assemble in bars
and restaurants. Benedetti describes years in the courts, saying “in those
days, they had what you call a - a court within the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Board. It has nothing to do with the civil court. And I fought it all
through those, and then I went into the civil court. And the first civil court
I went into, they denied me the right to go ahead and fight it any further
than that. [..] It was expensive, but I just thought I was right. I wasn’t
doing anything wrong.” 13
In 1961, Benedetti sold his license to Don Farber, a journeyman baseball
player who spent time with the Pacific Coast League’s Oakland Oaks,
who renamed the bar Cadell Place.

CharacterDefining Features

List of Character-Defining Features:
Exterior
 Two story height


Low, boxy massing



Flat roof



Redwood channel rustic horizontal wood siding

12 Dante Benedetti, interviewed by Nan Alamilla Boyd, July 10, 1992, The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender Historical Society.
13 Ibid.
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Regularly spaced punched window openings with simple, flat
wood surrounds and wood sills



Double-hung, wood sash windows at second floor



Prominent corner siting at Union Street and Cadell Place



Two entries and stair to second floor located on Cadell Place.

Interior


A front dining room and a rear dining room with raised area
separated by kitchen and bathrooms



Heavy timber support posts running north-south in both front
dining room and back dining room



Bar configuration and back bar with oak wood coolers located at
the west wall of the front dining room



Fireplace in rear dining room
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Additional Photos

Primary façade facing Union Street, view west.
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Secondary façade facing Cadell Place, view northwest.
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Front dining room, view south.

Front dining room, view east. Note heavy timber framing at left.
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Bar and back bar configuration located at the west wall of the front dining room, view southwest.

Corridor leading to kitchen and bathrooms between front dining room and rear dining room,
view north.
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Rear dining room, view north.

Detail of fireplace in rear dining room, view north.
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Raised area in rear dining room, view southeast. Not heavy timber framing at left and right.
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The Paper Doll!
Restaurant & Bar!
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!
524 Union Street, San Francisco, CA.!
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!
Overview!
!
“The City’s first Gay restaurant” according to Bay Area Reporter founding publisher, Bob Ross. !
!
The Paper Doll at 524 Union Street !

The Paper Doll Club was a pre-Castro social institution of profound importance as a center of
San Francisco Lesbian and Gay life1 for over thirty years. With lineage dating back to the
Barbary Coast era, 524 Union Street was an anchor for the converging communities of North
Beach, a crossroads for those who would go on to become influential catalysts of San
Francisco’s LGBTQ movements, and Women’s post-War cultural movements renowned
worldwide. As a Restaurant, Bar, and Jazz venue, 524 Union Street’s extraordinary San
Francisco history centered around Bohemian culture, civic action, resistance, innovation,
feminism and Gay liberation as a location that uniquely bridged generations and movements. !

!

The Paper Doll set the blueprint for greater acceptance of Gays and Lesbians, offering not just a
refuge for a marginalized hidden community, but a model where people of all walks of life, and
mixed sexuality intermingled; where for the span of a meal or a drink, the imposed closet of the
era faded away for a predominantly LGBTQ clientele. The Paper Doll foreshadowed the ideals
that personify values of an open San Francisco and functioned as a springboard for Gay and
Lesbian entrepreneurs2. As Grandmother to many of the most important LGBTQ bars,
businesses and newspapers, it was one of the foundational sites where the LGBTQ’s key
figures unified, built community, met life long friends, lovers, surrogate families, and found
political allies, giving roots to political and social liberation movements which followed. !

!
!

!

!

!

!

!
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Construction and Occupant History!

!

Construction: !
Built circa 1846, Rebuilt 1906!
Alterations: 1975-1978 Moulton & Clark, Inc. Architecture & Planning!

!
!
Building Description:!
!

524 Union Street; assessors Lot 009, Block 0103, (previously known as 512 Union Street, and
several Cadell addresses), is a two story mixed use Commercial building with finished
basement, with ground floor retail restaurant and bar space and rear and second floor offices;
fronting on Union Street and Cadell Place; a private passageway and alley with windows and
accesses on Union Street and extending along and on Cadell Place. !

!
!
!
!
!
!

!

!

!

!

!
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Original Deed, circa 1847

!

!

Located in the heart of North Beach, within the North Beach Triangle above Washington Square
Park, along the Barbary Coast Trail, Peter Cadel (also known as Kadell, and Cadell), a German
immigrant and pioneer who started the first commercial brewery in Sacramento, requested
purchase of the land from the City on May 14,18473 to develop and reside on the property. In
1875 there was a brick house and undeveloped lot on Cadell and Union, which he sold. !

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

For sale advertisement San Francisco Chronicle, January 1875.
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In 1878, a portion of 524 Union Street was leased to house the second location of the
groundbreaking Golden Gate Kindergarten Association, inspired by visits from leading
Suffragettes and founded by Female philanthropists, the public Hearst Free Kindergartens
occupied the property to serve the Barbary Coast4.!

!

In 1904-05 as indicated on the the Sanborn Map the property was occupied as a Saloon and
Restaurant with a Bocci Ball Court.!

!
!
Interior Description !
!

The building was renovated and expanded in 1975 to 1978 by Moulton & Clark, Inc.,
Architecture & Planning. At the end of Cadell Place; a stairway led to the caretakers unit on the
second floor; a walking deck with offices was constructed; two subterranean shops were
constructed with a exterior public stairway, and the main entry to the restaurant and bar was
removed and the secondary entry on Cadell Place became the main entry. In 1978, the
restaurant and bar took over the use of the basement, and restored and extended the floor area
of the bar over the stairway to the shops, and enclosed with a front window and returned it back
to the original floor space with the second stage. !

!

The configuration of the interior restaurant and bar has been preserved with two separate dining
rooms, and the original long bar and other details. The windows in the dining room were
enhanced during 1975 renovation with Victorian detail windows and stain glass over the front
entry and in the back dining room. The back dining room provides the original brick fireplace;
updated to gas, and wood paneling reclaimed from the original carriage house. The raised
stage in the back dining room still has a trap door from the prohibition era or wine
manufacturing. The windows on the second floor offices remain the same size and location. !

!
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!
!
Paper Doll signage, circa 1945, facing Union and upper Grant Ave, photographer
unknown, OpenSFHistory Lee collection/wnp33.00983

!
Neighborhood Context - Bohemian North Beach!
!

As a cultural institution, 524 Union Street was one of the most prominent locations that served
North Beach’s role as a Bohemian and intellectual nexus. As a mainstay of Queer culture before
The Castro, North Beach’s cheap attracted artists, the would-be artists, poets, and writers, while
catering to the remnants of Barbary Coast bohemians, and the infancy of the Beat generation,
prototype Hippies, and other counterculture. An enclave formed alongside working class,
waterfront laborers, and neighboring high society, including a Gay high society residing on
Telegraph Hill, all within a colony of mostly accepting European Italian and Spanish immigrants.
It was a place for outsiders and everyday San Franciscans alike. More importantly playing the
role of a cultural stop gap, providing a place to go with a sense of humanity at a time when
Lesbians and Gays could not readily identity themselves in public without fear of repercussions.!

!

Historically, San Francisco has been a primary catalyst of change, and tolerance sparking
national and worldwide discussions. As a precursor to a recognized community of Gays,
Lesbians, Bisexual, Transgender the North Beach bars were the country clubs of the
marginalized, where the social codes were created that shaped a cultural and political identity. !

!
!

!

!

!

!

!
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Once known as the Latin Quarter, the repeal of Prohibition made the North Beach area a
bustling hub of activity and a huge draw for locals and tourists, while retaining the international
feel of an old world village. Community historian, and representative of the Family Services
Agency, Roberta Bobba said the cheap rents, the weather, and the bohemians, who were
always “more accepting,” drew her to the neighborhood.5 !

!

Between 1933 and 1965, over twenty nightclubs, bars, and restaurants catering to gay, lesbian,
and transgender people opened in North Beach6 at the base of Telegraph Hill. more men and
women moved to the neighborhood, creating the city’s first queer residential enclave and
establishing the roots of San Francisco’s LGBTQ communities. As North Beach resident
Charlotte Coleman said “All the gays lived on Telegraph Hill.”7!

!

Another community figurehead, Reba Hudson, who arrived in the neighborhood in the 1940s
and stayed there for the rest of her life, said North Beach “was the most exciting, vital
neighborhood in the City. But there was still the old Italians, the old Spaniards that settled in.
Boy, you could smell the wine fermenting in the Spring. It was the absolute first working
example of Democracy I’ve ever seen. It wasn’t lip service, everyone was living side by side.…
no prejudice, no nothing, and [people] could embrace other people’s lifestyles. Truly European.
[People] didn’t care if you were gay or not … [People] just gravitated to [North Beach] and were
accepted in [North Beach]. It was the only place they were accepted. North Beach has always
had that reputation”. adding that “It didn’t matter if they were gay places or not, we all hung out
around the same places. North Beach is just full of outlaws of one stripe or another, and there
were just a lot of unconventional people. That’s why we all like it here. Everybody is just on their
own personal merits”, “The bohemians” said Reba Hudson, “were always very tolerant of
anyone and everyone.”8 and “It was long before the Beat kids arrived. A lot of intellectuals, not
only writers and painters, and poets, just a lot of truly intellectuals. And a lot of the artists, and a
lot of the political people. It was an interesting, marvelous neighborhood”. !

!

The first Gay bars in San Francisco were found along the Barbary Coast, and Waterfront areas.
Numerous famed bars of North Beach followed in that tradition, such as Mona’s, The Black Cat,
Finnochio’s and the Beige Room, gaining notoriety for a scene of LGBT identifying patrons,
gender bending performances, eventually hosting early prototypes of Gay Parades with drag
artists, and floats, traveling a single block. This was the public manifestation of a subculture for
many.!

!

The Paper Doll was one of the earliest Queer spaces in San Francisco that functioned as an
informal community center, and social clubs, where Gay, Lesbian, and Transgendered people
could make friends, find lovers, get information, or plan activities.9!

!
!
LGBTQ Historical Context and history of The Paper Doll!
!

As a lost Queer space, the Paper Doll Club’s forgotten history was brought back to light by
historians, principally Author, Nan Alamilla Boyd (Wide Open Town), who described 524 Union
Street as “a bit off the beaten path. It was far enough away from the commercial strip that it was
much more of a cultural enclave. It was a Queer bar for Queer people first rather than a Queer
bar for tourists first. Alongside the tourist culture were these more community based spaces like
Paper Doll through which a cultural community evolved and eventually solidified. The Paper Doll
was unique because it was one of the first restaurants catering to the Queer community in San
Francisco—if not the first—and because it provided a public alternative to night-clubs and
bars”10. !

!

524 Union Street spanned generations of struggles and pride, offering rare continuity to the Gay
Liberation era as it emerged, back to the Barbary Coast influenced era of bars closed long

!

!

!

!

!

!
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before their arrival to San Francisco. Where vital organizations such as Daughters of Bilitis, The
Mattachine Society, Imperial Council, The Tavern Guild, and others gathered. Where many of
the most important LGBT businesses owners and bar owners of San Francisco got their start.
They all came out of the Paper Doll. Before the term Gay, and at a time when Lesbians and
Homosexuals were ostracized, associated with mental illness, and getting caught could land
you in jail, the Paper Doll existed as a place primarily for camaraderie.!

!

Offering multi-course dinners at egalitarian prices, the Paper Doll encouraged an environment
where patronage of mixed sexualities and identities converged, playing a role in acceptance of
LGBTQ people through demonstration. !

!

Food with drink allowed the Paper Doll to strip away some of the phobias and stigmas
connected to other Gay bars of the time. Even so the Paper Doll also became one of the
unintentional front lines in the fight for LGBTQ civil rights, and a site of resistance. Listed on the
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s 1959 report of establishments patronized “exclusively” by
“Homosexuals and sex deviates”, and the Armed Forces Disciplinary Control Board’s list of
forbidden establishments as late as 1968, 524 Union Street was targeted by the State Board of
Equalization under the California Department of Alcohol Beverage Control vice squad raids. The
effects of the morality crusades by special Police commissions, and vigilantes against the vice,
prostitution, and so called deviant behavior of the previous Barbary Coast era also persisted. !
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

The building itself, high profile on a corner, long and L shaped down Cadell Alley, offered
discretion with several entrances. As customary of establishments serving Gays and Lesbians
at the time, windows were obscured. The interior was composed of a long bar on the left and
booths and tables on the right. There were two banquet rooms at the back that could seat over
100 people, with a dining room converted from an old interior bocce ball court, and the original
prohibition trap doors still intact in a raised area used for additional dining, or live performances. !

!

The famed Paper Doll Restaurant and Bar opened in 1944.!
The Paper Doll’s first manager and owner was Thomas Arbulich, a longtime North Beach and
Tenderloin bar owner/restaurateur and family of future San Francisco District 7 Supervisor, Sean
Elsbernd. He owned the business until 1956 and acquired the property through an estate
transaction, involving a court ordered guardianship sale of the 524 Union Street property.!

!
!
!
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Film Still from “The Sniper”, view of Cadell Place and Union Street

!
!
!

As a bootlegger at the end of Prohibition, Arbulich acquired bars as a means to care for his
family and gravitated towards inventive business opportunities, including a competing “Girl in
the Fishbowl” concept contemporary with Bimbo’s 365, and the Crystal Nook at the Crystal
Palace concession marketplace11. Roberta Bobba remembers going to the Paper Doll in 1946
saying it was a sailor bar at first, but was then taken over as a Women’s bar. By 1947, the bon
vivant Mona Sargent, dubbed “the Queen of Telegraph Hill”, known for San Francisco’s
foundational Lesbian bar Mona’s 440 club (440 Broadway) in North Beach, recalled she “got a
call from Tom Arbulich asking me to buy or be his partner”. Shortly after selling her interest in
the original Mona’s 440 club, parting ways with partner Charlie Murray, she was recruited to
work her magic at 524 Union Street. “I didn’t like Charlie and promised myself, 'No more
partners,' but I hadn’t signed any contract” said Mona about her noncommittal affiliation.12 “So I
made over the Paper Doll on Union and took my name with me”. !

!

According to a former patron, “She just sort of turned it on as a gay bar. Everybody liked her.” 13
Sargent’s first bar, located just a block up the hill, at 451 Union had relocated after only two
years, driven out by neighbors, and although Mona’s time at the The Paper Doll was equally as
short lived, she redesigned the interior, and her clientele followed her. A self-titled bohemian,
Mona Sargent said “We’re not offended at how the other fellow lives”. !
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“She was straight, but she was really good.” remembered
former waitress Charlotte Coleman. “If any police came
in, she would do anything for you — she would stop them
at the door and “You don’t touch my women”. She was
really sweet, but also tough when it came to us. She
wouldn’t let anybody bother anybody.”!

!
!
!
!

Mona Sargent, "Queen of Telegraph Hill”, jailed for a
“disorderly house”, Courtesy San Francisco History
Center, SFPL, 1937

!
!
!

!

Del Martin describes the original Mona’s as “really a tourist trap. They used to let us in for free
because we were part of the attraction. We were part of the side show. That was about the only
way you had of meeting anybody - would be to go to a bar” 14 "
"

!
!
!
!

Mona’s 440 Club, Tourists photo postcard, !
posing with Mona’s female patrons.

!
!
!
!

!

Phyllis Lyon recalls the radically important benefits of a place to go, noting the subtle benefits at
a time when Women were expected to wear skirts in bars,saying “we got into pants as often as
possible”, adding that “Because up in North Beach early on, Lesbians were part of the floor
show, in a sense. They wanted you to ‘look at the Queer”. The Paper Doll was one bar that
offered sanctuary from the tourism which had grown to include Grayline tour stops, that other
establishments were attracting, providing a budding community an alternative where they could
eat, talk, and gather.!
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Mona advertised the grand opening opening; Designed and Decorated by the Bay Area Artists
Group. The project was led by Emmy Lou Packard; also known as Betty Lou Packard (1914–
1998) the Californian post-war artist was known for painting, printmaking and murals, and
previously acted in the role of chief assistant to Diego Rivera,
and a confidante of Frida Kahlo, during Rivera’s Bay Area
period creating WPA murals. The Paper Doll interior included a
two dimensional window of vinyl cut outs depicting San
Francisco landmarks, by utilizing a technique which Packard
dubbed “edgelighting” using new colored plastic materials, two
4 x 6 x 1/4” sheets and concealed fluorescent tube lighting on
the top and bottom, affixed side wall. A candy stripe canopy was
suspended above the back bar, and celebrated abstract artist
Robert McChesney created murals on the mirrors. Circus
themed cut outs, in collage evoked Dadaist imagery, and
Balinese shadow puppets. The local North Beach artist colony
assisted, painting murals on the interior walls. Community
historian Joseph St. Amand recalls the artist Rita Covelick, from
the neighborhood’s creative colony, also designed “collage
window.” 15!

!
!
!

Frida Kahlo with Emmy Lou Packard
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ABOVE: Artist photo documenting murals, Paper Doll,
!
1947, Smithsonian Archives of American Art,
!
Mary Lou Packard: Paper Doll Club Murals
!
Project.!

!

LEFT:

!

!

!

!

!
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Hand written Emmy Lou Packard note.

!
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Paper Doll Club Murals Project, Smithsonian Archives of American Art
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Unusual for any restaurant, 524 Union Street contained an artist studio where WPA certified
mixed media artists worked, right behind The Paper Doll, in close confines; a rare blend of
Bohemianism with everyday people. Prior to establishing the famed Vesuvio Cafe, artist agent,
and promoter of the Beatnik image, Henri Lenoir, used the Paper Doll as one of his makeshift
galleries, capitalizing on a non-traditional curatorial setting to sell works of his Bay Area Artist
Group roster. The backdrop was set for all walks of life to commingle in a uniquely San
Francisco space!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
!

!
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!

!

!

!
Paper Doll ad, San Francisco Chronicle, June 12, 1949!
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Back Dining Room, The Paper Doll, photo by Marshall Douglas, Opera & Concert, July 1947
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Of Mona’s opening party at the Paper Doll, Pat Healy said “Yeah. That was - that was The Big
Night. The best food in San Francisco. And I’m sure if you talk to anybody, they would back me
up on that. I haven’t had a prime rib dinner since — Oh, the old prime rib” 16. Openly Lesbian
actor Pat Bond said "When the Paper Doll was going full blast, they served great meals for
about a buck--buck and a half--so you had a lot of straight people coming into the Paper Doll." 17!

!

“I lived around the corner on Grant and ate there frequently” confirmed Dick Boyd, a North
Beach bar owner, and historian that frequented the Lesbian clubs. “The food was excellent. You
could get a steak with all the trimmings for $1.65. I could even afford to tip at those prices.” 18!

!

Susan Sontag, the celebrated social critic, activist and writer, recounted formative visits in her
diaries; closing out the Paper Doll as a teenager, witnessing bad lounge performances, and
“several attractive women who served drinks - all in men’s clothes, as at Mona’s”19.!

!

Mona Sargent set the formula that would make the Paper Doll so renowned, with an identity that
would last decades, but she quickly moved on to other projects, saying “These partners couldn’t
stand that I got all the attention, and I realized it was a big mistake. […] I stayed [at the Paper
Doll] about a year”. !

!

Whether initially just a lucrative venture, Bill Elsbernd, the step-grandson of Arbulich, relates a
childhood memory indicative of something unintentionally greater at play, saying that when his
father tended bar at the Paper Doll “looking like Robert Redford off the farm”, having “moving to
the big city, religious”, he was a draw, noting he “never talked about what they did on the other
side of the bar”, adding that “dad got on our case if we used the term “Queer”, he said don’t ever
call that name in a nasty way”. !

!

The Paper Doll was mentioned in the 1948 version of “Where to Sin in San Francisco” by Lord &
Shaw with the less than subtle caption overtly stating that “Stolid Tom Arbulich, pedestrian
proprietor of this merry little cesspool, declares it is “a nice place” and, knocking on wood, avers,
“We never get any visits from the Shore Patrol”. The sensationalist guidebook described the
Paper Doll as:!
!
!
!
!
!
!
“A rendezvous of the Gay People. You’ll see gay women who walk !
!
!
and talk like men, and gay men who walk and talk like girls, and often !
!
!
you’ll find it hard to tell whether a gay man is a man or a gay woman !
! !
is a woman because sometimes a gay woman cuts her hair like a man’s !
!
!
and puts on men’s clothes and looks more like a gay man than a gay !
!
!
!
woman, and a gay man sometimes lets his hair grow and plucks his !
!
!
brows and puts on fawn slacks and looks more like a gay woman than !
!
!
a gay man, and maybe they are both so anyway but it is very !
!
!
!
!
confusing…”20. !

!

The 1955 book “Bohemian San Francisco” mentions “Another Queer place, which can’t make
up its mind whether it wants to be strictly pansy or strictly Lesbian is the Paper Doll.” but
contrasted with other bars hyped as “beehives of perversion”, the Paper Doll was described as
“a very dull joint at best”. 21!

!

Gay author, tattoo artist, and Kinsey Institute collaborator Samuel Steward cruised the Paper
Doll noting in his journal, that by the early 1950’s it was “so packed they were drinking outside
on the steps.” 22 Bobba says women went to the Paper Doll for an elegant dinner.23 Gerald
Fabian, who described the Paper Doll as mostly Lesbian, said it was always packed—“one of
the places on the circuit that you went to.” 24!

!

Longtime bar owner, and founding Tavern Guild member, Charlotte Coleman called the Paper
Doll her “favorite bar forever…the best one ever happened…the number one place that we went

!

!

!

!

!

!
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every Friday and Saturday night. Many of my years I spent in that bar” saying it was “where we
all met and grew up.”25 !

!

“I don’t think there was any class division. We didn’t even have that many places to go — and
everybody went.” explained Charlotte Coleman who appreciated the Paper Doll because it was
located away from the more touristy Broadway Street, explaining that “Women used to pick bars
that were tucked away, quiet little areas and districts and what not, and the Paper Doll, at that
time, was”26. It was on the steps of the Paper Doll that Coleman struck a friendship with Roberta
Bobba that lasted 61 years27. !

!
Bobba recalled that gay men sat at the bar and Lesbians squeezed into the large booths:!
!
!
!
!
!

!

“The waitress would say, ‘Well … can we seat two more people with you?’ So !
they’d sit down next to you. And then a little while later it’d get real busy and !
they’d stick in two more. So there you were, every time you went, you met !
some new people … you got to know all the ladies in town”28.!

“It was the typical sort of young white collar kind of people. Fuzzy sweater, plaid jacket”
according to Joe “Baron” Nimidoff, “The places that had restaurants seemed to, you know, they
had a different atmosphere”29. !

!

Reba Hudson reminisced that “it was exciting, we’d sit around shining our shoes, pressing our
shirts, waiting for Friday nights. Lots of good times. People were open then”. 30!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Dick Boyd offered context observing “the preponderance of bars were Lesbian. Why? Fewer
doors were open through normal channels (work, clubs, organizations) for women to meet other
women of a like mind.” 31!

!

Radical Lesbian rights activist, Elaine Mikels, the founder of Conard House, San Francisco’s
first halfway house, recalls in her memoir how the Paper Doll offered her refuge. She connected
with an artist colony, found a job, met an older Gay man who took her in with lodging, and
portrayed it as the first place she experienced a scene where mature heterosexual Women
befriended younger Gay Males: !!
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ABOVE: Elaine Mikels
with mentor “Bo” at the
Paper Doll, 1951, from
memoir

!
!

!

!

“Settling in San Francisco, Women similar to those I had met in !!
Southern Italy. It was exciting to think that San Francisco would be !
offering the same colorful experiences that I had enjoyed during my !
travels. I returned to the Paper Doll dressed in my slacks, turtleneck !
polo shirt, and corduroy jacket, the Lesbian-identified costume that I !
had worn when I went to bars in Greenwich Village. Coming into this !
bar, (Paper Doll) I felt more at ease than I felt the first time at Mona’s !
in the Village two years ago, where I sat in the corner hugging a !
coke. The group here seem different, evenly divided between !
Lesbians, and Gay men, all appearing middle class in their dress !
and manner.” […] “ Dressed up in our best slacks and jackets and !
have dinner at the Paper Doll on Upper Grant Ave. The crowd was !
quite different from what I had experienced at Mona’s; they were !
!middle class Lesbians and Gay men. Eva would order us martinis, !
!a drink I have never had which became my favorite from then on. !
!She would go to the juke box and play our favorite tune, one !
!whose name escapes me but when I hear it now it brings back ! !
!those lovely candlelight evenings that we spent together at the !
!Paper Doll”. 32!

!
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North Beach was drawing nationally known top entertainment
talent, and as a super club, the Paper Doll Club was beloved
by San Franciscans in the know. Nat King Cole spent a week
at the Paper Doll before being let go by Tom Arbulich when,
as the story goes, he couldn’t be heard over the crowds33. In
1949, the respected Ragtime revivalist Paul Curtis Lingle,
believed to have backed Al Jolson in films “The Singing Fool”,
and “Mammy”, held a residency as the Paper Doll house
entertainment, where it’s said boasted that he performed for
“All three sexes”34. In the last Sixties, Ann Weldon, and her
sister, recording artist, Maxine Weldon appeared regularly to
standing room only crowds. Grammy, and NAACP Image
Award winner Carmen McRae was also a headliner.!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

In 1952, the exterior and likeness of the interior of the Paper Doll Club was featured in the film
noir cult classic, The Sniper, produced by Stanley Kramer (High Noon, It’s a Mad, Mad, World,
Guess Who’s coming to Dinner).!
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Still Photos from The Sniper"
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Additional stills from The Sniper, circa 1952

At any given time, era and incarnation, the usual suspects of the North Beach art and poetry
scene, a cross section of San Francisco’s life, and someone visiting their first Gay bar. Poet,
Artist Weldon Kees might be performing ragtime or dining with shipping magnet and
gubernatorial candidate Bill Roth, and his wife Jane Grab Horn, talking about publishing Jane
Austen through their imprint Colt Press or the creation of the ACLU, Poet Thom Gunn might be
pretending not to recognize closeted students, William Ball, founder of the American
Conservatory Theater, might be discovering new talent, and the Ernst Tie Company might be
creating their Fall line at a booth across from San Francisco Renaissance poet Jack Spicer.!

!

By 1954, Arbulich began shifting his focus to real estate, and The Paper Doll was sold to one of
his tenants, the legendary owner of New Pisa, restaurateur Dante Benedetti, a native son of
North Beach born in nearby Jasper Alley. Benedetti, a childhood friend of all the famous San
Francisco baseball players, including Joe DiMaggio, was a three sport letterman himself at USF
where he went on to coach baseball for $1.00 a year. His life’s passion was acting as a
philanthropist of youth sports, and today his efforts are recognized by a foundation, and youth
baseball tournament in his name. In 2006 after his passing, having touched so many lives, the
San Francisco Giants honored him at AT&T Park. 35 His family business was classic family style
Italian restaurants.!
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Dante Benedetti and The Paper Doll’s impact on LGBTQ civil rights!
!
Paper Doll matchbook (courtesy of the Benedetti Family)

Dante Benedetti, the owner of 524 Union Street for over 20 years, was one of the first, if not the
first merchant in San Francisco to openly and unapologetically declare he ran a business for
homosexuals. Under his ownership, The Paper Doll would find itself on the front lines of a
precursory fight for LGBTQ civil rights.!

!

Dante was a veteran of the US Marines, and US Coast Guard during World War II, !
where experiences witnessing homophobia towards his bunkmate, and comfortable in his own
sexuality, standing up for him, would prove formative36. Upon returning home, he rejoined the
family restaurant business, and began to purchase neighborhood properties. He wasn’t a
Bohemian, or associated with artist hangouts, but after a quick glance at the Paper Doll books,
he took the reigns from Arbulich, his landlord at New Pisa. Steeped in traditional Italian culture
and machismo it was a uniquely San Francisco match37. Rebba Hudson said “He was a hell of a
guy, all the gay people worked for. Treated people very well. He also had a great sense of right
or wrong, and his clientele from New Pisa went down there.”!

!

“It was the most popular place in North Beach” claimed Benedetti. “There was the Black Cat,
and the Paper Doll. […] And then I made a restaurant and you know, I put food in there, and by
the time when they took my license from me, that was a really popular restaurant. You know,
serving steaks and roast beef, all for $1.65 dinner, you know. And I brought in all kinds of
people. The place was packed all the time”. !

!

Dante’s daughter Sandra Luna, one of two that went into youth education, explains that “Those
were the days when businessmen took three-hour lunches in North Beach. Our Restaurant was
filled with those businessmen, artists and Italians in the neighborhood” 38!

!

Of the interior, Dante recounted that “On the inside there was a big long bar, I’d say about 30
stools as you went into the left. And then on the ride side were tables and booths for food. And
then you went through the corridor where there was a lady and men’s room in the middle. And
then in the back there was another room, like a banquet room. There was two banquet rooms
actually. They went on an L shape. It was jammed at the time. All the time.” Appellate court
records referred to photographs depicting the front bar “raised and the tops of the stools well
below the level of the bar”39!

!

The campaign of harassment against bars accused of morality and vice crimes resulted in a
landmark 1951 ruling in favor of the Black Cat Cafe’s defense for serving an increasingly Gay
clientele. The courts had previously declared that absent “illegal or immoral conduct,” Gays
were entitled to gather in public places — the first time this right had been affirmed in California,
but the Black Cat Cafe hearings in Stoumen vs. Reilly opened the door to a new set of policing
strategies — in particular, the use of undercover police to entrap patrons, and provided
language that “immoral” behavior was still grounds for legal action against LGBTQ bars. In 1955
the California State Assembly passed a law authorizing powers to ABC to close any “resort [for]

!

!

!
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sexual perverts”. The legislation was challenged but eventually resulted in the permanent
closure of The Black Cat Club and put venues like The Paper Doll at increased risk.!

!

Rikki Streicher, a founding board member of The Tavern Guild, the union formed to avoid such
busts, recounted one story: “At the Paper Doll !
where I lived, I lived above it, [in the caretakers unit] and was a cocktail waitress in it. One night
they got word that they were going to raid the place, because they used to raid places at the
drop of a hat. So I told everybody, we were going to be raided, so if they
wanted to go home and whatnot - Well I was the only one left.”40!

!

Pat Healy experienced raids at various bars, throughout the 50’s saying
“Well, ostensibly it was a vagrant check. But it was a way of harassing Gay
people. They could hold them for 72 hours, and then they had to turn ‘em
loose. […] I don’t know what they did with vagrants in those days, run ‘em
out of town or something, but it was - they had to verify your employment
with your employer. Well, that was horrifying, humiliating thing and
probably would cost you your job”.41!

!

Said Dante, “I was doing a tremendous food business up there when they
closed me down, you know “How come there’s just men in here?”. And
they started to bring charges against me, of what kind of place I was
operating. So, it was very successful when they closed me down”. 42!

!

Keeping a dress code, and a formal Maitre D’, Benedetti proudly insisted
he ran a clean house, describing “two girls on the door. I had one girl on
the door that was good…Her name was Dotty” On Dotty, Reba Hudson
said “She was not a real nice person. […] Boy, I mean she did keep things
in control […] She was real overbearing, she was perfect for her job, She
loved her job”. Dante adds that “She was about 40 years old and she was
married. She was a tough lady […] And she could spot ‘em and she’d
keep trouble out before it started”. […] “She knew how to handle people, all
different kind of people. She was the best I ever had. And she was the one
that kept peace on the floor”. Dotty’s sister Linda was also a Paper Doll
cocktail waitress. 43!

!
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By 1956 Bar raids and harassment resulted in Liquor license suspensions for the Paper Doll
Club, alongside the raids that shut down the famed Black Cat Club, including Ethel's,
Crossroads, Copper Lantern plus a full license revocation at Miss Smith's Tea Room.44
Accusations made during undercover stings on August 20, 1956, in a packed house of 175
patrons designated the bars as disorderly houses and hangouts for sexual deviants. There were
subsequent hearings on December 3, 1956, April 10 and 11, 1957 and February 15, 1957 and
appeals in 1960.!

!

One patron, Vaughn [last name unknown] explained the gossip around the sting at the Paper
Doll: “Well, Leo Whitney, Leo was a bartender at the Paper Doll. His wife was the hostess. He
was a little guy; he would camp and carry on, and he was pawing someone’s arm or
something…they arrested him for it”.45!

!
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!

Appeal documents for Benedetti vs. Department of Alcoholic Beverage outline an instance
“occurring on May 13, 1956, following the occasion when a patron named John Cowgill invited
Agent Johnson to engage in a lewd act. After Johnson left the bar with Cowgill and placed him
under arrest, Johnson returned to the bar and asked Police Officer Tregoning to come outside.
At this time, the bartender, Rick, warned Tregoning, who was not known to be a police officer,
not to go outside with Johnson. The bartender said that several arrests had been made the
night before; it would be all right as long as he did not leave the premises”.!

!

Benedetti claimed he “never had any idea
whatsoever that there was anything wrong with
operating a Gay bar”. Adding that “No one ever told
me. It cleared the license, and I thought that’s all that
was necessary”. Benedetti would explain to anyone
who asked, that he never made assumptions about
gender, or sexuality of his clientele at Paper Doll
saying “Gay people are no different than a human —
you know, a person that’s normal. You show a little
acceptance to a normal person and he reacts to it.
You know, and I think Gay people did the same
thing. That’s why they came to San Francisco. They
never arrested them. They never, you know, beat
‘em up” […] “That means employment, that means a
lot of things. You earn a living“.46!

!

Benedetti, who wasn’t very big on accounting, and
was known to carry large rolls of cash for paying bills
to beer suppliers, and meat purveyors 47, refused to
speculate on the possibility he had inadvertently
reneged on agreements made by previous owner
Arbulich during the time of the “Gayola” scandals
where local authorities were found to be extorting
Gay bars. Dante still preferred to believe the shut
down had more to do with not following unspoken
rules for keeping Gay bars open, perhaps hoping to
downplay the prejudices themselves out of embarrassment for having witnessed such
intolerance. Mona Sargent’s bars were never raided, for example, as she proudly stated the
police “knew me. I’d lived on [Telegraph] Hill before that […] and just knew cops”.48!

!

In reaction, bars began self policing. One patron, Joe Nimidoff, remembers making a sexual
joke that got him bounced from the Paper Doll, and “never allowed in there again”, illustrating
how tense the climate was. He added that “[they] said there were too many liquor licenses
issued in San Francisco, and they were trying to cancel some of them […] just listening for any
kind of information that would give them grounds to revoke a license”. 49 As Dante proudly
stated: “They had no other evidence whatsoever. It’d be — they had a testimony of an inspector
saying that one guy was groping the other guy, but nobody ever made an arrest in the place.
There’d never been an arrest in the Paper Doll”.50!

!

Daughter, Sandra Luna likened it to how the family ran New Pisa where “there was no hanky
panky going on. He wouldn’t let anyone kiss at the bar. He said he drew the same lines at the
Paper Doll. There’s nothing going here at the bar, but you can come here and gather”. Dante,
an amateur boxer and street fighter trained at the San Francisco Boys Club, protected his
customers, “he was adamant about whatever patrons he had, they were safe”, and was known
to grab his fiercely loyal chef, another former Marine, John D’ulio, to go fisticuffs with would be
gay bashers, in Cadell alley51. !

!

!
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Regarding the Paper Doll losing it’s license, Reba Hudson says “They had something like 28 or
29 counts against him, believe it or not. And I say, they came in there with cameras and
everything. Well, that was the most openly Gay place.” […] “For Christ sakes, Dante was born
and raised in North Beach […] He's probably the stablest guy in this whole world. He's also a
man of great integrity and of great honor and he didn't think he was doing anything that wrong.
And that's why he fought it all the way to the Supreme Court. […] I really respected him for
that…He was as straightest Italian in this Beach. But he's a hell of a guy… He just became a
[scape] goat, you know, they needed a goat at the time. And this being, you know, flagrant at
that time, or considered so at that time, you know. He became the goat.”52!

!

After being cited for running a unclean house, with deviant behavior, Benedetti battled the
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control between 1956-1961 arguing that Lesbians and Gays
had the right to assemble in bars and restaurants.!

!

Pioneering activist Del Martin explained “they were being constantly raided, you never knew
when the paddy wagon was going to show up, officers come in and load you all in, and the
charges were absurd like visiting a house of ill repute.” 53Martin who had begun to organize and
educate around that time remembers “That was the beginning of some knowledge of the rights
that we had, and most Gays initially didn’t understand it. That it wasn’t against the law to be
Gay, that certain displays and acts were”.54!

!

Benedetti spent years and countless expenses battling to find due process, recounting that “in
those days, they had what you call a - a court within the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board. It
has nothing to do with the civil court. And I fought it all through those, and then I went into the
civil court. And the first civil court I went into, they denied me the right to go ahead and fight it
any further than that”. [..] “It was expensive, but I just thought I was right. I wasn’t doing anything
wrong”.!

!

Although Benedetti openly admitted The Paper Doll had a Gay and Lesbian patronage, an
admission that made headlines in San Francisco newspapers, Dante proudly stated “Nobody
ever made an arrest in the place.” [...] “In fact, in my remarks in the transcripts, is “Well, if you’re
going to take away the Paper Doll, which is run better than the New Pisa”, I said “you might as
well take New Pisa too”, putting his families business opened in 1919, on the line. Ultimately the
threat against his family business forced his hand.55!

!

Don Farber who eventually took over the business alleviates any ambiguity. “Dante wouldn’t pay
off” he explained. “He didn’t think he was doing anything wrong even though he knew it was a
different type of business. Where he had sisters, and ex Baseball players at New Pisa, a big
family thing, this was the complete opposite”56. !

!

Luna describes a fearless, principled man. “He was stubborn, he really was. It wasn’t that he
didn’t have the money, he was just like no, it was wrong. He had so much pride, it was like “I run
a clean business”, these guys just happen to be Gay. He just said there is nothing wrong
happening.57!

!

The original Paper Doll remained in operation through 1961. Charlotte Coleman said LGBTQ
places such as the Paper Doll stayed open longer than most spaces because they doubled as
restaurants, and according to Coleman policing agencies were normally more tolerant of bars
with restaurants. 58 !

!

Farber recalled that “Dante had a legion of police officers who he fed in the back room on the
meat block. They’d tell him “this guy’s coming, be careful”, but that one police sergeant in
particular targeted the Paper Doll routinely. Farber added, “To keep the business going, Dante
tried selling Near Beer, practically giving steaks away. Dante, he gave everything away. He was
a kind man”. Daughter Luna adds “what was really normal was, if you ran a restaurant, you’re
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opened late, you handle lots of cash, and I know cops might take home some raviolis or steaks,
you kind of buttered the bread and make them watch out for you… but with the Paper Doll, that
wasn’t enough. Dad drew the line, “there are no illicit acts taking place, I refuse to pay you off”.!

!

At the same time, The Paper Doll Restaurant advertised dinners in the San Francisco Official
Police Association Publications from 1959-63.!
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TOP LEFT: San Francisco Police Newsletter, Paper Doll advertising,
1960!

!

TOP RIGHT: San Francisco Police Newsletter, Paper Doll Advertising,
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“He and my mother spent every cent of their lives fighting that thing. They lost everything”
remembers Dante’s daughter.!
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Dante at New Pisa!

“It was important for me.” Dante would say about the Paper Doll episodes. “Not for anything
else. Just for my own conscience.” he’d say, “I still to this day — I don’t think there was anything
wrong. No way”. 59!
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On Dante’s passing, some guests at University of San Francisco’s memorial service were
puzzled because “On one side you had all these old Italians, on the other side, all these “old
queens”. They were just there”, explained daughter Sandra, “Just to honor him. They
remembered”.60!
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The California Department of Alcohol Beverage Control gave Dante a chance to sell The Paper
Doll to Don Farber in 1961. Farber had been a journeyman pro ballplayer with Pacific Coast
League teams like the Oakland Oaks, and the Solons in Sacramento where he made a
connection with a “remote friend” within the agency who proved helpful. Farber recalled “The
only stipulation was I had to change the name” to satisfy the ABC, saying “from the time I took
over to the time I left, it was the same people working there. Same cooks, same employees”.
The Paper Doll remained, renamed as Cadell Place.!

!

“So when my playing days were over, Dante asked me if I wanted to learn the business” Farber
explained, “He was tickled to death to get out of there”.!
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“One day I went into work and everything was gone”, according to Farber, elaborating on how
Dante had “60, 70 counts against him, he had the best attorneys, and got it down to the 1. He
had the best attorneys, they got him on just the one count”. !

!

“When I first started”, said Farber, “it was during a holiday, when Dante was worried the police
were coming. I’d never seen anything like it, they were sardines in there.” but despite ongoing
popularity “Dante distanced himself when things got sticky. After it opened for the day, Dante
never spent much time in there.”!

!

“When it opened up, it was a straight crowd that came in. Then it was kind of like an Etch o’
Sketch to a different crowd”, Farber said, adding “Guys would come in Brooks Brothers suits
one day, then come back in on Friday in leather”. !

!

The Paper Doll was doing 280 dinners a day, and Farber immersed himself in the business,
working side hours learning the ropes at other classic San Francisco establishments including
Fisherman’s Grotto #9. At the Paper Doll, he recalls a Chinese cook teaching him how to
butcher meat, and teaching him recipes for the house made salad dressings.!
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!
“There was never any trouble” to Farber’s
memory. “The booths were nothing
spectacular, nor the plumping” he said, but
for what had become a predominantly
Male group that visited the newly named
Cadell Place, he recognizes in retrospect
“the infancy of it all, before the
bathhouses, the parade, there weren’t
many other places to go”. Like Benedetti,
Farber was a family man, and in his case,
he grew tired of the grind. He turned his
focus to another business in South San
Francisco’s Golden Gate produce terminal,
at the site of television production for The
Green Grocer. Farber would eventually
work in racetrack management services for
the DeBartolo family, noted for their high
profile ownership of the San Francisco
49’ers NFL football team.!

!
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!

LEFT: Cadell Place neon signage visible,!
Union Street looking towards Columbus. !
(OpenSFhistory/wnp25/4762)
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Still essentially the Paper Doll, 524 Union Street was rebranded by chef/operator
Bob Ross, and Samuel Hall as The 524. !

!

Now under Gay ownership, at a time when very few Gay and Lesbian owned bars,
Ross creatively began to showcase a growingly visible community at The 524 with
events seven nights a week. Ross would also help found the Tavern Guild, acting
as it’s Director, Secretary, and eventual President, and The 524 employed it’s
activities director.!

!

Ross proudly recounted that during his ownership “People would line up all the
way down the block and get in for 15 cent brunch”, wait listing for a bare bones
breakfast. “The bar would take in between 11:00 and 2:30, almost $2,000. Now in
those days, that’s a lot of money, because the drinks were all under a dollar”
remembered Ross, citing brunches as their most profitable day61. Write ups at the
time still described a place where you could take out of town guests for abalone
and a “quiet dining room that was ideal for a conversation that kept !
apace for a couple of hours over wine and coffee”62.!
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In 1964-65, patrons like Jim Ivory confirm a more male clientele and remembers learning how to
disco “by watching the go-go boys”. On special Sundays, the Polk Street Queer boutique Town
Squire used The 524 to stage flamboyant fashion shows, featuring “well known young men as
models” in skimpy outfits, with rapid fire running commentary hosted by Mike Gerry as the
celebrated Drag Queen Michelle. The Mattachine Society, one of the first Gay rights
organizations, who had previously included The Paper Doll on their bar map, sponsored a
Sunday stop for the book promotion of “Mr. Madame” Ken Marlowe’s unprecedented tell-all
book. !

!

524 Club continued a long tradition at the site, of advertising holiday dinners for Thanksgiving,
with free turkey door prizes, and Christmas events highlighted by the Tavern Guild’s slide shows
narrated by Michelle which provided the community a place to gather amongst other strays and
find an adopted family, at a time when many LGBTQ were estranged from their families.!
!
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As a member of the Tavern Guild, 524
Union hosted community chest charity
auctions for the organization, and
hosted meetings in 1966.!
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In league with grand Halloween festivities in North Beach at other legendary establishments like
The Black Cat, Dick Boyd, author of “Broadway North Beach: The Golden Years”, details that “In
the late 1950’s and early 60’s the Paper Doll held Halloween parties over-flowing down Union
and up to Grant. There was a contest held for the best costume and drag queens came from as
far away as New York to compete for the crown”.63 These were precursors to the formal
Halloween Balls, and later parades.!

!

Bob Ross described Halloween spectacles drawing parade buses full of drag queens
coordinated by theme.!
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Bob Ross: “We had an alleyway next to us, Cadell Place, !
and we used to park cars in there . […] But on Halloween !
we parked no cars in there and we’d run a big red carpet !
down the alleyway and put overhead lights and, you know, ! !
spotlights and stuff like that….[…] all these beautifully !
attired queens would come out of ![a big bus] and walk !
down the alley on the red carpet, into the packed house on !
the stage. […] So they were all trying to get the prize money !

!
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and also to get the biggest crowds. […] The 524 has a side !!
entrance, and we were able to get them in the side entrance, !
and they could leave by the back kitchen entrance. !
So they could sort of pivot down the stage, do their schtick, !
circle out and go back out and go back out to their buses. !
And the straight people on the street were just ecstatic”. !
[…] It lasted probably not quite to the 70’s when some of !
the rowdies started coming in and throwing eggs at !
people and Christian crazies started coming in doing schticks !
on peoples heads. And at that time, a drag used to have to !
wear a button that said “I’m a boy” or “I’m a man”. That was !
part of the law too at that time. And if you didn’t have that, !
they’d lay you off to the jail”.64!

The US Military continued to list The 524 Club amongst 23 “off limits” San Francisco
destinations in 1968, earning it’s inclusion in the San Francisco Examiner’s own “sin city” list. 65!

!

In a later incarnation, Arlene Arbuckle, owner of several watering holes, including nearby upper
Grant Avenue bar The Anxious Asp would take over, and restore the Paper Doll name again in
1968 as Arlene Arbuckle’s Paper Doll Tavern.!

!

The Paper Doll went strong well into 1969 when former chef Wanda Burriesci says they still had
that one consistent detail, “lines of people going down Union Street and up around Stockton
Street waiting to eat” and fans of the food still included the local Police who would routinely visit
the kitchen for a meal, and check to see if “everything was o.k.” !

!

Re-dubbed by Ross as Noah’s Ark for a period of 1971, serving teriyaki steaks and signature
brunches, with entertainment66, and then back to The 524 Club by 1972, it appears Bob Ross
returned to operations while sitting as the Tavern Guild’s President. !

!

Re-dubbed Noah’s Ark for a period of 1971, serving teriyaki steaks and signature brunches, with
entertainment67, it appears Bob Ross returned to operations while sitting as the Tavern Guild’s
President.!

!

By 1972, the Paper Doll transitioned
to the short lived Rolando’s, this
time under the ownership of Leo
Rossi, a legendary local boy who
owned the butcher at Grant &
Union, and then The Godfather.
Both maintained the same crowd
despite attempts to attracts families,
promoting kids meals, before
shifting back to a
!
Lesbian focused establishment.!

!
!
!
!
!

The Paper Doll and subsequent incarnations became the only establishment catering to an
LGBTQ crowd to survive the undercover busts and bridge the gap into the post-Stonewall Gay
Pride era, offering a sense of continuity.!

!
!
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Vector, August 1969.
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Paper Doll Menu
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Legacy of the Paper Doll, notable affiliations and alumni!

!

Bob Ross, a pioneering publisher, and activist, began publishing what would become the
longest running Gay newspaper, Bay Area Reporter while at 524 Union Street. The first issue of
the publication featured a prominent reference to the Paper Doll’s brunches, and gossiping
about who slept with who, in the second paragraph of the papers first column68.!

!

As an alternative to the gossip sheets found in bars,
the groundbreaking publication transformed LBGTQ
communities; and publication was integral to the Gay
Pride movements, and early AIDS reporting, unifying
the idea of a Gay vote. Recognized by future judges,
Sheriffs, Mayors, and Supervisors, such as Harvey
Milk, who looked to Ross’ endorsement. Bob Ross
was said to have been at the top of the shortlist as
Milk’s successor. Ross also was named the
1978-1979 Emperor of San Francisco, by the
Imperial Council, a counterpart to the symbolic drag
queen title of Empress of San Francisco, and served
on the board of trustees for the San Francisco Ballet.
The Bob A. Ross Foundation was established to
continue philanthropy in his name.!

Bob Ross, credit Henri Leleu, courtesy GLBT Archive

!
!

!
!
!
!

Another Paper Doll bartender69, Richard “Sweet Lips” Walters, went on to prominence as Bay
Area Reporter’s version of Herb Caen. He provided initiated support to Operation Concern-New
Leaf, an early LGBTQ social services, mental health organization.!

!
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Maud’s Study opening party flyer, with catering by Bob Ross of the 524 Club, circa 1966.

Rikki Streicher, a Paper Doll server and resident of the caretaker’s unit at 524 Union, would go
on to open Maud’s Study in the Haight, the longest running Lesbian bar in the City, if not the
world, plus Amelia’s, which doubled as a community center in a Feminist Consciousness
enclave which existed in the Valencia Corridor of the Mission. Streicher, one of the most
important activist figureheads within the community, went on to co-found a Women’s Softball
League, later earning her a park named in her honor, and also co-founded the Gay Games,
which would grow into a worldwide, annual event. Opening night at Maud’s carried on the
lineage of The Paper Doll, advertising the event’s food “catered by Bob Ross of the 524 Club”.!

!

Gordon Jones, a chef, and William L. Bowman, worked together at the Paper Doll prior to
opening Gordon’s 70 describe at the time by one Gay guidebook as the “most elegant of San
Francisco’s gay spots […] The clientele is mainly a lot of older gentleman in business suits”. 71
Jones and Bowman were two of the first Gay men to own a Gay establishment in San
Francisco. Gordon’s transcended barriers and was highly regarded throughout San Francisco,
with good food that borrowed heavily from the Paper Doll approach72, thanks to chef Fred Lavre
poached from 524 Union, to providing a fine dining setting for all.!

!

The Paper Doll also gave birth to the Copper Lantern (1335 Grant Ave.), one of the bars raided
alongside it. Opened by two former waitresses, and a bartender, they faked a heterosexual
marriage to gain ABC licensing.!

!

Charlotte Coleman, a former server and patron of The Paper Doll opened The Front (600 Front
Street at Jackson), plus an unparalleled list of Queer institutions, including the Golden Cask,

!

!

!

!

!

!
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and The Mint. Coleman was active in Society of Individual Rights, Operation Concern, The
Tavern Guild, and the first financial institution established by an LGBT partnership, Atlas
Savings and Loan. !

!

Sam Hall, a partner in The 524, and cook at the Paper Doll, opened the trendsetting Toad Hall in
1971, credited as the introduction of Discos to The Castro, and one of the original Gay bars in
the Eureka Valley neighborhood. !

!

Amongst Paper Doll’s influential patrons the legendary Lesbian and Women’s rights pioneers,
Del Martin, and Phyllis Lyon co-founded the “all girls closed club” Daughters of Bilitis in 1955
and later included 524 Union Street as one of their approved convention stops, as “reserved gay
- very good food. Sunday Breakfast a must!”. Much to the ridicule of San Francisco Chronicle
Columnist Herb Caen, the focus of their 1st Convention in 1960, one of the largest LGBT
convention of it’s kind at that point, was in large part a reaction to the struggles of gathering
places like The Paper Doll. Forming relationships with legal representation, knowing their rights,
and the technicalities of the bar raids, they staged a debate with an ABC representative. While
speaking warmly of their time spent at the Paper Doll, the organization’s founders actually
sought to provide public gathering alternatives to the dangers of the bar scene that had been so
fundamental in the formative years of many Lesbians, but detrimental to others. For many, the
smoky world of LGBTQ bars was scary and alienating73, and Gay Liberation organizations were
at times virulently opposed to the idea of LGBT life centering around alcohol and rowdy bars.!

!

Invoice payout for Daughters of Bilitis brunch event, with redacted signature of Bob Ross, 1967

!
!
!

On the 35th anniversary for the Daughters of Bilitis publication The Ladder, their biographer
Marcia M. Gallo painted a picture of the times:!

!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

“Spring, 1957. San Franco. You’re a lesbian in your late twenties!
and you’ve lived in the Bay Area for a few years. You work in an!
insurance office and rent a small apartment in North Beach. It’s a!
Thursday night around 8, and you’re feeling lonely.!

!

!

!

!

!
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You decide to take yourself to the Paper Doll for a drink despite !
your worries about police raids — it’s the only place you know of to!
be around other lesbians. Maybe tonight you’ll meet someone new.!
Sitting at the bar alone, you overhear a couple talking about a new !
group they’ve just heard about…. a social club for women. The !
Daughters of something…!

!
!

!
!

!
!

When they get up to leave, you notice the little mimeographed !
magazine they left face down on the table.”74!
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The Paper Doll continued until 1972 with the same mixture of Gays, Lesbians, friends; and
allies, still known for their great food, and entertainment. Despite numerous owners and name
changes, the much storied location remained a Queer space at least until 1975, and continued
to garner listings in LGBTQ guide books long after. !

!

Former Paper Doll server Reba Hudson reminisced about 524 Union during the 1980’s noting “It
hasn’t changed so much physically, it’s always had the same amount of space, and the dining
room’s in the back, right, and the entrances have changed and this or that” but the spirit
remained75. !

!

As a cultural monument the Paper Doll space remains configured as it has been for over a
Century of use as a bar and restaurant. !
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Exterior Photo, view of Union and Cadell, San Carlo Hotel/Restaurant/Saloon: Open SF
History org. circa 1915 Photographer Unknown.

!
Additional History of 524 Union Street!
!
The San Carlo Inn (1904-1935)!
!

The San Carlo Inn was a Barbary Coast era Restaurant and Saloon, established preearthquake and existing for thirty four years. Directories show trade and boarding
accommodations as well. Little is known other than the destination’s land owner and proprietor;
was founded by the liquor, and wine merchant, Lorenzo Bacigalupi. The San Carlo operated for
another 8 years after his death in 1927, and was in operation before and after Prohibition.!

!

!
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!
!

During Prohibition; the Volstead Act allowed families exemptions to produce and purchase 200
gallons of wine annually, but according to Dante Benedetti “they all cheated”. Speaking of the
adjacent alley to Cadell Place, Benedetti said “they used to call Jasper Alley “Wine Alley” in
those days”. 76 The San Carlo’s prohibition years are
a mystery, although during a 1923 Prohibition
seizure of Tequila smuggled on a Mexican steamer
ship named “Chihuahua”, the Cadell Alley was
raided.77 The San Carlo was the subject of other
prohibition raids78 and would close a couple years
after the repeal.!
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SAN CARLO HOTEL / 512 / UNION ST. / S.F. / MOISE S.F. ...

http://tokencatalog.com/token_record_forms.php?action=Displ...

!

LEFT: San Carlo Drink Token courtesy:
National Token Association, Auction House
Moss Mine Token Catalog, Private collector,
Cunningham, Paul A. Military Tokens of the
United States.
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San Francisco, California (San Francisco County), U.S.A.
SAN CARLO HOTEL / 512 / UNION ST. / S.F. /
MOISE S.F.

Unlisted
B R 21

GOOD FOR / 5¢ / DRINK

TC-279886

Contributed by: Moss_Mine

TokenCatalog #279886

1 of 1

!

7/6/16 11:57 PM
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The two lots which make up 524 Union (then 512 Union) stayed in the Bacigalupi family until the
1950’s.!
!
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1905 Sanborn Map

!

RIGHT: Aerial photograph of Union and Cadell Alley
circa 1938, Ryker, Harrison. David Rumsey Historical
Map Collection.
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View of Union towards Grant, 1924, San Carlo on the left
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The Adua Cafe (1934-1944)!

!

SF Call Bulletin said “The Adua Cafe is to Telegraph Hill what the St. Francis Hotel is to Union
Square”79. !

!

Opened shortly after the conclusion of Prohibition, by Italian immigrants from Milano and
Genoa; Leo in 1907, and Elise in 1915, the Adua Cafe was described as “a popular meeting
place for young newspaper men and women reporters. One goes there for a good Italian dinner
and a game of bocce on the only indoor court in North Beach”80 !

!

By the 1940’s Elise Perrone was a one Woman, sole proprietor with her own column in the San
Francisco Chronicle, titled “In The Districts”, and affectionately known as “Elise Perrone, boss of
North Beach, and the Queen”81.!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

As a pioneering civic leader, Perrone founded The Adua Betterment Association, one of the first,
if not the first community groups representing a Telegraph Hill/North Beach neighborhood now
recognized for a long rich history of thriving influential community organizations. Perrone hosted
meetings and events at 524 Union Street. As a celebrated community figurehead she was called
to put her stamp of approval on the opening of the North Beach post office, and a brand new
bus to Coit Tower which still passes 524 Union Street today. The “famed Adua Cafe” also
hosted influential legislators, Civic Clubs and Boys Club events. During the wartime years, it
became a meeting place for Government officials, maritime big wigs, and International
diplomats acting as a virtual political back room. On the anniversary of US military action during
WW2, Adua Cafe was listed as a “patriotic firm” sponsoring wartime Navy recruitment ads in
the San Francisco Chronicle.!
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LEFT: Adua Cafe sponsored patriotic Naval
recruitment ad, SF Chronicle
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Elise Perrone “In the Districts” news column, 1940
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!

Paper Doll, Cadell Place, 524 Club, Noah’s Ark, Rolando’s, The Godfather
Restaurant (1944-1972)!

!
!
Manhattan Towers (1972-1975)!
!

Owned by Katherine James, and leaning towards a “Lesbian pick-up place”82, Manhattan
Towers advertised Italian food, live entertainment, and New York style pizza, a rarity for San
Francisco in that period. !

!
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Russo’s, Cadell Place (1975-1981)!
!

Lovingly restored back to it’s pre-Victorian and Victorian glory in 1975, by brothers Steve Russo
and Dennis Russo, with a West Coast Craft interior utilizing on site salvaged reclaimed carriage
house wood, since copied by many other San Francisco establishments. The corner entryway
was moved at request of the city, to accommodate earthquake retrofitting, and sprinklers.
Basement retail was added.!
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Melvin Belli interviewed outside Russo’s circa 1976
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Russo’s was a favorite of food critic Patricia Unterman for it’s European/California cuisine. It was
also a headline Jazz, and Rock venue. By this time, few remnants remained of the LGBTQ
enclave in North Beach existed, aside from Steve Silver’s Beach Blanket Babylon located
nearby. With a return to Lesbian ownership with a silent partner, who happened to be a former
nun; and her longtime parter as chef; 524 once again underwent another incarnation as Cadell
Place for the second time, with food, drink, and entertainment, launching many careers
including Bobby McFerrin’s, with a weekly residency.!
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ABOVE: Chronicle review of Bobby McFerrin residency at
Cadell Place!

!
!

RIGHT: Advertisement in Plexus Bay Area, Women’s
newspaper, January 1980!
LEFT: Patricia Unterman review, Cadell Place, circa 1980
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!
Silhouette’s, The Field of San Francisco, Le Bordeaux (1981-2012)!
!

In subsequent years, 524 Union Street became a popular 50’s themed restaurant and retro sock
hop dance club with lines around the corner. It’s local cultural influence could be seen on KOFYTV 20’s Fifties “Dance Party”. The Field, Irish Restaurant and Bar, known for brunches, and a
French bistro concept called Le Bordeaux that became a temporary home to the private
collection of paintings once housed in the legendary Washington Square Bar & Grill & Moose’s.
All acted as a destination for private parties in the back room, a polling location for elections,
hosted toy drives, wedding parties, holiday parties for SFFD, Telegraph Hill Dweller’s Christmas
parties, neighborhood meetings, and more special events.!
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Le Bordeaux, with oak coolers and original long bar.!
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Back Dinning Room LeBordeaux with reclaimed and
preserved carriage house wood paneling, circa 1880.
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Commercial Offices!

!

Used as a trades quarters, few details are known. The back carriage house
space was the original location of the Emily Faithfull Kindergarten
established under the inspiration and guidance of Women’s rights activist,
and Suffragette Emily Faithfull while on a rare visit to the United States, and
a temporary site for philanthropist Phoebe A. Hearst’s Golden Gate
Kindergarten. The site also hosted the Union Street Experimental
Kindergarten, The Helping Hand Free Kindergarten No.1 & No. 2, and
Kahler Free Kindergarten; all pioneering institutions of the Golden Gate
Kindergarten Association83 founded by San Francisco Suffragette Sarah B.
Cooper to serve the Barbary Coast84.!
!
John Sweet was tasked to organize “a class of children between five and
six years of age, in a vacant room, kept the school running for three
Sarah B. Cooper !
months under the entire charge of pupils from the normal class, and
Source: SF Public Library SF
finally, with Mrs. Cooper's assistance, succeeded in 1880 in making it a
HistoryDigital Archive
free public school under the name of the "Experimental Class." One year
later a second class was opened in connection with Mrs. Cooper's
kindergarten school on Union Street.”!

!
!

For many years the back carriage house space in the rear, behind the Restaurant and Bar,
contained an interior Bocce Ball court. !

!
Contemporary with LGBT establishments at 524 Union in the early
50’s, the ground floor served as studios for WPA Federal Art Project
artists and other internationally showcased artists, including:!

!

Sargent Claude Johnson, the first African American artist on the West
Coast to achieve a national reputation85, considered one of the finest
sculptors of the Harlem Renaissance, though he spent most of his life
in the Bay Area86 he has received multiple retrospectives at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art. Notable work includes the
exteriorreliefs, and lobby mosaics at the San Francisco Maritime
Museum/Aquatic Park Bathhouse building. Later work
while at Cadell Place included African masks. !

!

Architectural photographer William Abbenseth,
acknowledged for documenting Northern California
buildings for the WPA, was a member of photography
collective Group f.64, credited for changing the course
of art photography, alongside Ansel Adams, Imogen
Cunningham and Edward !
!
!
!
Weston.!

!
Photo by Abbenseth, from SF MOMA
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!
Spero Anargyros, a public works
sculptor, creator of the bronze bust of
George Moscone sitting in City Hall, a
21 ton seal of the City and County of
San Francisco; his work sits atop the
California State Capitol, amongst other
high profile commissions
commemorating Hawaii’s statehood,
Mount Rushmore, Yellowstone National
Park, and the Alaska Centennial. !

!
!
!

!

Gurdon Woods, a sculptor and visionary arts educator who would go on to become President of
the San Francisco Art Institute ( previously known as California School of fine Arts), and founded
the art department at UC Santa Cruz. Abstract artist Charles Safford, John P. Waltz and
Richard Van Wingerden, an expressionist artist who worked alongside WPA muralists, and for a
time, as the Paper Doll janitor.!

!

M. Sherman, known just as Sherman, was an abstract artist described a “the grand Dyke
mentor of my youth” by Lydia Millett, the defining architect of second wave Feminism.87
Sherman’s mid 70’s art studio was described as “condemned” by Millet, symbolizing an end of
an era88.!

!

Frederic Hobb’s, an experimental b-movie filmmaker with cult acclaim,
satirist and madman visual artist considered the father of the modern
movement of “art car” parade sculptures now synonymous with
Burning Man, purchased and renovated 524 Union, dubbing the
building “Hobb’s Cottage Industries”, to rent short term commercial,
artisan and retail, including a delicatessen on the deck level. He was
known to let himself in to the former Paper Doll space and help himself
and friends to a few rounds, and work of that period reflects
collaborations with Ann Weldon, who was synonymous with sell out
shows there, and legendary LGBTQ performance art group The
Cockettes. !
As a hub for small business, and creativity, tenants included
Chronicle/Examiner columnist, and Rampart’s editor, Warren Hinckle
Hobbs, Hinckle, and crew
with his Basset Hound, and digs covered in astroturf. Additionally it
was the home for the groundbreaking early personal computing
microchip manufacturer, the one man tech operation of Micromation; literary agencies,
publicists, gaming designers, and a Women run small press publishing house responsible for
releasing Del Martin’s pioneering work “Battered Wives” and a campaign for greater media
exposure outside San Francisco. 524 Union was also where award winning branding/packaging
work for Apple, Napa’s burgeoning world class Wineries, and countless recognizable household
products were created making it central to North Beach’s emerging graphic design district.!
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LEFT: Promotional schedule for Del Martin NYC, !
book tour, tv appearance, by Johansen Bookworks, !
1976

Additionally, the basement level had two subterranean retail spaces accessible from the street,
housing The North Beach Chess Club, and The Enchanted House, an Asian antique store which
later relocated to Grant Avenue. !

!

In more recent years, 524 has housed Immigrant Rights legal assistance, a socially conscious
green Ad agency, tech strategy companies, web designers, film production development and coworking office space for small business and cottage industry startups.!

!
!
The Kiosk!
!

One of San Francisco’s oldest European style kiosks, the charming space is rumored to have
been the original marquee, or ticket window for the Paper Doll. Retail use has included flower
stands, bakery, tea shops, chocolates, a locksmith, handmade jewelry, and currently Hole in the
Wall Coffee.!
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!
Cadell Place Alley (aka Cadell Alley)!
!

One of San Francisco’s rare privately owned alleys, 524 Union Street extends most of it’s
length, sharing the alley with the back bakery doors to the wood burning ovens of the former
French Italian Bakery. The Paper Doll and all that came after have at times utilized the outdoor
space for holiday events. !
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Cadell Alley, circa 1990
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524 Union Street, illustration by Thompson Design, D. Thompson, circa early 1980’s.
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Previous bars/restaurants in the building

524 Union Street, previously known as 512 Union Street
alternate addresses on Cadell Place, aka Cadell Alley
San Carlo Inn Saloon & Restaurant

!

!

!

est. !

1904

(also known as San Carlos) with Bucci Ball Court

Adua Cafe ! !

!

!

!

!

!

est. ! 1936

!
!
!

!
!
!

!
!
!

est. ! 1944
est. ! 1947
est. ! 1961

!

!

!

est. ! 1964

The Paper Doll ! !
!
!
The Godfather !
!
!
!
Rolando’s ! !
!
!
!
Noah’s Ark ! !
!
!
!
524 Club! ! !
!
!
!
Manhattan Towers !
!
!
Russo’s !
!
!
!
!
Cadell Place (Russo’s Inc) !
!
Silhouettes ! !
!
!
!
Patzi’s (Silhouettes Inc.)
Ping Bodie’s !(Silhouettes Inc.)
Silhouettes ! !
!
!
!
The Field of SF Pub & Restaurant !
Le Bordeaux !
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

est. !
est. !
est. !
est. !
est. !
est. !
est. !
est. !
est. !

!
!
!

!
!
!

est. ! 1996
est. ! 1999
est. ! 2011

Restaurant & Bar with Bucci Ball Court.

The Paper Doll Club !
(Mona’s) Paper Doll !
Cadell Place !
!

!
!
!

(Don Farber’s formerly the Paper Doll)

The 524 Club !
The 524

!

!

(Owner/Operator: Bob Ross)

*LGBTQ affiliation in bold

1968
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1975
1980
1981

Summary 524 Union Street
Building Permit Records

Owner

Dept. Public Works
Alternations Signage

San Carlos Inn

Bar Restaurant

June 22, 1934

Dept. Public Works
Alterations Signage

San Carlos Rest. Bar Restaurant

Oct. 22, 1934

Dept. Public Works
Alterations Signage

Adua Cafe

Bar Restaurant

Nov. 19, 1936

Dept. Public Works
Alterations Signage

Paper Doll Club

Bar Restaurant

Nov. 13, 1944

Dept. Public Works
Alterations Kitchen

Paper Doll Club

Bar Restaurant

Sept. 17, 1952

Dept. Public Works
Alterations Kitchen

Abulich

Bar Restaurant

Feb. 5, 1954

Dept. Public Works
Alterations Signage

Cadell Place

Bar Restaurant

July 19,1961

Dept. Public Works
Alterations Health Dept.
Remodel Compliance
Nightclub Restaurant

524 Club

Bar Restaurant

Nov. 25, l966
Feb 2, 1967

Dept. Public Works
Compliance Bar

524 Club

Bar Restaurant

Nov. 14, 1968

Dept Public Works
Compliance Work

524 Club

Bar Restaurant

Nov 24, 1968

Dept. Public Works
Alterations Health Dept
Compliance

524 Club

Restaurant Tavern

Nov. 25, 1968

Dept. Public Works
Restore-New Foundation
Floors, Walls, Electrical
Plumbing, Sprinkler System

Russo’s

Bar & Restaurant

April 14, 1975
July 3, 1975

Dept. Public Works
Sprinkler System Building

Russo’s

Bar & Restaurant

June 5, 1975

page 1 of 3

Usage

Dated

Building Permit Records

Owner

Usage

Dated

Dept. Public Works
Restored Commercial
Use Only

Russo’s

Bar & Restaurant

Feb. 26, 1976

Dept. Public Works
Restore Extension Enclose

Russo’s

Bar & Restaurant

April 13 1978

Dept. Public Works
Alteration Ceiling

Cadell Place
Russo;s Inc.
Silhouettes

Bar & Restaurant

April 24, 1980

Bar & Restaurant

Dec. 11, 1984

Dept. Public Works
Signage Electrical

Silhouettes

Bar & Restaurant

March 17, 1985

Dept Public Works
Alterations Health Dept.
Remodel Kitchen

Silhouettes

Bar & Restaurant

March 23, 1992

Dept. Building Inspection
Plumbing
Remodel Bathrooms

The Field

Bar & Restaurant

Dec. 24, 1998

Dept. Building Inspection
Remodel Kitchen
Dept. Building Inspection
S.F. Fire Dept.
Compliance Kitchen Hood

The Field

Bar & Restaurant

Jan. 24, 1999

The Field

Bar & Restaurant

June 18, 1999

The Field
Dept. Building Inspection
Exterior Lighting Replacement
Compliance
The Field
Dept. Building Inspection
Exhaust
The Field
Dept. Building Inspection
Occupancy Load Fire Dept.
Compliance
The Field
Dept. Building Inspection
Hood Ansul System

Bar & Restaurant

July 08, 1999

Bar & Reataurant

July 13, 1999

Bar & Restaurant

July 15, 1999

Bar & Restaurant

Oct. 7, 1999

Dept. Public Works
Remodel Kitchen

page 2 of 3

Summary 524 Union Street
Building Permit Records! !

Owner

Usage!

!

Dept.Building
Manufacture and Install
Awning Front Business

The Field

Bar Restaurant

!

Dated
June 10, 2003

!

Dept. Planning
Public Health

Le Bordeaux

Full Service Restaurant

May 25, 2011

Dept. Planning
ON-SALE BEER & WINE,
EATING PLACE - TYPE 41

Le Bordeaux

Full Service Restaurant

Dec. 9, 2011

Page 3 of 3

Plumbing Permit Details Report
Report Date:
3/7/2010 11:19:14 PM
Application Number: 376517
Address(es): 0103/ 009: 524 UNION ST
Description: REMODEL EXISTING BATHROOM
Stage: Action Date Stage Comments
12/24/1998 ISSUED
Contractor Details: License Number: 498866
Name: Company Name:
EMERALD PLUMBING & FIRE
Address: P.O. BOX 2026 * BURLINGAME CA, 94011
Phone: 650-344-9370

Change your options to hide images within all messages.

Department of Building Inspection

http://dbiweb.sfgov.org/dbipts/default.aspx?page=PermitDetails

Online Permit and Complaint Tracking
Permit Details Report
Report Date:

5/26/2011 3:34:22 PM

Application Number:
Form Number:
Address(es):
Description:
Cost:
Occupancy Code:
Building Use:

9902987
3
0103 / 009 / 0 524
UNION
ST
INSTALL GREASE FLUE,NEW FRESH AIR RETURN EXISTING HOOD
$4,000.00
B
05 - FOOD/BEVERAGE HNDLNG

Disposition / Stage:
Action Date
2/16/1999
5/17/1999
6/7/1999
8/25/1999

Stage
Comments
FILED
APPROVED
ISSUED
COMPLETE Final Inspection/Approved

Contact Details:
RP HEATING & SHEETMETAL Contractor Details:
Addenda Details:
Description:
In
Out
Checked
Finish
Hold Description
Hold Hold
By
1
PAD-MECH 3/4/99 3/16/99 3/18/99
4/23/99 DTH
1
PAD-PC
2/17/99 3/4/99 3/16/99
5/10/99 YYC
2
SFFD
5/13/99 5/14/99
5/14/99 JG
3
ONE-STOP 5/17/99 5/17/99
5/17/99 VR
TO YOLANDA FOR APPOVAL
4
CPB
5/17/99 5/17/99
This permit has been issued. For information pertaining to this permit, please call 415-558-6096.
Step Station

Arrive Start

Appointments:
Appointment
Date

Appointment
AM/PM

Appointment
Code

Appointment
Type

Description

Time
Slots

Inspections:
Activity Date
6/22/1999
6/10/1999

Inspector
Dermott Sullivan
Dermott Sullivan

Inspection Description
FLUES/VENTS/DUCTS
ROUGH FRAME

Inspection Status
PRE-FINAL
OK TO COVER

Special Inspections:
Addenda No. Completed Date Inspected By Inspection Code Description Remarks
For information, or to schedule an inspection, call 558-6570 between 8:30 am and 3:00 pm.

Station Code Descriptions and Phone Numbers

Online Permit and Complaint Tracking home page.
Technical Support for Online Services
If you need help or have a question about this service, please visit our FAQ area.

Contact SFGov

1 of 2

5/26/11 3:38 PM

Department of Building Inspection

http://dbiweb.sfgov.org/dbipts/default.aspx?page=PermitDetails

Permits, Complaints and Boiler PTO Inquiry
Permit Details Report
Report Date:

10/6/2012 3:06:01 PM

Application Number:
Form Number:
Address(es):

200304152314
8
0103 / 009 / 0
524
UNION
ST
MANUFACTURE & INSTALL ONE AWNING ON FRONT OF BUSINESSDIMENSIONS ARE 17'-4" ACROSS X 4'-4"HIGH X 3'0
$2,120.00
B
05 - FOOD/BEVERAGE HNDLNG

Description:
Cost:
Occupancy Code:
Building Use:
Disposition / Stage:
Action Date
4/15/2003
4/15/2003
4/15/2003
4/15/2003
4/15/2003
6/10/2003

Stage
Comments
TRIAGE
FILING
FILED
APPROVED
ISSUED
COMPLETE Final Inspection/Approved

Contact Details:
Contractor Details:
License Number:
Name:
Company Name:
Address:
Phone:

467247
TIMOTHY MCGILL
AMER. CANVAS & AWNING
1600 CORTLAND AV * SAN FRANCISCO CA 94110
8267515

Addenda Details:
Description:
Step Station Arrive Start

In
Hold

Out
Hold

Finish Checked By

Hold Description

TULLY
1
CP-ZOC 4/15/03 4/15/03
4/15/03
JEFFREY
2
CNT-CE 4/15/03 4/15/03
4/15/03 WONG IRENE
BALAMIENTO
3
CPB
4/15/03 4/15/03
4/15/03
YOLANDA
This permit has been issued. For information pertaining to this permit, please call 415-558-6096.
Appointments:
Appointment
Date

Appointment
AM/PM

Appointment
Code

Appointment
Type

Description

Time
Slots

Inspections:
Activity Date
6/10/2003
5/15/2003

Inspector
Daniel Lowrey
Wellington Wong

Inspection Description
FINAL INSPECT/APPRVD
FINAL INSPECT/APPRVD

Inspection Status
FINAL INSPECT/APPRVD
NO ENTRY/NO PROGRESS

Special Inspections:
Addenda No. Completed Date Inspected By Inspection Code Description Remarks
For information, or to schedule an inspection, call 558-6570 between 8:30 am and 3:00 pm.

Station Code Descriptions and Phone Numbers

Online Permit and Complaint Tracking home page.
Technical Support for Online Services
If you need help or have a question about this service, please visit our FAQ area.

2 of 3

10/6/12 3:10 PM
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Appendix (B)

Circa 1880

1880

L. Bacigalupi Liquors
SALES MCCNTS
STANDARD PORTLAND

1904

WESTERN FUEL COMPANY

CEMENT-

318 CALIFORNIA STREET

BAG

218

BAG

CBOCKER-LANGLEY DIRECTORY.

Bacigalupi Peter, iron wkr,

deal here

Quality

Bacigalupi

Harmon

sell

BDWEN

paints and

3tCD.

Bacigalupi Emilio, foreman, r 591 Filbert
Bacigalupi Emilio, teamster, r 2113 Mason
distiller,
r
2137
Bacigalupi Francisco,

Lombard

&

Bacigalupi Frank (M Bozzo

Luief

Co) r 15

Sonora PI

Bacigalupi Frank, elk Edison Phonograph

Agency,

r 1909

Av

Golden Gate

Bacigalupi Frank, lab, r 21 Lafayette PI
Bacigalupi Frank, lab, r 427 Greenwich
Bacigalupi Frank, teamster, r 334y2 Bran-

nan

Bacigalupi Frank B, elk F Taddeucci. r
19 Alta
Bacigalupi Fred, elk J Ivancovich «& Co,

Co.

r 651

Bay

F, stenog
Co, r 526 Filbert
Bacigalupi G, r 524 Filbert

Bacigalupi Fred

Oriental

SS

Bacigalupi Giovanni (Guerra & Bacigalupi) r 1610 Stockton
Giovanni, atty, Mut Sav Bank
1610 Stockton
Giovanni, lab, r 421 Filbert
Giovanni B (D Bacigalupi &
423 Point Lobos Av
r
718
widow,
Giuseppina,

Bacigalupi
Bldg, r
Bacigalupi
Bacigalupi
Bros) r
Bacigalupi

Montgomery Av

Bacigalupi Henrietta, widow, r lli^ Russell

Bacigalupi Henry L (Bacigalupi, Rossi &
Co) r 3028% Buchanan
Bacigalupi James, bartndr, r 721 Union
Bacigalupi James, lab, r 524 Filbert
r
128
laundryman,
Bacigalupi James,

Perry

Lumber

Bacigalupi John, emp Tubbs Cordage Co
Bacigalupi John, mach, r 11 Union PI
Bacigalupi John, liquors, r 511a Green-

wich
Bacigalupi John, teamster, r
Bacigalupi John, wood and

Tanks
and

Planing

2

Telegraph
2117

coal,

Mason

Bacigalupi
Bacigalupi
Bacigalupi
Bacigalupi
Bacigalupi
Bacigalupi
Bacigalupi

John B, r 1835 Stockton
John B, grocer, r 10 Lafayette
John C, elk, r 617a Lombard
John P, driver, r 417 Ivy Av
Joseph, r 721 Union

Joseph, lab, r 1402 Kearny
Joseph, ironwkr, r 427 Green-

wich

Bacigalupi Joseph, lab, r cor Hampshire

and 18th

Bacigalupi Joseph, packer, r 21 Lafayette
Bacigalupi Joseph C, marine engr, r 154o

Mill

Mason

Bacigalupi Joseph L, embalmer,

Mason

OFFICE

42 Market

St.

TELEPHONE
PRIV.

EXCHANGE

550

r

Pietro.

housefltter,

Greenwich

BACIOAI.UFI FSOSFEBO,
612

we

127

Green-

BACIGAIiXTFT FETER, proprietor Edison
Phonograph Agency, 840 and 933 M.irket and 805 Kearny, r 1615 Jackson

on account of the

of the goods

r

wich

Most folks

1936

Lorenzo, liquors. 512 Union
Louis, carp, r 20 Moulton Av
Louis, driver, r 3616, 19th
Louis, fruit mcht, r 1713 Du-

Bacigalupi
Bacigalupi
Bacigalupi
Bacigalupi
pont
Bacigalupi Louis, scavenger, r 416, 5th
Bacigalupi Louis D, physician, 705 VaJlejo, r 2129 Green
Bacigalupi Luigi, carp r 9 Union PI
Bacigalupi Madeline widow, r 21 Lafayette PI
goods,
424
Bacigalupi Marie Mrs, dry
Montgomery Av, r 1610 Stockton
Bacigalupi Martin, peddler, r 307 Green
Bacigalupi Mary, widow, r 721 Union
Bacigalupi Natale, bartndr. r 9 Calhoun
Bacigalupi Paul, r 1610 Stockton

painter and decorator,

oils,

Broadway,

427

r

wall paper,

r 614

Broadway

Bacigalupi Rosa, widow, r 9 Calhoun
Bacigalupi Rosa, widow, r 526 Filbert
Bacigalupi, Rossi & Co (H L Bacigalupi
and A O Rossi) poultry and dairy produce, 504

Sansome

Bacigalupi Silvio G, blacksmith, r

Cal-

9

houn

Bacigalupi Stefano (Bacigalupi & Boggiano) r 307 Green
Bacigalupi Stefano, scavenger, r 22 Russell

Bacigalupi Stephen,

polisher,

21

Lafay-

ette PI

Bacigalupi Stephen, elk, r 1805 Mason
Bacigalupi Theodore, r 1000 Union
Bacigalupi Theresa, widow, r 636a Bay
Bacigalupi Tomaso, r 511 Green
Bacigalupi Virgilio (New Century Coal
Co) r 1600 Green
Bacigalupi Virgilio, teamster, r 636a Bay
Bacigalupi Vittorio, lab. r 628 Broadway
Bacigalupi William B, mgr, r 524 Filbert
Bacigalupi & Boggiano (S Bacigalupi and
D Boggiano) liquors, 1228 Dupont
Baciocco Antonio, fruits, 3549, 24th
in^Baciocco. See Bacciocco
Back Clarence J, draftsman U I Wks, r
1503 Dolores
Back Ernest, porter, r 441 Geary

BACK FRANK

J.

foreigTi and doinestic
marble and granite nioniiii\ents, 791
San Jose Av nr 30tli, tel Capp 3738,

mfr and dealer

r 1503 Dolores
Julius E, marble setter, r 1503
lores

Back

Do-

Kearny

Backe Arent C, compositor, r 812
Backe Charles H, shoefitter, 4 Virginia
Ct. r 234 Parnassus Av
Backe Charles W, draftsman Maintenance of Way Dept S P Co, r 234 Parnassus

Av

Backe Frank D, carpet

layer, r 2622 Sut-

ter

Backe Frank

L,

carpet

layer,

r

26221^

Sutter

Backe Ole, pipe fitter U I Wks, r 43o
Bush
C^Backe, See Bache
Backer Charles, elk Chicago Brewery, r

1344 Jackson
Backer Fred, r 513 Pine
Backer John, peddler, r Monticello nr
Garfield
Backer Maria, widow, r 256 Page
Backer William, r 1344 Jackson
[C^Backer. See Bacher, Baker and Becker
See Baccus, Backus and
DrrBackess.
Bacus
CT-Backhusen. See Beckhusen
Backlund John E, lab, r 26 Perry
Backman Albert, seaman, r 12 Perry

Backman Csesar, barber, r 1239 O Farrell
Backman Charles E, blacksmith U 1
Wks, r 571b Minna
Minna
Backman E, yardma,n S P Co, r 5 7 lbLincoln
Backman Florence Mrs. teacher
School, r 208 Powell

BACKMAN GOTTHABD
St Ann's Bldg.

6

S, dentist, 14- IS
tel Black 1703

Eddy,

Backman Helen Mrs (Gielsdorf & Co) r
571b Minna
Backman J W, carp, r 415 Bran nan
Backma.n Peter, miner, r 41a Brar|Jiian
(C^Backmann. See Backman and Bachmann
Sanshioe Inuudesccnt Lamps. Electric
and Telephone Supplies.
Une Tools of Everr DoseripUon.
Lights, Telegraph

lJOIillM.i[llElEi:TRICtlWOI)K!;
I05-107 Battery Street,

-

San Francisco Telephone Main 389
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il

SAM
CROCKER INGLE*
Samuels Isaac J, bkkpr,
1128 Turk
Samuela Isadora, elk, r L653 Post
l<p.
Samuels [sariorc, dviver poll
r
I

S\.\

TORY

DIREI

C9

STATIONCRT

ST. S.F.
U'J'J

i

I7th

.1-ISfi.

Samuels Jacob, .iti\. 13SE Ootavla, r
830 Maple
Samuels Jacob I.. with D Samuels Lace
Houbs Co, r iti:M Ootavla
Samuels John a, r _i:: Clinton Park
>ss California
Samuels Joseph, r
Leter)
r
Samuels Leon (Samuels
r

:!.

,v-

1882 Kllis

Samuels Leon,

atty,

Ay

Pacific

IT;:

Market,

r

Samuels Leon, salesman Lachlnuh
r

li

r

tiros,

California

:tr,SS

Samuels L K,
Co,

l'mi'.i

elk

"•'.'

Pac Hardware

Steel

clothing:, 2817 W Mission.
1363 Valencia
Samuels Louis, mgr Miss Agnes KurPost
landzlk, r
Livingston
salesman
Samuels Louis.
Bros Inc. r ITU" Geary
Samuels Louis T, vice-pres D Samuels
Lace Hous,- Co, r ni-4 Ootavla

Samuels Louis,
P

msu

Samuels Marcus L. with Manson & Aekerman, r Oakland
Samuels Maurice, r 1624 Octavla
.Samuels Max. liquors, r 1858 Post
Samuels Michael A. mgr Ideal Photo
Studio, r 1139 Stanyan
Samuels Nathan, com, r 8iil San Jose

Samuels Oscar,
2148

attv.

1325

COMPANY

Octavia.

r

Sutter

Samuels Peter, painter J St Denis
Co
Samuels Samuel, elk Schoenholz & Elsbach, r 1144 Webster
Samuels Samuel, teamster, r 2629e Mis,SL-

sion

Samuels T Miss, r 1896 Geary
Samuels William C. r 243 Clinton Park
Samuels William S Jr. marine engr, 45
Steuart

Samuels & Cohn (G Samuels and H
Cohn) liquors. 632 Golden Gate Av
Samuels & Leter (L Samuels and D
Leter) tailors, 1418 Market
Samuelsen Christian, sailmkr, r 1717,
18th Av South
Samuelsen John, mach, r 1717, 18th Av
South
Samuelsen John, master mariner, r 837
Folsom
Samuelson Albin. carp, r 327 Vienna
Samuelson H, master mariner Charles
Nelson Co
Samuelson Hyman. notions, 1571 Turk
Samuelson John, lab. r 48 College Av
Samuelson Joseph D. lodgings,
1545
Franklin

Samuelson Julius E (Samuelson & Zimmer) r 675 Wilton Av
Samuelson Peter, painter, r 185 Fulton

Av

Samuelson Roy, blksmith, r 3105, 26th
Samuelson Samuel L (Los Angeles Junk
and Wrecking Co) r 748 Baker
Samuelson & Zimmer (J E Samuelson
and M L Zimmer) barbers, 1269 Golden Gate Av
San Andreas Consolidated Mining Co, C
J Smith pres. S67 Eddy
San Bruno Av Hotel. 1470 San Bruno Av

SAN BRUNO HOME BUILDING ASSN
AHD REALTY CO, Charles P Newman pres, H G Newman sec, 2578

San Bruno Av
San Carlo Hotel, 512 Union
San Carlos Apts, 1770 Pacific
San Carlos Dairy (N S Nelson) 145 Nop
San Carlos Land Co, Union Trust Bldg

SAN CARLOS PARK SYNDICATE

SAN FRANCISCO AND FRESNO LAND
CO, Homer S King pns,

Thompson

John

tel

M. Helms

Temp

iV

Howard

see. 4126 California

San Francisco and McKittrick Oil Co,
45 Geary

SAN FRANCISCO AND PANAMA LUMBER CO, E A Treafethen pres, B C

Allis sec, importers of hardwood, 843
Van Ness Av
San Francisco and Petaluma Express,
28 Clay
San Francisco and Portland SS Co, K P
Schwerin vice-pres and genl mgr. 3d
floor Flood Bldg

SAN FRANCISCO AND SAN
JOAQUIN COAL
pres, B. M.

gomery,
10th. tel

CO, W.

J.

Bartnett

Bradford sec, 628 MontMarket 88, sales dept 119,
Kearny 1765

tel

SAN FRANCISCO AND SUBURBAN
HOME BUILDING SOCIETY, J C
Jordan pres. J A Leonard vice-pres
and mgr, H G Pendleton sec, 201 Euclid Av cor Jordan
SAN FRANCISCO AND SUBURBAN
SHINGLED BUNGALOW CO,
GalI:

lagher pres, J F Gallagher sec and
1219 Fillmore, tel West 6848
San Francisco Aerie No 5 F O E. Gus

Pohlmann sec, 1695 Market
San Francisco Architectural and Engineering Agency, M Hunius mgr, 1330
Eddy

SAN FRANCISCO ART ASSOCIATION,

cor California and Mason
San Francisco Art Training Co, C Wilhelm pres, 520 Haight

SAN FRANCISCO ART GLASS WORKS.

William H Johnson mgr, 946 Mission
San Francisco Leather Co, 2110 Bush
San Francisco Artificial Stone Paving
Co,

HL

Peterson propr. Ill O'Farrell

SAN FRANCISCO ASSOCIATION, C A
Hawkins pres, R H Van Sant sec,
real estate. 616 Kohl Bldg
San Francisco Athletic Club Inc. 1110
Golden Gate Av
San Francisco Baking Co, C L Benedict
pres, M Alexander sec, bakers. 3623,
lStli

SAN FRANCISCO BAR ASSOCIATION.
Pacific Bldg. Market cor 4th
SAN FRANCISCO BAT IMPROVEMENT
CO, L A Wittennigy pres. 7S7 Market
San Francisco Beer Bottlers Board of
Trade Inc. I> Rosenhlum pres. L Barnert sec. 524 Gougli

D.A.CURTINS

COLLECTION

2051

KENCYtz

HIGHEST lOflrURClAL REFERENCES

Monadnock Building

Principal- Late of U.S. Secret Service. TtlephoneTemporary

4334

HELMS DETECTIVE MENCY
Dibert- White Building

^rv

treas,

John Partridge pres, residence and
villa lots, bungalow sites and acreage tracts, office, 393-395 Monadnock Bldg,

FREMONT ST.

San Diego Lumber Co, Merchants Exchange Bldg
San Francisco and Coos Bay ss Line,
inward St wharf, Pier 8
I

,\

Stanyan

Av

GORHAM BICYCLE
AND
AUTOMOBILE
RUBBER TIRES

N° 10 Third Street

San Francisco. California

^

Qq
I
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Merchants Credit Association

San Francisco 2

mam

CJL

1925

Si,

lie

Charter

Member

1026 MARKET STREET
KLondike 2-2870

American Collectors Association

273

TAVERNS—Contd

Kit-Kat Club 201 Jones
Kozy Nook 546 Haight
Kum Bak Klub 486 Ellis
L L Tavern 4528 Mission
L & M Cafe 299 2d
Lafayette Club 238 Hyde
LaFrontera 3118 I6th
Lamp Lighter Inn The 626 Front
Lancers 609 Market
LaPalmera Club 1248 Stockton
Lapeyri Albert J 2101 Polk
LaPlanta Club 155 Columbus av
LaPlaza Club 3021 24th
Lark In The 1002 Post
Larkin Lane 1298 Market
LaRocca's Corner 957 Columbus av
Larsson's Tavern 713 Howard
Latin American Ciub 2368 3d
Laurel Lodge 3491 California
Lee & Andy's 499 O'Farrell
Lee's Safe 93 9th
Lee's Tavern 621 Divisadero
Lee's Three O One Club 301 Valencia
Lena's Sea Cliff Cafe 138 The Embarcadero S
Lea's Hacienda 1204 Market
Lexington Club 3464 18th
Lick Place 35 Lick pi
Li'l Village Cafe 1701 Powell
Lindy's 1543 Market
Lineup The 7th cor Harrison

Golden
Golden
Colden
Golden

Bubble 110 Powell
Cask The 1725 Haight
Eagle Club 400 Broadway
Oak Cafe 298 Valencia
Couveia's Cafe 11 Pacific BV
Gray Club 399 4th
Gray's 1919 Ocean av
Green Frog 135 4th
Green Lantern Tavern 2889 24th
Ha-Ra Club 875 Geary
Half Moon Grill 1886 McAllister
Hanno's In the Alley 435 Minna
Happy Club 2140 Mission
Happy Hour 375 O'Farrell
Harold's Club 498 9th
Harrington's 245 Front
Harrington's 9 Jones
Harrington's Micky 936 Irving
Hashagen's 2889 Mission
Hat Corner 2400 Bay Shore bird

Haven The 98 7th
Hearth The 4701 Geary
Heidelberg The 100 4th
Helen's Club 338 3d
Hennessy's 598 5th av
Hi Fi Room 3358 Army
Hi-Jo Cocktails 3198 24th
Hideaway The 438 Eddy
High Tide 600 Geary

Highway

Lo-Bill 108

39

Luke's 1401 Valencia
Lynch's 532 Jones
M & M Club 5716 Geary blvd
M M Tavern 198 5th

New Montgomery

The 312 Harriet

Inn The Alley 44 Belden
Interlude 1392 California
Irisher's Club 1-11 Mason
Irving Club 2328 Irving
It Club 3489 20th
J Room The 1884 Market
J & C Club 162 6th
J C Club 438 Valencia
J & J Club 2887 Bryant
J & J Club 456b Castro
Jack's Club 2531 24th
Jack's Tavern 1931 Sutter
Jack's Waterfront Hangout ill The
Jensky's Coast to Coast 172 Turk

Embarcadero

N

Jerome's Pier Twenty Three Cafe Pier 23 The
Embarcadero N
Jerry & Johnny Tavern 81 3d
Jerry's Inn 600 3d

Jim & Molly 2737 Mission
Jim's Avenue Club 1607 Ocean av
Jim's Place 298 2d
Jim's Tavern 201 4th
Jimmie's Tavern 202 Townsend
Jimmy's Place 1505 Fillmore
Joe & Gil's Tavern 878 Valencia
Joe's Club 1498 Valencia
Joe's Place 1318 18th
John's Spot 2604 3d
John's Twelfth and Market 1601 Market
Johnnie & Red's Tavern 2500 3d
Johnny Chops 4431 Mission
Johnny & Louie's 3775 Mission
Johnny's 4611 Geary blvd
Johnny's Tavern 500 Cough
Johnson's Cafe 118 The Embarcadero S
Joker Club 558 Monterey blvd
Jordon's Sam 4004 3d
Joyce Club 246 Leavenworth
Joynt Club 4414 3d

Judmch's Inn 1501 Silver av
Judnick's 2001 17th
Juke Box 1483 Haight
Jump 'n Frog 2111 Polk
Jury Room 4026 24th
K-Nine Club 3522 20th
Kane's Club 1347 Folsom

KATIE'S BOURBON STREET, 574 Green, Tel YUkon
2-8576
Kay's Club 529 Valencia
Kay's Journal Club 1592 Markd
Keg The 408 Clement
Keillors The 1855 Haight
Kelly's 800 Fulton
Kenealy's 300 Valencia
Kentucky The 62 3d
Keystone Room 68 4th

Kezar Club 770 Stanyan
Kick Off 524 Irving
Kim's Hula Shack 979 Folsom
King's Club 554 Market

First in
first
first

in

Magnet Cocktail Lounge 29 3d
Mahoney Jerry Club 620 O'Farrell
Mail Box The 19-21 Mission
Main Mast The 616 20th
Malloy's 1599 Howard
Malone's Shanty 570 Clay
Manhattan Club 1260 Fillmore
Manjo's Pierhead 780 The Embarcadero S
Maple Leaf 1548 Polk
Maragos Club 130 Jones
Mardi Gras The 2020 Fillmore
Marina Club 2069 Chestnut
Marine Cafe 158 3d
Marion's Snack Bar 1111 Market
Marty's 128 The Embarcadero S
Marty's-The Geary 3745 Geary blvd
Mauna Loa Club 3009 Fillmore
Maxie's 98 Turk
McCarthy's 1172 Market
Melody Room 2289 3d
Mickey's 29'er Tavern 2 29th
Midway Club The 1332 VanNess av
Mike's Tavern 98 Mason
Milly's Tavern 1501 Galvez av
Minna Cafe 133 2d
Miraloma Club 749 Portola dr
Mirror The 65 Taylor
Missouri Mule 2348 Market
Mr Lucky 20 Ross al
Mr Otis 532 Green
Monaghan's Ten Club 10 Sanchez
Monkey In 2025 VanNess av
Monte Carlo Cafe 298 Pacific av
Moore's 198 Potrero av
Murray's Johnny -Tavern 4054 24th
My House 1737 Balboa
Nelson's Club 904 Valencia
Nelson's New Mission Tavern 2286 Mission
Nevada Club 344 3d
Nevada Club 250 Eddy
New Blarney's 2495 Harrison
New Bryant Tavern 2400 Biyant
New Mint 1942 Market
New Plush Room The 946 Sutter
New Rainbow Inn 2191 Union
New Speedway Club 4234 Mission
New Viking The 3481 18th
News Room The 79 4th
Nick's Dog House 3187 Mission
Nine Fifty- Two Club 952 Fillmore
Nine Nine Eight Club 998 Sutter
Nineteenth Hole Tavern 3107 Clement
Ninety Eight Club 98 Market
Ninth Inning Bar The 1315 9th av
Noche de Ronda Club 1354 Harrispn
Noe Cafe 262 Noe
North Beach Cafe 1512 Stockton
Northern Club HOB Valencia
Nunez Place 12 Clay
Oar House The 3639 Taraval
O'Brien's 41 Club 17 Hardie pi

Pee Wee's Nitecap 699 O'Farrell
Peer Inn Pier 33 -The Embarcadero
Pen 'N Pencil 350 Kearny

REALTY
HOMES
LEASES

INCOMES

Service

LOmbard

6-7951
546

TARAVAL

Portals The 179 West Portal av
520 Columbus, Tel GArfield 1-9646
Post Office Cafe 19 7th
Powell Cafe 1600 Powell
President Room The 939 Geary
Prosek's Bar 1101 Ocean av
Pub The San Francisco International Airport

PORTOFTNO,

Pup The 201 Columbus av
Question Mark The 1437 Haight
Raans 4461 Mission
Racquet Club The 690 Sacramento
Rainbow Cafe Tavern 2730 21st
Rainbow Club 439 Washington
Ralph's 743 Larkin
Ramona's House 919 "».arny
Ramp The 200 14th
Ray's Cafe 318 Columbus av
Red Barn The 3223 Mission
Red Carpet The 3653 Buchanan
Red Garter The 670 Broadway
Red Mill 4316 Judah
Red Robin 316 Eddy
Red's Chinese Bar-B-Q 672 Jackson
Relay Inn 1190 McAllister
Richey's Tavern 1265 Stockton
Richmond Club 2157 Clement
Rick's Cavalcade 1564-66 Hyde
Riordan's 22 The Embarcadero S
Riposo Club 373 Broadway
Rite Spot Cafe 2099 Folsom
Ritz Club 212 Eddy
Road The 2470 San Bruno av
Road To Mandalay 328 West Portal av
Roaring Lion The 786 Turk

Consult

the

CLASSIFIED

USTS
of the

DIRECTORY

If

You

Would Find

What You
Wish

Buy

'Tells

You More

.

.

.

Says

ST.

N

Peter & Jerry 1431 Stockton
Peter Pan 30 Mason
PhiUip's Tavern 201 9th
Philosopher's Inn 824 Ulloa
Phope Booth The 1398 S VanNess av
Pierre's 546 Broadway
Pilsner Inn Tavern 225 Church
Pinch Hit Club 6251 3d
Pink Cloud The 1723 Polk
Pioneer Cafe 34 7th
Pioneer Tavern 131 Gough
Place Without A Name The 5512 Geary blvd
Play Boy Lounge 4825 Mission
Play Club 3128 16th
Play Room 29 29th
Players Club 90 Pasadena
Polk Gulch The 2223 Polk
Polk Rendezvous 1303 Polk
Pomar Club 491 Potrero av
Pop's Clubhouse 2830 24th
Poppy Buffet Lunch 101 6th
Port Hole The 80 The Embarcadero S

circulation,

advertising

PARKSIDE

Realtor

Party Boat 2204 Lombard
Pass Time 4663 Mission

news,
in

RUSHLIGHT

Multiple Listing

Pastine's 15 Kearny
Pat & Jack's 2947 16th
Patty's Place 1784 Haight
Payne's Fish Bowl 2631 Mission
Payton's Old Mission Inn 3024 Mission
Peak's The 1316 Castro

Ocean View Inn 1 Plymouth Inn
O'Connor's Place 2639 San Bruno av
Okey-Dokey Club 619 Broadway
Old Corner Club Tavern 200 Capp
Old Corner The 1800 3d
Old Corner The 199 Fremont
Old Crow The 962 Market
Old Hollow Tavern 1969 Union
Old Homestead Tavern 2301 Folsom

"Bea"

Si.

Paragon The 3251 Scott
Paramount Club 1153 Valencia
Park Lane Club 1290 9th av
Parkside Tavern 915 Taraval
Parma's Cafe 501 Broadway

fit

Eddy
Market
Mission

Hunt-In Club 3200 16th
Hyde-Inn Cafe 1535 Folsom
I-Don'-No 4146 18th
Ida's Club 148 The Embarcadero S
Idle Hour 2695 Mission
Idlewood Lounge 970 Sutter
Inn Justice

1st

A.

INVESTMENTS

Outrigger 1414 Market
M Club 2826 23d
&.-Y Tavern 2450 -Bay Shore blvd
Paddock The 221 Powell
Padre Room 235 Jones
Page's Club 800 S VanNess av
Pal's Club 309B 16th
Pal's Rendezvous 298 Divisadero
Pali Club The 517 Clement
Panchita's Club 2644 3d
Papa Leo's South Bay Club 5299 3d
Paper Doll Club 524 Union

P
P

Log Cabin 2140 Market
Lone Star Tavern 2354 Clement
Long Horn Tavern The 121 4th
Lucky Club 1801 Haight

]

House of Shields
Hub Cap The 800
Hub Tavern 1680
Huddle The 4541

Otto's Joint 1603 Vallejo
Our Club 1342 Pacific av

Derby 92 6th
Shamrock Tavern The 807 Lincoln way
Lloyd's Tavern 1849 Lincoln way

Hiio Hut The 600 Larkin
Hink's Cafe 29 2d
Hockey Haven 3625 Balboa
Hole In Wall 2048 Mission
Home Port Tavern Inc 2319 Tar aval
Hong Kong 1216 Stockton
Horseshoe Tavern The 2024 Chestnut
Hot Spot The 79 6th
House of Harmony 1312 Polk
House of Nix
35 Ocean av

B.

2998 SAN BRUNO AV
TELEPHONE JUNIPER 7-9894
Old Stand The 399 9th
Old Sunnyside The 133 6th
Old Waldorf Tavern 84 3d
Olympia The 600 20th
Once Again 2125 Lombard
One Eighteen Turk Club 118 Turk
One- Eighty One Club 181 Eddy
One Fifty-Five Club 155 3d
One Forty Seven Club 147 Mason
One 4 The Road Club 2092 3d
One Hundred Club 100 7th
One Ninety-Two Club 192 6th
One-Ten Eddy Club 110 Eddy
Opera Club 621 Gough
Opus One 738 Montgomery
Orbit Bar 3158a Mission
Oregon Cafe 524 Front
Original Lueille's 2990 Mission
O'Rourke's Corner Tavern 3049 20th
O'Shea's Corner 900 Clement

Little
Little

Inn 5251 3d

1

Old Mission Inn 507 Valencia
Old Mission Tavern 507 Valencia

010 SHACK THE

fit

to

1945

THE >NES^
ITS

,H

Oneto Paul 1562 Stockton
Oreglia Angelo 2400 Bay Shore blvd
3049 20th
0"Rourke G

W

O'Shea Barney 900 Clement
O'SuUivan J J 730 Bush

O'Toole T P 143 6th
Overflow The 2248 Mission
Owens H P 1545 Ocean av
Owens Sy 538 Haight and 1624 Cal

OWL DRUG CO THE

(For list of stores see
(For further information see paec 54 Buyers' Guide and left

Alpbabettcal

Section)

side lines)

P & S Liquor

Store 3100 24th
Pace's 450 Castro

G

W

800 S Van Ness av and 2531 24th
Pali The 517 Clement
Panelli Geo 453 Pine
Panhandle Liquor Store 1431 Haight
Paoni Anacleto 1732 Leavenworth
Paper Doll Club 524 Union
Papia Saml 2799 Taylor
Pappas Helen Mrs 247 3d
Pappas Steven 2999 Mission
Pappas Tony 186 3d
Pappens Marie 136 Turk
Papps Harry 72 Eddy
Paradise Club 3391 Mission
Parashis Jas 5163 Mission
Pardzsch
G 263 6th
Parente Jos 201 Columbus av
Park Walker Liquor Store 268 Sutter
Parkside Tavern 915 Taraval
Parkwood 2000 Irving
Pasini Emanuel 268 O'Farrell
Passara Justin 2825 Mission
Pat
Johnny's Tavern 3754 Geary blvd
Pat's Club 5286 Mission

Page

A

&

Patropulos U G 212-Townsend
Patterson C A 1566 Hyde
Patterson R T 911 Folsom
Patty's 970 Sutter
Peak The 1316 Castro

Pedemonte Anna Mrs 444 Bway
Pedersen Fanny Mrs 499 3d
Pelissier Frank 45 Sacto
Pellegrini Bros Winery 2364 3d

PENGUIN CAFE

Gtono>

(Attilio

(Formerly Swiss Village)
Marina's Finest Dining

GArfield 1346

•tEER*'^^^
Rafael's

Embarcadero

RafFaelli

Nick 787 Haight

Perry Helen 1200 Webster

Persian Aub Zani Zam 1633 Haight
Personeni G
601 Kearny
Pete & Ted's 897 Geary
Pete's Place 531 Jackson
Peterson F A 550 Haight

W

Petit Club 681 Haight
Phelan P J 1200 Fillmore
PhiUips J C 159 Columbus av

Phillips Otto 201 9th
Photos Froso Mrs 2445 Clement

Pia Juan 619

Bway

Picetti L L 708 Kearny
Pickett Ralph 204 O'Farrell
Picolotto Nello J900 Folsom
Piemonte Club 752 Vallejo
Pieri Peter 540 Montgy
Pierre Chas 245 Mason
Pilsner Inn 225 Church
Pino A
510 Larkin
Pirelli-Minette Jos 626 Bway
Piscio Angelo 3653 Buchanan
Planka
N 905 Kearny
Poder Walter 766 Geary
Pohl Rod 35 Grant
Poker Dot 2501 Mariposa
Pollara Sibyl 248 O'Farrell
Pollard E G 680 Mission
Poltrone R J 2901 16th and 500

A

222

The Embarcadero Shaw Lane 1108b Market

Sherry's Liquor Stores (For
see Alphabetical Section)
Shields E E 39 New Montgy

Ragle P C 299 Bway
Rainbow Cafe 2730 22d
Rainbow Club 439 Washn
Rainbow Room 322 Mason
Randich M A 1543 Market
Raspiller

N C

Ray & Don's

Shippert J

Rebollini Michl 2545 24th

Reception Cafe 211 Kearny
Rector Myrtie Mrs 1756 Buchanan
Reed's Liquor Store 3610 Balboa

Powell
200 Market

W

A G 1678 O'Farrell
Richey's 1265 Stockton

W

Richmond C B

475 Pine
Rickey T B 472 McAllister
Rieden J J 2584 Mission
Rio Rita Club 339 Eddy
Rio The 459 Geary

Sorini Attilio 200 3d
South B O 460 Larkin

Spanos Nick 1349 Hayes
Spencer
R 201 3d
Sphinx The 282 O'Farrell
Spiegelman Henry 2188 Mission
Sporforium 38 3d
and Squires Fredk 650 4th
Stag The 6273 3d
Slahl Edw 240 Leavenworth and 1600 Market
Stanfel Peter 1698 Bryant

W

W

Wm

Romo Mary Mrs 671 Bway
Rose Harry 242 Columbus av
Rose Room Club 393 Eddy

Pop's Place 720 Howard
Porta Caesar 1233 17th

Wm

Poulson
65 6th
Preisman Harry 690 Mission
Price Nathan 1759 Fillmore
Prosek Antoinette Mrs 1100 Ocean av
Prosperity Corner 631 Montgy
Pryal John 2830 24th
Puccinelli
N 60 Beldon
Punch Bowl 1408 Market
E»urify Jesse 1419 Egbert av
Quick F C 3251 Scott
Quilici Frank 1234 Grant av
Quinteros Bernardo 523 3d
Rader Sigmond 575 Geary
Radmilovich Nicholas 1318 Fitzgerald av
Raeta Umberto 1135 Ocean av

W

sFURDOCTOli

Market

Stoumen S

M

710

Montgy

Sullivan D G 1359 Polk
Sullivan Danl 1600 Dolores
Sullivan Patricia J 503 Bway
Sullivan T A 151 Market
Sun Rest Corner 2299 Mission
Sun Valley Inn 738 Montgy
Sunnydale Wine Co 2936 24th
Sutton Fred 373 Ellis

111 6th
Herman 345 Market
22 The Embarcadero

Russian's 131 6th

Rustigan Lee 1758 Fillmore
Ruta Emilio 2826 23d
Sagan Jack 1414 Turk
Sahagian Khoren 1895 Haight
Sailors' Cafe 53 Clay
St Francis Hotel Liquor Shop 310 Geary

Insurance

Sweeney's Cafe 527 Montgy

Salarpi Americo 493 Bway
Salazar Rose Mrs 1198 Folsom and 1354 Harrison
Salocone Patk 1542 20th

Salvino Rudolph 311 Eddy
Sam's Cafe 399 3d
Sammon E J 58 The Embarcadero
39 The Embarcadero
Sammon
Samuel
S 1400 Polk
San Carlo Inn 1300 Stockton
San Carlo Liquors 1920 Irving
San Filippo Jos 4737 Geary blvd
Sans & Fava 590 3d
Santee B R 539 Valencia
Santini Giulio 532 Green
Saul Grace Mrs 1499 Valencia

Sweeny W J 288 Turk
Swing Club 2624 3d

Brokers

T & D Liquor Store 199 O'Farrell
T & T Buffet 440 Castro
Tahitian Hut 801 Geary
Talley M B Mrs 728 Vallejo

and

Tarabori Silvio 2400 Lombard
Tauchar Louis 591 Vermont
Tell
J 1392 Cal

Wm
W

Surety-

W

Bonds

Telmo Club 620 O'Farrell
Temple A C 399 4th
Temple Bar 2931 16th

Temptation 2095 Chestnut
Ten Ninety Nine Club 1099 Mission
Terminal Cafe 76 1st
Terrano Sal 707 Folsom
Terry & Lew's 1601 Market
Thirty-Niner Club 239 Mason
Thole Karl 433 3d
Thomas F G 228 The Embarcadero
Three Hundred Club 1469 18th
Three J's Club 39 6th
Three Little Pigs 1301 48th av
Three-O-One Cafe 301 3d
Three Pal's Cafe 3151 17th
Three &ixty-Five Club 365 Market
Tierney P J 198 The Embarcadero
Til Two Club 502 Ellis and 198 4th

Saulovich

Schriefer G J 101 6th
Schuette Eug 389 29th
Schwartz Sol 928 Fillmore

Tiles

M M

153

Crocker
Building

Montgy

Tingry G J 1608 Divisadero
Tip Top Club 3001 Mission

Sciortino Gaspar 2711 24th
Scott Liquors 2623 Mission
Scottish Tavern 555 Turk
Searles R E 601 Hayes
Segelken Henry 458 Presidio av
Seigiani L J 598 Valencia

620 Market

Tivio Frank 199 Mississippi
Tlmo Club 2736 24th
Tolmack B B 181 O'Farrell

Tomassa L

D

Street

903 Valencia
2937 San Jose av

Tommaro Vincent

Sein Nick 1261 Stockton
Seller A J 2295 3d

Tong Bew 576 Geary
Tonna Jos 4716 3d
Top Hat 6 Kearny
Tops Cocktail Lounge

3464 19th

Semonetatos Geo 334 Golden Gate av
Service Club 155 Columbus av
Seven Point Cafe 200 Columbus av
Seven Twenty Three Club 723 Vallejo
Shaddy K J 4712 Mission

1416

Market

Toreador Club 709 Larkin

Tornich T F 1275 Market
Toschi A E 332 Clement

FAMOUS FOR FUR VALUES

See

1521 Market Street at Van Ness

Advertisement

Phone tv^Arket 8181

REPAIRS— See Our

12

&Son

Stewart Alex 21 Clay
Stork Club 200 Hyde

3591 20th

Semenza Bartholomew

Healey

Star Bocci Ball 4744 Mission
Star Dust 1098 Sutter
Stefano De Maria 1232 Grant av
StefTen Richd 1696 Ellis
Steffen V J 4620 Mission

Rosener Sydney 78 Ellis
Ross Jos 1260 Fillmore
Ross Louis 536 6th

M E Mrs 3192 16th
Sawyer House 801 Divisadero
Scalise A E 372 3d
Scharetg L E 500 9th
Schenk Al 315 O'Farrell
Scherrer P L 789 The Embarcadero
S Van Ness av Schiller Leon 1413 Fillmore
Schmidt E J 469 Castro
Pomar Club 491 Potrero av
Schooner The 233 3d
Pombo F F 209 The Embarcadero
Schriber G L 18 Turk
Poore J L 53 Taylor
M

William

Sombado Victor 1346 Pacific av
Sonoma Mission Liquor Store 719 Howard

Road to Mandalay 314 West Portal av
Roberts Emory 1638 Buchanan
Roberts Myra 1784 Haight
Robertson Jas 2600 Bay Shore blvd
Robinson David 246 Leavenworth
Robinson
H 390 3d
Roddy J A 228 and 229 3d
Roddy 's Fish Bowl Inc 1633 Fillmore
2631 Mission
225 Mason
Rogers
Romanello Jas 800 Van Ness av

Ruderman
Rush T F

Notary

Silverberg I H 65 Taylor
Silva A J 164 Taylor
Silva Louis 269 The Embarcadero
Silver Leaf Cafe 201 Front
Silver Spur 1283 20th av

Smirnov B T 3051 16th
Smith Vera Mrs 1641 Haight
Smith
G 1516 Market
Smythe Edmund 1750 Polk
Snafu 452 Balboa

Richetti

6

W. W.

HEALEY

Turk

Skaggs E I 621 Gough
Skepitar Jas 142 6th
Sklavos Jas 754 Howard
Skyscraper Tavern 3336 24th
Sloppy Joe's 150 Ellis

& Drum

Rendezvous Club 151 Ellis
Renton H
42b Clay
Ribero Louise Mrs 4636 3d

Round One

42

Silverman Benj 1399 Fillmore
Silvertone Club 2020 Fillmore
Singleton Lawrence 301 Valencia
Six Thirty One Club 631 Bway

Red Mill 4316 Judah
Reed C J 728 Divisadero
1609

P

Shorovengas J A 1341 18th
Show Club 436 Geary

RAY'S COCKTAIL LOUNGE, 318 Columbus
Av at Grant Av, Tel GA rfleld 5311

Reilly's Fife

of branches

Ship's Bell 601 Montgy
Ship's Club 1799 Lombard

2211 Polk
502 Gough

Rege Alphonso

list

Ship The 305 Kearny

Ray's Cafe 1250 Market

Room. Italian Dinners by Chef Bruno, 1994 Roxy Corner
Ruben Oscar
Lombard. Tel FI llmore 903S
Perasso Edith 67 6th
Peretto Peter 198 3d
Perez J C 2499 San Bruno av

Shafer Archie 62 3d

Rafael David 153 Mason

Windows

for

Values— CLEANING

Full

Page

Yellow Buyers'

Guide

See Page 98
Buyers'

Section,

page 70

Guide

MEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
PACIFIC COAST STOCK EXCHANGE
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE AND
OTHER LEADING EXCHANGES

Schwabacher & Co;
fnvesfmenf Securities

SAN FRANCISCO

Government, Municipal and Corporation Bonds

Wnlert
••

Jo*

Mario

C

M M4

Lunado wa>

lEJlth)

n'vl

Shell

Paonexsa
Choni

Co lil255

" Chris J

h25S5

•'

John

elk CJirls-

10

Lupine

1

Pantry Coffe<> Shop The (Mary E Hurley) reslr 321
Pantuhin Vletor I r376 IGlh av
Paniuhoff John (Oli;a< seamn hG79 Waller
Fanunclalnian Pedro <Ircne' h55e Boardniaii pi
Panure Art rlOlO Bu^h
studl

5299

II

51

D

D (Gladys
Carlos

lEdw

denial lech Joseph

G Morey

r

< R P & Co Chas H Kendlg mgr pntrs 2530 Lombard
" Reno (Theresa' whsemn h2126 Revere uv
" Theresa Mrs hl80G Filbert
Paoll's Meatis (Ed and John Paoli Roland Lagomarslno)
lfi3n Ocean Jiv

RESTAURANT (Joseph J Paoli. Ralph Panelli). Very Fine Continental Cuisine, Luncheon and
Dinner. Cocktails, Open 11:AM till Midnite, OzBuoneristiani Manjger, 347 Montgomery, Tel
sutler 1-711S tsee Yeltow Page IDS)
PaoUnelll Bruno 'Clara Mt carp Fink & Scllindlcr h
PAOLI'S
zie

14«0 Washington

Wm

Washington

'

M

M

121 Venuf
" Sylvia Mrs elk Hilda Pastries r South SanFranclsco
»• Virginia Ann sludt rl35 Burrows
Paollno David R 'Irene Ci Shmn Tay Holbroott r833
26lh av
" Jos (Mary L' metermn Pac Gjs r2952 25th

A

lab r518 Missouri
Missouri
Paoli
phys h2 Mercedes way
Paolunt Coniueto (wid Mario) r313 Precita av
" Sylvia Mrs elk Hilda Pastries r South SanFranclsco
-Paoluccl
Bruno ijean; B&J Plund)lng Coi hl839
"•

A h518
Theo H iEnid>

Vtncenzo

M

Klrkham
Fapne

F

"
"
"

Pnpara Bondan Ntudt rl200 35lh av
Helena (wld Vladimir) elk Theatre Management

"

h355 Eddy

WiHiam

apt

(Bill)

407

hl200

35lh av
Mira studt rl200 35th av
Papas see also Pappas
" Angle bkpr Wells Fargo Bank r254 Day
' Dorothy O model Sax-Plfth av rl Twin Peaks blvd

H

M

(Joyce)

agt

Western States Life Ins

Calif

rl61 Douglass
' Peter r74 3d
" Peter r34 Turk
" Plato carp rl Twin Peaks blvd
Papasodero Raymond (Madeline)
tel

hl963 29th

Papathakls Anionious

20 th
"

bartndr

StFrancls

cook Harry's

Cafe

Ho-

h367

av

Papazlan Ben

hl414

Tiiraval apt 1

Co

Inc

r

Ruth

recpt

h640

fornia

Post apt

Tel. UNderhill

3-8840

SUPERIOR

Nick (Dornthyi h8U3 Kansas
Panes Toll 'Ltrai h32(i Lelan'l av
Papez Donald \V emp Matson NaNlgallon
Papla Annarose L Bank of Am r Daly City
Dominic J (Marie L) mach A Llefz Co hl873b Lombard
Frank J (Helen) whsemn Best Food Corp h204G 4(;th
Saml (Fisherman's Wharf Parking Lot) r6Il Silver n\
Thos J (Virginia) whsemn Walkup Dray h339 Missouri

M

(Mary R) mech h614 Vermont
H 'Frances) serv mgr Speedometer Electric
Co hG3 Forest View dr
" Annie fwld Jas' h466 Faxon av
" Camlllo
'Lydia L; P&C Saw Works) hl723 34th av
" Fred mech rl919 23d av
" Fred P (June) mech Marin Dairy Asan hl919 23d av
" Jas
H 'Dorothy A) routemn Arden Milk h2139
40th av
" Mary Ann sten State Div of Mines r NIcasio
Papint Alhlna fwld Pelcr) hl759 28lh av
" Larry 'Ray Distributing Co) r SanMateo
Paplch John
Paplna Alf

W

Papke Elijah

(Ellz) correctional ofcr

"

(Vera)

Issac

K

Jr

h331

Oliver

AUTO
POLISH
Expert

Waxing
and

pntr Matnon Navigation

hl37a

Al-

E

O

H

H

PICK UP

104

& County Welfare Dept
hl43 17th av
Papkov Sam V (Simeon) hlllO Taraval
Paplos John emp Forty Seventy & Noriega Market r4049
Noriega
Papo Elish iSara R; City Bag & Supply Co) h847
h3 Commonwealth

av

Vladimir (Marrouhl) cabinet mkr h552 Mlramar
Paponl Jos (Clorinda) lab hl942 Quesada av
Paponls Dlna (wld iStephen) r223 Diamond

av

apt

1

1'

Phil

FREE

&

Papkoff Ida Mrs r818 27tb av
1'
Sidney Mrs social wkr City

32d

505

Polishing

bion
" Oscar R (Alice) hl866 451h av
" Wallace
(Patricia) emp SPCo hl985 Grove apt 3
" Werner
(Margl
emp Neptune Machine Wks h
651 Scott apt 12
"
h37 Capp
"
(Helen) mach O
Day Co h57 Navy rd
Papkln Jack agt Reserve Life Ins hlOO Eroderlck apt

'(

Walter (Zavelle) pres Lucky Strike Brokerage Co Inc
r Freemont City

Ayoob

124-126
Russ Street

"

Papoff Alice h815 Carolina
Geo E 'Marie' picture framef

" Kach (Florence; Diana Market) h363 2S(h av
" Nicholas (Sarah: Nick's Florist' h874 34th av
" Richd iMary) h3G5 28th av
" Rose (wld Andrew! r874 34tb aV
'"

West

M

Wm
Wm

Geo L (Juanda R; George Anthony Ross Home Furnishers) h6 Higuera

" Gilbert sec-treas Lucky Strike Brokerage
Dully City
" Haigoohl (Wid Antrnnlg) hl6G2 27th av
" Harry artist Call-Bulletin r Redwood City

32

'(
Myer G Mrs r2530 Great Hwy
Paperovnick Nndajda 'wid Nick) h972 Eddy apl 2
Paperovnlk Alex r803 Kansas

av

(Mabel)

Landsberg)

(Maurice

" Gloria rl849 Filbert
" Mary L Mrs fanfold opr Bank of Am rl849 Filbert
" Pete lab City & County Pub Wks rl334 23d av
Piipermaster Geo E dept mgr City of Paris h854 Cali-

hi

Twin Peaks blvd

Milton J

STEAM
CLEANING

" Rose h2332 Jones apt 1
Paplsh Bessie Mrs hl6a Henry

" Geo tLllly) busboy Slaters Cafe hG55 Guerrero
" Jas
(Annie E) Ins broker 995 Market R1420

"

Philip (VlvUn) steel wkr

whsemn GenI Electric h871
Treat av
Nicholas A (Crlstina) emp Pac Tel h260 Girard
Nick 'Lola A) slsmn Empire Produce hl045 Bowdoln
Pletro (Rosa; Papapietro Shoe Renew) hlOSl Capp
Rncco (Frances) city fire fighter h52G Madrid
Shoe Renew (Pletro Papaplertrol 3364 26th

R USA h869

Portal 8V

b

H

Gambler
'Florence)
Domenick

WINDOW

Sylvia ofc sec Sllvius Matthews Traffic Serv

Paper Doll Club (Dante J Benedettl) tavern 524 Union
Corporation Le^vls F Lengfeld pres Robl G
Hayes v-prcs Clinton H Gcrnerl treas book Jobber
bsmt 621 4lb
" Jos
iLaunc Paper & Polonsky) h43 Hermandez av
1'
Paper & Albert E Polonsky) hvyrs
& Polonsky (Jos
578 Flood bldg
(Alba) window washer h82 Bay View
Bruno
pnpera
Yellow Cab h2274 41sl av
1'
driver
Chas E 'Gloria A)
'(
Dante (Mary L) hl849 Filbert
(I
Eugenia Mrs h2144 Jones

26 Ralston

'(

'I

CLEANING

" Editions

av

" Martin jan h550 Larhln apt 504
Paple Frank hl939 23d
" Helena hi 239 Noe
" Terry studt r35 Park
" Virginia iwld Lawrence R) h35 Park
Papalias Fannie (wld Chrlstos) b525 34lh av
'I
Geo J 'Helen T) driver Benart's h812 Avalon av
" Socrates radio tech United Air Lines r525 34th av
Papandrl Anione D (Julie; Haight Street Shoe Shine
Parlor' hi 550 39th av
Papapietro Alf h293 Talberl
" Ann ofc wkr Safeway r871 Treat av
" Benj R (Antoinette) embalmer
F Suhr Co li206

"

>

GENERAL

SanMateo
Hardware

1'

"

IQtIi

h2211 35th

M

G G mgr

Papenhausen

Morse

Molly (Wld Sam C) r2547 46lh av
' Nicholas (Ollvlai cook E L Sombrero h426 Ralston
Papagna John J (Virginia) glazier City & County Pub
Wks hi 16 Lapham way
Piipagnt Carlo 'Anna: Ju-Lee':* Fine Foods) rl222 34tb
Pupagno John J )r rl 16 Lapham way
Papul John G carrier PO h212 Souihridge rd
Papajlan Geo r50 3d

Gates

hO.'>i

Darren way
r37 ArDor
Papendick Betsy emp Crown Zellerbaeh *i789 JOth av
Procurement
Auto
Terence
purch
agt
B
Papendlech
Serv h985 Church apt 2
Papcnhause Eliz 'wid Fred> tel opr Cadillac Motor Car
Division h339 Vernon
" Robt (Shirley) slsmn Steam & Plumbing Service r

r

Andrew S (Dorothy L) waiter Sarellas

SERVICE

way

Lincoln

Papen Bernard

—

Am

JANITORIAL

M

h3124 SanBruno av
& Eat rSOO Lis-

4 56 4 2(1 av

R

h

Hotel Argus hl49 3d
Pupelbaum Gerhard (Ruth; Brisket Sandwich Shop) h
1512 Taraval
(Helen) Jan Mel Life Ins 1)940
Papelleau Angelo
Post apt 29

Wm

Pupet

Papadopulo Byron
A (Zelma L) equip specialist US
Govt h3919 17Ih
Papagcorge Geo (Maria* seamn hl505 11th av
" Harry J (Jennie) h674 41st av
.1
(Marl) rl390 12th apt 3
" Mary ofc sec Natl Union Ins bl390 12th a? apt
3
" Petros (Frances; Peter's Comb & Shears Shop) h628

" Selena 'wid Bt-rl li3437 Btoderlck
Paolini Assunta iwid Angelo' r2332 3lat av
" Cella r358 Naples
" Chas iGinai production mgr Monterey Cheese Co h
2049 Revere av
•
Etchel R \-pres-genl mgr California Plu'slctans' Serv
r Redwood City
" Ezio
'Paolini & Paollnl* h358 Naples
II Fred (Amelia) t^oinl fisherman hl658 Greenwich
('
Geo A (OUvi'tttt see Roma Macaroni Factory Inc r
1506 Chestnut
't
Geo R r2834 Polk
»i
Glldo (Anne M> fisherman F Allolo Fish Co h2834
Polk
" Glno r358 Naples
" Helene C lyp Am Tr rl35 Burrows
" Jivvie iHelenei much Iil35 Burro^vs
»• Jos (Ginai mldr Enterprize Foundry h27 Reddy
(I
Louis (Belmont Florist) r SunAn^elmo
" Mario G (Gloria; Paolini & Puollnl) r Daly City
" & Paolini <Robt A Dobbins Mario G and Ezlo
Paollnlt Iwyrs 4G57 Mission
n Reno (Loulsei specialist C rocker -Angelo
Natl Bk h

Paolltto Francisco

apl

Nick (Isabel) conductor Muni Ry r262 Paris
Nick jr (June) slsmn h500 Lisbon apt 4
Papadatos Steve h20 Norton
Papadimltrlou Demetrlos iSophie; AAA Liquor Store)

"

USA rl460

r200 Alhambra

I'

av

W

rl907

'"

2547 46lh

Co

Consolidated Chemical

" Robt L 'Dorothy) elk Safeway Stores Tnc
1 Roy L (Margl E; Mission Pride Meats)
" Violet
'Wid Otto A> h407G 22th
I
F (Anna J) hl695 Palou av

rl248 Broadway

" Garlfalla
h2543 46th av
" Georgia bkpr Bank of
r4

acct

W

6

apt

(Doris

Quintara

H IC Maurlne) pharm Rossi Drug h66 Collingwood
" Paul
steel wkr Ceco Co rGG Collingwood
" Robt D (Patricia A) meat cir Mission Pride Meats
" Paul

"

h2314 4Glh UV
It Leo tchr Bd Of 'Educ r2328 SanBruno av
" Louise M rl658 Union apt 202
" Matlella elk Buon-Guslo Pastry r2550 Gough
< Mario emp Am Poultry Co h2S50 Gough apt 2

Robl

850

b50 Chu-

Wm

Papageorgion

Co.

h337

W

E

Morllz

bon

Sickles av
" John (Marion: Paoll"3 Meats) r Hillsborough
< Jos J (Rita; Paoll's Restaurant) h803a Columbus av
ti Lawrence J (Mary F< meat cir MUIo-Patk Super Mkt

•I

Alhambra

" Geo (Ann; George's Arizona Clubi
< June Mrs waitress Martha's Stop

" Hugo lab hl803 Folsoni apt 10
I Hugo (Martha L) slsmn Scatena & Galll Fruit hl40
Chicago way
•'
Jtacaps (Maryi elk City & County Pub Wks hlGl

M

H

*lr

Papadakis Emanuel r853 Hampshire

hl&lCa

Orfeo <Orlandince) carp Rldonellt Cabinet Shop
Powell

Earl iRoset hl57 Bernard
" Mario emp
Volker & Co r872 Filbert
'I
Mlckalina Mrs h872 Filbert
I'
Orlaiulo V (Annai slsmn Standard Oil hl33
apl 9

Simpson rSO Chu-

newspaper vendor r201 Paris
Papac Rose J ofc mgr Am Electro hI91 Frederick apt 5
PflPacolos John (Sophia) hl332 Dolores apt 5

Paul mgr Hotel Woodland r San Rafael
Renato h577 Union
•'
Yole elk Chandlers Stationery r2368 Union
" Yole studi r23G8 Union
Paoli Adolfo 'Julia' h2328 SanBruno av
"I
Albert J <Ine= M< wldr Ry Exp h90 Peralla av
" Anthony cnip Am Poultry r2550 Gough
" Antonio (Verona' butcher h2278 35tli av
»' David fClara> einp Am Poultry h3137 Octavia
tt
Ed (Mary; .Paoll's Meatsi r SanMateo
'•
EUz Ithr Bd of Educ r2328 San Bruno av
»<
Enrico (Gine) lornin GhirardelH Choculute Co hi 141
Sanchez
" Fred h245 Richland av

Maintenance

City

'Edna J) scc-treas Sheedy Drayage Co Inc h
100 Plnehurst way
I"
Henry E asst chf materials ofcr US Army Corps of
Engs r Cupertino
I Henry E (Edna H) sliop formn Bay Lease Co h2514
3 2d av
" Howard H pntr Ralph R Stone r4D76 24tli
"t
Howard
cng Tldsvater Oil rl695 Palou av
" Jos J 'Esther T) tchr SF Unified Sch Dial h34 Portola

Club (Mrs Nicolina DaValle) tavern

Rita bkpr Phelan Bldg

"

I'

II

&

Building

Baden
" Geo

3(1

"

'<

-

Idora av
Norrls Begfis

" Rosemary sludt r3431 Scoll
Rudolph (Rudi's Salon of Beauty)

San

'I

•t

R r200

<
"

J S phys Marys Help Hosp 1)232 GutTTero
Paoenessa May Mrs ca^h rSai Post
Paolettl AKoaimo N wallet Orcste's r2368 Union
<•
Mario hufcher Gloria Sausage r577 Union

h25

Lorraine r3431 Scott
I'
Mamie (wld Antonc) hl33 Rotlro way
" Manllo iQlannina) designer Landsberg Bros
niasero dr apt IH
" Mary Mrs smstrs Olga Gheno r3431 Scott
" Mary J studt r49 Lupine av

rl37b Piiky

Panzlca Sam h2127 Fillmore apt 12
Panzlk Mary elk Safeway rl843 Green
Pao Bridle Mrs hlOUl Turk apl 12

(1

"
"

"

Panzer E J tLcedy's Plating) tG55 Powell apt 51
" Geo h240 Paris
n Gcialdlne T nurse Westslde Health Center hG55 Powell apt

O

" Jos J (Lucille
" Juliette C recpt
mesaro dr
" Leo's South Bay

9lli

'Mary) mech Royal Novelty r Redwood
Else S Mrs hl659 20tli av
Florence Mrs 1)2455 Union apt 307
Frank
'Frances M; Pape Bros Barrel Co)

" Clayton

Oakliind

Broadway

W

\Vm

M

302

r

CERVEnO

W

" Jerome S (Adale M) partsmn Reynold C Johnson Co b
151 Farragut av
" Jerry (Mary) elk Bank of Am h3431 Scott
" John v-pres Umbscn Kerner & Stevens hi 833 Jones
I Jo^ A 'Maryi v-pros Railway Express Agency h49

llh av
Pantos GiBilyK <wld Jasi r3G0 Guttenbers

I'anza

Zabellc Mrs v-pres Lucky Strike Brokerage Co Inc r
Freemont City
Papazonl Edw (Msrgt; Anchor Drug Co) r LosAltos
Pape Amelia Mrs r323 Lincoln way
i'
Arth
(Ethel F; Mission Pride Meats) hlGGl 17th
" Cherryl P lyp Acme Fast Freight rdG Collingwood
' Clura
Mrs emp Presidio h2905 VanXess av apt

Herman D studt rl248 Broiidway
" Herman F (Rose A; Casino Shoe Repairing) hl248

M

388

PAPAZIAN

Powell

|>

Chrii''

" Tony meal cir Chris' Market r344G SanBruno
Pantoluon Evungi-lo^ r:(476 SanBruno
Panton Luck- B iwi<l Edw> h757 Buena Vlsla av apl
" Stanley M ore elk h774 Fell
FursePantorlum Cleaners & Umbrella Work^ iJohn
klan>

r2115

Chenery
" Frank h20l Paris
" Gennaro shoe mkr Holland's Shoe Repairing

Market) h3446 SanBruno av
Market t344(S SanBruno av

<Uespo:

cash StFrancls Hotel

Dolores
M Laszlo (Olzella; Church Street Family Market) hl32a
Dolores
Papa Biaglo (Mary) lab City & County Pub Wks h7G

IMnc
Panttn Kay nurse lrl8H8 Golden Gatv av apt
Pintolcoii Aniielo rJ474 SanBruno av

Mae

Paont Amedeo rep West Coant Producix Corp r269 Avlia
Pap Glzella Mrs <Church Street Family Market) rl328

Sloat

blvd

" Pgcifko T1255 Slont hlvd
II pctiT r249 M«nKcli> UV
" Ri-npc imycr City of Paris Ii249 Mangels av
Panther Albert r4i7 Capp
rantlkow Mary >wkd Johannl elk I Magnln'»

4

100 Montgomery Street, Corner SuHer

sutler 1-5600

Effle h2250 Bay apt 106
" Jas elk Sliell Oil h223 Diamond

DELIVERY

STEAM

CLEANING
925

"

(Goose)

Golden Gate
Ave.

Gosland
Tel.

^^uoob 6 ^port ^ttop
2598 Son Bruno Ave.

Men's and Boys* Clothing

ALSO WHOLESALE ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT

WAInut

2-2366
Tel.

DEIaware 3-1207

!

!

!

!

!

APPENDIX (C)

Research Information
Service:
Natural Language Search
Print Request: Current Document: 2
Source: CA State Court of Appeal Cases - Unenhanced
Search Terms: Benedetti vs. ABC
Send to: OFFICIAL REPORTS, CALIFORNIA 2
CALIFORNIA OFFICIAL REPORTS 9443
SPRINGBORO PIKE
MIAMISBURG, OH 45342-4425
DANTE BENEDETTI, Appellant, v. DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGE CONTROL et al., Respondents Civ.
No. 19205
Court of Appeal of California, First Appellate District, Division Two
187 Cal. App. 2d 213; 9 Cal. Rptr. 525; 1960 Cal. App. LEXIS 1374
December 8, 1960
SUBSEQUENT HISTORY:
PRIOR-HISTORY:
Judge.

A Petition for a Rehearing was Denied January 6, 1961.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Superior Court of the City and County of San Francisco.

Proceeding in mandamus to review a decision of the Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control revoking a liquor license.
COUNSEL: James Murray and Markuse & Murray for Appellant.
Stanley Mosk, Attorney General, and Albert W. Harris, Jr., Deputy Attorney General, for Respondents.
JUDGES: McGoldrick, J. pro tem.
*

*

Draper, Acting P. J., and Shoemaker, J., concurred.

Assigned by Chairman of Judicial Council.

Orla

St. Clair,

OPINION BY: McGOLDRICK
OPINION
On August 20, 1956, the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
(hereinafter referred to as "department") filed an accusation against one Dante
Benedetti, doing business as "Paper Doll," as an on-sale general licensee of
the department, charging violations in two counts of the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Act. Count I was subdivided into two parts. Both charged the keeping of
a disorderly house in conjunction with licensed premises, Count I(1) alleging
disturbance of the neighborhood, Count I(2) injury to the public welfare and
+

morals ( Bus. & Prof. Code, § 25601).
Count II charged the keeping of a
resort for sexual perverts (§ 24200, subd. (e)). The accusation further charged
that by reason of the facts therein alleged, the continuance of Benedetti's
license would be contrary to public welfare and morals as set forth in section
22, article XX, of the Constitution of California. Hearings were conducted, the
matter was submitted, and on May 16, 1957, the department adopted the
decision of its hearing officer, thereby dismissing the first part of Count I, and
revoking Benedetti's on-sale general license on the bases of Counts I(2) and II
severally.
+
All section references hereinafter are to be the Business and
Professions Code, unless otherwise indicated.
Benedetti then appealed to the department's
decision
to
the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Appeals Board (hereinafter referred to as "board") which
concluded that each of the counts was supported by
substantial
evidence.
However, although affirming the decision as to Count I(2), the board reversed as
to Count II, stating as grounds for said reversal that since the department had
elected to revoke the license on the basis of Count I(2) and a violation of section
25601, it could not, on the same evidence, impose the same penalty on the basis
of Count II upon the theory that Benedetti was guilty of a second and separate
offense. In Vallerga v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1959), 53
Cal.2d 313 [347 P.2d 909], the Supreme Court held section 24200, subdivision (e),
to be unconstitutional, and any question as to the correctness of this ruling is
now moot.
Benedetti subsequently sought review of the decision by the court below in a petition for writ of mandamus. The court
issued an order staying enforcement of the order of revocation, whereupon a hearing occurred and the cause was submitted.
The court subsequently filed findings of fact and conclusions of law wherein it upheld the board's decision, and judgment
was entered setting aside the alternative writs and denying a peremptory writ of mandate. Benedetti appeals from this
judgment.
The board's decision, affirmed by the court below, upheld the department's order of revocation on the sole ground of a
violation of section 25601.
Appellant contends, first, that in a prosecution under that section, proof of knowledge by the
licensee or his agents of proscribed acts is necessary; second, that the evidence is insufficient to establish such
knowledge
in the instant case.
In Swegle v. State Board of Equalization (1954), 125 Cal.App.2d 432 [270 P.2d 518], appellant made a similar
contention with regard to section 58 of the then Alcoholic Beverage Control Act (now § 25601). In finding this
proposition to be without merit, the court said ". . . Appellant cites numerous cases from other jurisdictions to the
effect that 'permit' means knowledge, consent, acquiescence, willingness, as distinguished from passive sufferance.
However, in Dorris v. McKamy, 40 Cal.App. 267, 274 [180 P. 645], it is said that 'as defined by Webster and others,
"permit" implies no affirmative acts. It involves no intent. It is mere passivity, abstaining from preventive action.'" (P.
438.)
In Mercurio v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1956), 144 Cal.App.2d 626, 630 [301 P.2d 474], the court interpreted
the Swegle case as holding that the permission required by the statute does not have to be a "knowing" one and that "a
licensee can be held to have permitted acts constituting a . . . [violation] by a showing that the acts themselves took
place. Further on in the opinion, the court said "The very fact that rules and laws providing for violations for which
disciplinary action may be taken, provide that some violations must be 'knowingly' done [§ 24200.5, subd. (a)] and as to
others the word 'knowingly' is omitted, indicates that in the latter cases there is no requirement that the violations be knowing
ones. 'Knowingly' not being required in either rule 143 or section 24200, the use of that word in the accusation was
immaterial and is not necessary to be found." (Pp. 630-631.) ( Brodsky v. California State Board of Pharmacy (1959), 173
Cal.App.2d 680-688 [344 P.2d 68], cited by appellant, is in harmony with this decision.
In Givens v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1959), 176 Cal.App.2d 529, 534 [1 Cal.Rptr. 446], the appellant
argued that inasmuch as the findings of the hearing officer showed that he had made reasonable attempts to control his
customers, those findings did not support the determination that he was guilty of a violation of section 24200,
subdivisions (a) and (b), and section 25601. The court, however, found that as used in the context of section 25601, "suffers"
means "to permit, allow, or not to forbid activities which constitute the premises a 'disorderly house.' Since an onsale licensee has an affirmative duty to maintain properly operated premises [citation], and since acquiescence is
nonetheless permission or sufferance within the purview of section 25601 [citing Swegle], Givens failed to perform his
statutory duty. The law requires more than that a licensee make some colorable efforts toward the maintenance of
lawfully conducted premises. The law demands that he in fact so conduct his business that it meets the minimum
requirements of decency and morality. If, as in this present case, the overwhelming evidence shows that the tavern is in
fact a 'disorderly house,' there can be but one conclusion: that the licensee has permitted or suffered such a condition to
exist. . . ."
Since appellant does not contest that the evidence is sufficient to support the judgment, although refusing to concede its
accuracy, we deem it unnecessary to summarize the evidence produced before the hearing officer. The rule that
although the factual determinations of the department may be set aside upon a showing of a lack of substantial
evidence, a court may not reweigh the evidence or assess the credibility of witnesses ( Mercurio v. Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control, supra; Brice v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1957), 153 Cal.App.2d 315 [314
P.2d 807]), therefore obviates further discussion in this regard.
In addition, the appellant claims that the hearing officer erred in receiving testimony to the effect that the premises in
question have a reputation for being a "hangout for homosexuals," and in this connection, he urges that this was
inadmissible hearsay and its receipt in evidence constituted reversible error. It is to be noted that there was no
objection to this testimony during the hearing because the now invalid section 24200, subdivision (e), provided that in
addition to any other legally competent evidence, the character of the premises as "a resort" for sexual perverts might
be proved by general reputation. There is evidence in the record placing appellant's employees in the near proximity of
the wrongful acts. There is also evidence which supports an inference that the employees were aware of the continuing
misconduct, viz., on the instance occurring on May 13, 1956, following the occasion when a patron named John Cowgill
invited Agent Johnson to engage in a lewd act. After Johnson left the bar with Cowgill and placed him under arrest,
Johnson returned to the bar and asked

Police Officer Tregoning to come outside. At this time, the bartender, Rick, warned Tregoning, who was not known to be a
police officer, not to go outside with Johnson. The bartender said that several arrests had been made the night before; it
would be all right as long as he did not leave the premises. Moreover, there was also evidence, unobjected to and clearly
admissible in view of the acts alleged in the accusation, that appellant himself had characterized the patrons of the "Paper
Doll" as being "gay" (synonymous with homosexual). Appellant also stated that in the "Paper Doll," only he and the cook
named Johnny were "straight" or "square." Furthermore, section 11513 of the Government Code makes hearsay admissible in this
type of administrative hearing and this applies to evidence of reputation as well as to any other type of hearsay. ( Swegle
v. State Board of Equalization, supra; 19 Cal.Jur.2d, § 383, p. 116; 2 Cal.Jur.2d, § 147, p. 251.) Therefore, no effective
objection to its introduction could have been interposed even in lieu of section 24200, subdivision (e).
While it is true that section 11513 specifies that whereas hearsay may be used for the purpose of supplementing or
explaining any direct evidence, it shall not be sufficient in itself to support a finding unless it would be admissible over
objections in civil actions. However, as we have noted above, no contention is made as to the substantiality of the direct
evidence
herein of such homosexual activities on the premises which has been repeatedly held to be within the purview of section 25601. It
is our view that the complained-of hearsay is merely supplementary thereto and nothing more.
Finally, it should be noted that in the department's original decision, it was determined that the continuance of
appellant's license would be contrary to public welfare and morals within the meaning of those terms as used in section 22,
article XX, of the Constitution of California. In Vallerga v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control, supra , the Supreme
Court reversed a judgment denying a writ of mandamus to compel the department to set aside its revocation grounded to a
violation of the invalid section 24200, subdivision (e), despite the fact that there was sufficient evidence to sustain a
revocation on said constitutional grounds. However, in that case, the trier of fact had made no findings with regard to this
evidence and, furthermore, the accusation failed to put the licensees on notice that their license might thereby be revoked.
Thus, to have sustained the revocation under the constitutional provision would have violated due process of law.
Neither the accusation nor the findings present such an impediment in the instant case. Appellant refrains from
contending otherwise, and from charging that the licensee's knowledge of the facts is required under section 22, article
XX, of the Constitution of California, confining his objection to the argument that because the board sustained the
department on a different ground, this court is restricted to a consideration of that ground only. It is our view that no
such restriction exists.
Judgment is affirmed.
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OPINION
McGOLDRICK, J. pro tem. fn. *
On August 20, 1956, the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (hereinafter
referred to as "department") ﬁled an accusation against one Dante Benedetti, doing
business as "Paper Doll," as an on-sale general licensee of the department, charging
violations in two counts of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act. Count I was subdivided
into two parts. Both charged the keeping of a disorderly house in conjunction with
licensed premises, Count I(1) alleging disturbance of the neighborhood, Count I(2)
injury to the public welfare and morals (Bus. & Prof. Code, § 25601). fn. Count II
charged the keeping of a resort for sexual perverts (§ 24200, subd. (e)). The accusation
further
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XX, of the Constitution of California. Hearings were conducted, the matter was
submitted, and on May 16, 1957, the department adopted the decision of its hearing
ofﬁcer, thereby dismissing the ﬁrst part of Count I, and revoking Benedetti's on-sale
general license on the bases of Counts I(2) and II severally.
Benedetti then appealed to the department's decision to the Alcoholic Beverage Control
Appeals Board (hereinafter referred to as "board") which concluded that each of the
counts [187 Cal. App. 2d 215] was supported by substantial evidence. However,
although afﬁrming the decision as to Count I(2), the board reversed as to Count II,
stating as grounds for said reversal that since the department had elected to revoke the
license on the basis of Count I(2) and a violation of section 25601, it could not, on the
same evidence, impose the same penalty on the basis of Count II upon the theory that
Benedetti was guilty of a second and separate offense. In Vallerga v. Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control (1959), 53 Cal. 2d 313 [347 P.2d 909], the Supreme Court
held section 24200, subdivision (e), to be unconstitutional, and any question as to the
correctness of this ruling is now moot.
Benedetti subsequently sought review of the decision by the court below in a petition for
writ of mandamus. The court issued an order staying enforcement of the order of
revocation, whereupon a hearing occurred and the cause was submitted. The court
subsequently ﬁled ﬁndings of fact and conclusions of law wherein it upheld the board's
decision, and judgment was entered setting aside the alternative writs and denying a
peremptory writ of mandate. Benedetti appeals from this judgment.
The board's decision, afﬁrmed by the court below, upheld the department's order of
revocation on the sole ground of a violation of section 25601. [1] Appellant contends,
ﬁrst, that in a prosecution under that section, proof of knowledge by the licensee or his
agents of proscribed acts is necessary; second, that the evidence is insufﬁcient to
establish such knowledge in the instant case.
In Swegle v. State Board of Equalization (1954), 125 Cal. App. 2d 432 [270 P.2d 518],
appellant made a similar contention with regard to section 58 of the then Alcoholic
Beverage Control Act (now § 25601). In ﬁnding this proposition to be without merit, the
court said "... Appellant cites numerous cases from other jurisdictions to the effect that
'permit' means knowledge, consent, acquiescence, willingness, as distinguished from
passive sufferance. However, in Dorris v. McKamy, 40 Cal. App. 267, 274 [180 P. 645], it
is said that 'as deﬁned by Webster and others, "permit" implies no afﬁrmative acts. It
involves no intent. It is mere passivity, abstaining from preventive action.' " (P. 438.)
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that "a licensee can be held to have permitted acts constituting a ... [violation] by a
showing that the acts themselves took place. Further on in the opinion, the court said
"The very fact that rules and laws providing for violations for which disciplinary action
may be taken, provide that some violations must be 'knowingly' done [§ 24200.5, subd.
(a)] and as to others the word 'knowingly' is omitted, indicates that in the latter cases
there is no requirement that the violations be knowing ones. 'Knowingly' not being
required in either rule 143 or section 24200, the use of that word in the accusation was
immaterial and is not necessary to be found." (Pp. 630-631.) (Brodsky v. California State
Board of Pharmacy (1959), 173 Cal. App. 2d 680-688 [344 P.2d 68], cited by appellant,
is in harmony with this decision.
In Givens v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1959), 176 Cal. App. 2d 529,
534 [1 Cal. Rptr. 446], the appellant argued that inasmuch as the ﬁndings of the hearing
ofﬁcer showed that he had made reasonable attempts to control his customers, those
ﬁndings did not support the determination that he was guilty of a violation of section
24200, subdivisions (a) and (b), and section 25601. The court, however, found that as
used in the context of section 25601, "suffers" means "to permit, allow, or not to forbid
activities which constitute the premises a 'disorderly house.' Since an on-sale licensee
has an afﬁrmative duty to maintain properly operated premises [citation], and since
acquiescence is nonetheless permission or sufferance within the purview of section
25601 [citing Swegle], Givens failed to perform his statutory duty. The law requires more
than that a licensee make some colorable efforts toward the maintenance of lawfully
conducted premises. The law demands that he in fact so conduct his business that it
meets the minimum requirements of decency and morality. If, as in this present case, the
overwhelming evidence shows that the tavern is in fact a 'disorderly house,' there can
be but one conclusion: that the licensee has permitted or suffered such a condition to
exist. ..."
Since appellant does not contest that the evidence is sufﬁcient to support the judgment,
although refusing to concede its accuracy, we deem it unnecessary to summarize the
evidence produced before the hearing ofﬁcer. [2] The rule that although the factual
determinations of the department may be set aside upon a showing of a lack of
substantial evidence, a court may not reweigh the evidence or assess the credibility of
witnesses (Mercurio v. Department of Alcoholic [187 Cal. App. 2d 217] Beverage
Control, supra; Brice v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1957), 153 Cal. App.
2d 315 [314 P.2d 807]), therefore obviates further discussion in this regard.
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its receipt in evidence constituted reversible error. It is to be noted that there was no
objection to this testimony during the hearing because the now invalid section 24200,
subdivision (e), provided that in addition to any other legally competent evidence, the
character of the premises as "a resort" for sexual perverts might be proved by general
reputation. There is evidence in the record placing appellant's employees in the near
proximity of the wrongful acts. There is also evidence which supports an inference that
the employees were aware of the continuing misconduct, viz., on the instance occurring
on May 13, 1956, following the occasion when a patron named John Cowgill invited
Agent Johnson to engage in a lewd act. After Johnson left the bar with Cowgill and
placed him under arrest, Johnson returned to the bar and asked Police Ofﬁcer Tregoning
to come outside. At this time, the bartender, Rick, warned Tregoning, who was not
known to be a police ofﬁcer, not to go outside with Johnson. The bartender said that
several arrests had been made the night before; it would be all right as long as he did
not leave the premises. Moreover, there was also evidence, unobjected to and clearly
admissible in view of the acts alleged in the accusation, that appellant himself had
characterized the patrons of the "Paper Doll" as being "gay" (synonymous with
homosexual). Appellant also stated that in the "Paper Doll," only he and the cook named
Johnny were "straight" or "square." Furthermore, section 11513 of the Government
Code makes hearsay admissible in this type of administrative hearing and this applies to
evidence of reputation as well as to any other type of hearsay. (Swegle v. State Board of
Equalization, supra; 19 Cal.Jur.2d, § 383, p. 116; 2 Cal.Jur.2d, § 147, p. 251.) Therefore,
no effective objection to its introduction could have been interposed even in lieu of
section 24200, subdivision (e).
While it is true that section 11513 speciﬁes that whereas hearsay may be used for the
purpose of supplementing or explaining any direct evidence, it shall not be sufﬁcient in
itself to support a ﬁnding unless it would be admissible over [187 Cal. App. 2d 218]
objections in civil actions. However, as we have noted above, no contention is made as
to the substantiality of the direct evidence herein of such homosexual activities on the
premises which has been repeatedly held to be within the purview of section 25601. It is
our view that the complained-of hearsay is merely supplementary thereto and nothing
more.
[4] Finally, it should be noted that in the department's original decision, it was
determined that the continuance of appellant's license would be contrary to public
welfare and morals within the meaning of those terms as used in section 22, article XX,
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24200, subdivision (e), despite the fact that there was sufﬁcient evidence to sustain
a revocation on said constitutional grounds. However, in that case, the trier of fact
had made no ﬁndings with regard to this evidence and, furthermore, the accusation
failed to put the licensees on notice that their license might thereby be revoked.
Thus, to have sustained the revocation under the constitutional provision would
have violated due process of law.
Neither the accusation nor the ﬁndings present such an impediment in the instant case.
Appellant refrains from contending otherwise, and from charging that the licensee's
knowledge of the facts is required under section 22, article XX, of the Constitution of
California, conﬁning his objection to the argument that because the board sustained the
department on a different ground, this court is restricted to a consideration of that
ground only. It is our view that no such restriction exists.
Judgment is afﬁrmed.
Draper, Acting P. J., and Shoemaker, J., concurred.
FN *. Assigned by Chairman of Judicial Council.
FN . All section references hereinafter are to be the Business and Professions Code,
unless otherwise indicated.
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187 Cal.App.2d 213 (1960)

DANTE BENEDETTI, Appellant,
v.
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL et al., Respondents.
Civ. No. 19205.
California Court of Appeals. First Dist., Div. Two.
Dec. 8, 1960.
James Murray and Markuse & Murray for Appellant.
Stanley Mosk, Attorney General, and Albert W. Harris, Jr., Deputy Attorney General, for Respondents.
McGOLDRICK, J. pro tem.

[ fn. *]

On August 20, 1956, the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (hereinafter referred to as "department") filed an
accusation against one Dante Benedetti, doing business as "Paper Doll," as an on-sale general licensee of the
department, charging violations in two counts of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act. Count I was subdivided into two
parts. Both charged the keeping of a disorderly house in conjunction with licensed premises, Count I(1) alleging
[fn. ]

disturbance of the neighborhood, Count I(2) injury to the public welfare and morals (Bus. & Prof. Code, 25601).
Count II charged the keeping of a resort for sexual perverts ( 24200, subd. (e)). The accusation further charged that by
reason of the facts therein alleged, the continuance of Benedetti's license would be contrary to public welfare and
morals as set forth in section 22, article XX, of the Constitution of California. Hearings were conducted, the matter was
submitted, and on May 16, 1957, the department adopted the decision of its hearing officer, thereby dismissing the first
part of Count I, and revoking Benedetti's on-sale general license on the bases of Counts I(2) and II severally.
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Benedetti then appealed to the department's decision to the Alcoholic Beverage Control Appeals Board (hereinafter
referred to as "board") which concluded that each of the counts *215 was supported by substantial evidence.
However, although affirming the decision as to Count I(2), the board reversed as to Count II, stating as grounds for
said reversal that since the department had elected to revoke the license on the basis of Count I(2) and a violation of
section 25601, it could not, on the same evidence, impose the same penalty on the basis of Count II upon the theory
that Benedetti was guilty of a second and separate offense. In Vallerga v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
(1959), 53 Cal.2d 313 [347 P.2d 909], the Supreme Court held section 24200, subdivision (e), to be unconstitutional,
and any question as to the correctness of this ruling is now moot.
Benedetti subsequently sought review of the decision by the court below in a petition for writ of mandamus. The court
issued an order staying enforcement of the order of revocation, whereupon a hearing occurred and the cause was
submitted. The court subsequently filed findings of fact and conclusions of law wherein it upheld the board's decision,
and judgment was entered setting aside the alternative writs and denying a peremptory writ of mandate. Benedetti
appeals from this judgment.
The board's decision, affirmed by the court below, upheld the department's order of revocation on the sole ground of a
violation of section 25601. [1] Appellant contends, first, that in a prosecution under that section, proof of knowledge by
the licensee or his agents of proscribed acts is necessary; second, that the evidence is insufficient to establish such
knowledge in the instant case.
In Swegle v. State Board of Equalization (1954), 125 Cal.App.2d 432 [270 P.2d 518], appellant made a similar
contention with regard to section 58 of the then Alcoholic Beverage Control Act (now 25601). In finding this
proposition to be without merit, the court said "... Appellant cites numerous cases from other jurisdictions to the effect
that 'permit' means knowledge, consent, acquiescence, willingness, as distinguished from passive sufferance.
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However, in Dorris v. McKamy, 40 Cal.App. 267, 274 [180 P. 645], it is said that 'as defined by Webster and others,
"permit" implies no affirmative acts. It involves no intent. It is mere passivity, abstaining from preventive action.' " (P.
438.)
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In Mercurio v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1956), 144 Cal.App.2d 626, 630 [301 P.2d 474], the court
interpreted the Swegle case as holding that the permission required by the statute does not have to be a "knowing"
one *216 and that "a licensee can be held to have permitted acts constituting a ... [violation] by a showing that the acts
themselves took place. Further on in the opinion, the court said "The very fact that rules and laws providing for
violations for which disciplinary action may be taken, provide that some violations must be 'knowingly' done [ 24200.5,
subd. (a)] and as to others the word 'knowingly' is omitted, indicates that in the latter cases there is no requirement that
the violations be knowing ones. 'Knowingly' not being required in either rule 143 or section 24200, the use of that word
in the accusation was immaterial and is not necessary to be found." (Pp. 630-631.) (Brodsky v. California State Board
of Pharmacy (1959), 173 Cal.App.2d 680-688 [344 P.2d 68], cited by appellant, is in harmony with this decision."
In Givens v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1959), 176 Cal.App.2d 529, 534 [1 Cal.Rptr. 446], the
appellant argued that inasmuch as the findings of the hearing officer showed that he had made reasonable attempts
to control his customers, those findings did not support the determination that he was guilty of a violation of section
24200, subdivisions (a) and (b), and section 25601. The court, however, found that as used in the context of section
25601, "suffers" means "to permit, allow, or not to forbid activities which constitute the premises a 'disorderly house.'
Since an on-sale licensee has an affirmative duty to maintain properly operated premises [citation], and since
acquiescence is nonetheless permission or sufferance within the purview of section 25601 [citing Swegle], Givens
failed to perform his statutory duty. The law requires more than that a licensee make some colorable efforts toward the
maintenance of lawfully conducted premises. The law demands that he in fact so conduct his business that it meets
the minimum requirements of decency and morality. If, as in this present case, the overwhelming evidence shows that
the tavern is in fact a 'disorderly house,' there can be but one conclusion: that the licensee has permitted or suffered
such a condition to exist. ..."
Since appellant does not contest that the evidence is sufficient to support the judgment, although refusing to concede
its accuracy, we deem it unnecessary to summarize the evidence produced before the hearing officer. [2] The rule that
although the factual determinations of the department may be set aside upon a showing of a lack of substantial
evidence, a court may not reweigh the evidence or assess the credibility of witnesses (Mercurio v. Department of
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Alcoholic *217 Beverage Control, supra; Brice v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1957), 153 Cal.App.2d
315 [314 P.2d 807]), therefore obviates further discussion in this regard.
[3] In addition, the appellant claims that the hearing officer erred in receiving testimony to the effect that the premises
in question have a reputation for being a "hangout for homosexuals," and in this connection, he urges that this was
inadmissible hearsay and its receipt in evidence constituted reversible error. It is to be noted that there was no
objection to this testimony during the hearing because the now invalid section 24200, subdivision (e), provided that in
addition to any other legally competent evidence, the character of the premises as "a resort" for sexual perverts might
be proved by general reputation. There is evidence in the record placing appellant's employees in the near proximity
of the wrongful acts. There is also evidence which supports an inference that the employees were aware of the
continuing misconduct, viz., on the instance occurring on May 13, 1956, following the occasion when a patron named
John Cowgill invited Agent Johnson to engage in a lewd act. After Johnson left the bar with Cowgill and placed him
under arrest, Johnson returned to the bar and asked Police Officer Tregoning to come outside. At this time, the
bartender, Rick, warned Tregoning, who was not known to be a police officer, not to go outside with Johnson. The
bartender said that several arrests had been made the night before; it would be all right as long as he did not leave the
premises. Moreover, there was also evidence, unobjected to and clearly admissible in view of the acts alleged in the
accusation, that appellant himself had characterized the patrons of the "Paper Doll" as being "gay" (synonymous with
homosexual). Appellant also stated that in the "Paper Doll," only he and the cook named Johnny were "straight" or
"square." Furthermore, section 11513 of the Government Code makes hearsay admissible in this type of administrative
hearing and this applies to evidence of reputation as well as to any other type of hearsay. (Swegle v. State Board of
Equalization, supra; 19 Cal.Jur.2d, 383, p. 116; 2 Cal.Jur.2d, 147, p. 251.) Therefore, no effective objection to its
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introduction could have been interposed even in lieu of section 24200, subdivision (e).
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While it is true that section 11513 specifies that whereas hearsay may be used for the purpose of supplementing or
explaining any direct evidence, it shall not be sufficient in itself to support a finding unless it would be admissible over
*218 objections in civil actions. However, as we have noted above, no contention is made as to the substantiality of the
direct evidence herein of such homosexual activities on the premises which has been repeatedly held to be within the
purview of section 25601. It is our view that the complained-of hearsay is merely supplementary thereto and nothing
more.
[4] Finally, it should be noted that in the department's original decision, it was determined that the continuance of
appellant's license would be contrary to public welfare and morals within the meaning of those terms as used in
section 22, article XX, of the Constitution of California. In Vallerga v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control,
supra, the Supreme Court reversed a judgment denying a writ of mandamus to compel the department to set aside
its revocation grounded to a violation of the invalid section 24200, subdivision (e), despite the fact that there was
sufficient evidence to sustain a revocation on said constitutional grounds. However, in that case, the trier of fact had
made no findings with regard to this evidence and, furthermore, the accusation failed to put the licensees on notice
that their license might thereby be revoked. Thus, to have sustained the revocation under the constitutional provision
would have violated due process of law.
Neither the accusation nor the findings present such an impediment in the instant case. Appellant refrains from
contending otherwise, and from charging that the licensee's knowledge of the facts is required under section 22, article
XX, of the Constitution of California, confining his objection to the argument that because the board sustained the
department on a different ground, this court is restricted to a consideration of that ground only. It is our view that no
such restriction exists.
Judgment is affirmed.
Draper, Acting P. J., and Shoemaker, J., concurred.
[fn. *] *. Assigned by Chairman of Judicial Council.
[fn. ] . All section references hereinafter are to be the Business and Professions Code, unless otherwise indicated.
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OPINION BY: McGOLDRICK
OPINION
On August 20, 1956, the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
(hereinafter referred to as "department") filed an accusation against one
Dante Benedetti, doing business as
"Paper Doll," as an on-sale general
licensee of the department, charging
violations in two counts of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act. Count I
was subdivided into two parts. Both
charged the keeping of a disorderly
house in conjunction with licensed

premises, Count I(1) alleging disturbance of the neighborhood, Count I(2)
injury to the public welfare and morals ( Bus. & Prof. Code, § 25601). +
Count II charged the keeping of a resort for sexual perverts (§ 24200,
subd. (e)). The accusation further
charged that by reason of the facts
therein alleged, the continuance of
Benedetti's license would be contrary
to public welfare and morals as set
forth in section 22, article XX, of
the Constitution of California. Hearings were conducted, the matter was
submitted, and on May 16, 1957, the
department adopted the decision of its
hearing officer, thereby dismissing
the first part of Count I, and revoking Benedetti's on-sale general license on the bases of Counts I(2) and
II severally.
+ All section references hereinafter are to be the Business
and Professions Code, unless otherwise indicated.
Benedetti then appealed to the department's decision to the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Appeals Board (hereinafter referred to as "board") which
concluded that each of the counts was
supported by substantial evidence.
However, although affirming the decision as to Count I(2), the board reversed as to Count II, stating as
grounds for said reversal that since
the department had elected to revoke
the license on the basis of Count I(2)
and a violation of section 25601, it
could not, on the same evidence, impose the same penalty on the basis of
Count II upon the theory that Benedetti was guilty of a second and sep-

arate offense. In Vallerga v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
(1959), 53 Cal.2d 313 [347 P.2d 909],
the Supreme Court held section 24200,
subdivision (e), to be unconstitutional, and any question as to the
correctness of this ruling is now
moot.
Benedetti subsequently sought review of the decision by the court below in a petition for writ of mandamus. The court issued an order staying
enforcement of the order of revocation, whereupon a hearing occurred and
the cause was submitted. The court
subsequently filed findings of fact
and conclusions of law wherein it upheld the board's decision, and judgment was entered setting aside the alternative writs and denying a peremptory writ of mandate. Benedetti appeals from this judgment.
The board's decision, affirmed by
the court below, upheld the department's order of revocation on the sole
ground of a violation of section
25601. Appellant contends,
first,
that in a prosecution under that section, proof of knowledge by the licensee or his agents of proscribed
acts is necessary; second, that the
evidence is insufficient to establish
such knowledge in the instant case.
In Swegle v. State Board of Equalization (1954), 125 Cal.App.2d 432
[270 P.2d 518], appellant made a similar contention with regard to section
58 of the then Alcoholic Beverage Control Act (now § 25601). In finding
this proposition to be without merit,
the court said ". . . Appellant cites
numerous cases from other jurisdictions to the effect that 'permit'
means knowledge, consent, acquiescence, willingness, as distinguished
from passive sufferance. However, in
Dorris v. McKamy, 40 Cal.App. 267, 274
[180 P. 645], it is said that 'as
defined by Webster and others, "permit" implies no affirmative acts. It
involves
no
intent.
It
is
mere
passivity, abstaining from preventive
action.'" (P. 438.)
In Mercurio v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1956), 144
Cal.App.2d 626, 630 [301 P.2d
474],
the court interpreted the Swegle case
as holding that the permission required by the statute does not have to
be a "knowing" one and that "a licensee can be held to have
permitted

acts constituting a . . . [violation]
by a showing that the acts themselves
took place. Further on in the opinion, the court said "The very fact
that rules and laws providing for violations for which disciplinary action
may be taken, provide that some violations must be 'knowingly' done [§
24200.5, subd. (a)] and as to others
the word 'knowingly' is omitted, indicates that in the latter cases there
is no requirement that the violations
be knowing ones. 'Knowingly' not being required in either rule 143 or
section 24200, the use of that word in
the accusation was immaterial and is
not necessary to be found." (Pp. 630631.) ( Brodsky v. California State
Board
of
Pharmacy
(1959),
173
Cal.App.2d 680-688 [344 P.2d
68],
cited by appellant, is in harmony with
this decision.
In Givens v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1959),
176
Cal.App.2d 529, 534 [1 Cal.Rptr. 446],
the appellant argued that inasmuch as
the findings of the hearing officer
showed that he had made reasonable attempts to control his
customers,
those findings did not support the determination that he was guilty of a
violation of section 24200, subdivisions (a) and (b), and section 25601.
The court, however, found that as used
in the context of section 25601, "suffers" means "to permit, allow, or not
to forbid activities which constitute
the premises a 'disorderly house.'
Since an on-sale licensee has an affirmative duty to maintain properly
operated
premises
[citation],
and
since acquiescence is nonetheless permission or sufferance within the purview of section 25601 [citing Swegle],
Givens failed to perform his statutory
duty. The law requires more than that
a licensee make some colorable efforts
toward the maintenance of lawfully
conducted premises. The law demands
that he in fact so conduct his business that it meets the minimum requirements of decency and morality.
If, as in this present case, the overwhelming evidence shows that the tavern is in fact a 'disorderly house,'
there can be but one conclusion: that
the licensee has permitted or suffered
such a condition to exist. . . ."
Since appellant does not contest
that the evidence is sufficient to
support the judgment, although refusing to concede its accuracy, we deem

it unnecessary to summarize the evidence produced before the hearing officer. The rule that although the
factual determinations of the department may be set aside upon a showing
of a lack of substantial evidence, a
court may not reweigh the evidence or
assess the credibility of witnesses (
Mercurio v. Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control, supra; Brice v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
(1957), 153 Cal.App.2d 315 [314 P.2d
807]), therefore obviates further discussion in this regard.
In addition, the appellant claims
that the hearing officer erred in receiving testimony to the effect that
the premises in question have a reputation for being a "hangout for homosexuals," and in this connection, he
urges
that
this
was
inadmissible
hearsay and its receipt in evidence
constituted reversible error. It is
to be noted that there was no objection to this testimony during the
hearing because the now invalid section 24200, subdivision (e), provided
that in addition to any other legally
competent evidence, the character of
the premises as "a resort" for sexual
perverts might be proved by general
reputation. There is evidence in the
record placing appellant's employees
in the near proximity of the wrongful
acts. There is also evidence which
supports an inference that the employees were aware of the continuing misconduct, viz., on the instance occurring on May 13, 1956, following the
occasion when a patron named John Cowgill invited Agent Johnson to engage
in a lewd act. After Johnson left the
bar with Cowgill and placed him under
arrest, Johnson returned to the bar
and asked Police Officer Tregoning to
come outside. At this time, the bartender, Rick, warned Tregoning, who
was not known to be a police officer,
not to go outside with Johnson. The
bartender said that several arrests
had been made the night before; it
would be all right as long as he did
not leave the premises. Moreover,
there was also evidence, unobjected to
and clearly admissible in view of the
acts alleged in the accusation, that
appellant himself had characterized
the patrons of the "Paper Doll" as being
"gay"
(synonymous
with
homosexual). Appellant also stated
that in the "Paper Doll," only he and
the cook named Johnny were "straight"
or "square." Furthermore, section

11513 of the Government Code makes
hearsay admissible in this type of administrative hearing and this applies
to evidence of reputation as well as
to any other type of hearsay. ( Swegle
v. State Board of Equalization, supra;
19 Cal.Jur.2d, § 383, p. 116; 2
Cal.Jur.2d, § 147, p. 251.) Therefore,
no effective objection to its introduction could have been interposed
even in lieu of section 24200, subdivision (e).
While it is true that section 11513
specifies that whereas hearsay may be
used for the purpose of supplementing
or explaining any direct evidence, it
shall not be sufficient in itself to
support a finding unless it would be
admissible over objections in civil
actions. However, as we have noted
above, no contention is made as to the
substantiality of the direct evidence
herein of such homosexual activities
on the premises which has been repeatedly held to be within the purview
of section 25601. It is our view that
the complained-of hearsay is merely
supplementary
thereto
and
nothing
more.
Finally, it should be noted that
in the department's original decision,
it was determined that the continuance
of appellant's license would be contrary to public welfare and morals
within the meaning of those terms as
used in section 22, article XX, of
the Constitution of California. In
Vallerga v. Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control, supra, the Supreme
Court reversed a judgment denying a
writ of mandamus to compel the department to set aside its revocation
grounded to a violation of the invalid
section 24200, subdivision (e), despite the fact that there was sufficient evidence to sustain a revocation
on said constitutional grounds. However, in that case, the trier of fact
had made no findings with regard to
this evidence and, furthermore, the
accusation failed to put the licensees
on notice that their license might
thereby be revoked. Thus, to have sustained the revocation under the constitutional provision would have violated due process of law.
Neither the accusation nor the
findings present such an impediment in
the instant case. Appellant refrains
from contending otherwise, and from
charging that the licensee's knowledge
of the facts is required under section

22, article XX, of the Constitution of
California, confining his objection to
the argument that because the board
sustained the department on a different ground, this court is restricted

to a consideration of that ground
only. It is our view that no such restriction exists.
Judgment is affirmed.

Benedetti v. Dept. Alcoholic Bev. Control [187 Cal.App.2d 213]
Benedetti v. Dept. Alcoholic Bev. Control,
187 Cal.App.2d 213
[Civ. No. 19205. First Dist., Div. Two. Dec. 8, 1960.]
DANTE BENEDETTI, Appellant, v. DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
CONTROL et al., Respondents.
COUNSEL
James Murray and Markuse & Murray for Appellant.
Stanley Mosk, Attorney General, and Albert W. Harris, Jr., Deputy Attorney
General, for Respondents.
OPINION
McGOLDRICK, J. pro tem. fn. *
On August 20, 1956, the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (hereinafter referred
to as "department") filed an accusation against one Dante Benedetti, doing business as
"Paper Doll," as an on-sale general licensee of the department, charging violations in
two counts of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act. Count I was subdivided into two parts.
Both charged the keeping of a disorderly house in conjunction with licensed premises,
Count I(1) alleging disturbance of the neighborhood,
Count I(2) injury to the public welfare and morals (Bus. & Prof. Code, ?25601). fn. ?
Count II charged the keeping of a resort for sexual perverts (? 24200, subd. (e)). The
accusation further charged that by reason of the facts therein alleged, the continuance
of Benedetti's license would be contrary to public welfare and morals as set forth in
section 22, article XX, of the Constitution of California. Hearings were conducted, the
matter was submitted, and on May 16, 1957, the department adopted the decision of
its hearing officer, thereby dismissing the first part of Count I, and revoking Benedetti's
on-sale general license on the bases of Counts I(2) and II severally. Recent Attorneys
Benedetti v. Dept. Alcoholic Bev. Control 187 Cal.App.2d 213 http://www.lawlink.com/
research/caselevel3/36967 Benedetti then appealed to the department's decision to the
Alcoholic Beverage Control Appeals Board (hereinafter referred to as "board") which
concluded that each of the counts [187 Cal.App.2d 215] was supported by substantial
evidence. However, although affirming the decision as to Count I(2), the board reversed
as to Count II, stating as grounds for said reversal that since the department had
elected to revoke the license on the basis of Count I(2) and a violation of section 25601,
it could not, on the same evidence, impose the same penalty on the basis of Count II
upon the theory that Benedetti was guilty of a second and separate offense. In Vallerga
v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1959), 53 Cal.2d 313 [347 P.2d 909], the
Supreme Court held section 24200, subdivision (e), to be unconstitutional, and any
question as to the correctness of this ruling is now moot. Benedetti subsequently sought
review of the decision by the court below in a petition for writ of mandamus. The court
issued an order staying enforcement of the order of revocation, whereupon a hearing

occurred and the cause was submitted. The court subsequently filed findings of fact and
conclusions of law wherein it upheld the board's decision, and judgment was entered
setting aside the alternative writs and denying a peremptory writ of mandate. Benedetti
appeals from this judgment. The board's decision, affirmed by the court below, upheld
found." (Pp. 630-631.) (Brodsky v. California State Board of Pharmacy (1959), 173 Cal.App.2d 680-688
[344 P.2d 68], cited by appellant, is in harmony with this decision. In Givens v. Department of Alco the

department's order of revocation on the sole ground of a violation of section 25601. [1]
Appellant contends, first, that in a prosecution under that section, proof of knowledge by
the licensee or his agents of proscribed acts is necessary; second, that the evidence is
insufficient to establish such knowledge in the instant case.In Swegle v. State Board of
Equalization (1954), 125 Cal.App.2d 432 [270 P.2d 518], appellant made a similar
contention with regard to section 58 of the then Alcoholic Beverage Control Act (now ?
25601). In finding this proposition to be without merit, the court said "... Appellant cites
numerous cases from other jurisdictions to the effect that 'permit' means knowledge,
consent, acquiescence, willingness, as distinguished from passive sufferance. However,
in Dorris v. McKamy, 40 Cal.App. 267, 274 [180 P. 645], it is said that 'as defined by
Webster and others, "permit" implies no affirmative acts. It involves no intent. It is mere
passivity, abstaining from preventive action.' " (P. 438.) In Mercurio v. Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control (1956), 144 Cal.App.2d 626, 630 [301 P.2d 474], the court
interpreted the Swegle case as holding that the permission required by the statute does
not have to be a "knowing" one [187 Cal.App.2d 216] and that "a licensee can be held
to have permitted acts constituting a ... [violation] by a showing that the acts themselves
took place. Further on in the opinion, the court said "The very fact that rules and laws
providing for violations for which disciplinary action may be taken, provide that some
violations must be 'knowingly' done [? 24200.5, subd. (a)] and as to others the word
'knowingly' is omitted, indicates that in the latter cases there is no requirement that the
violations be knowing ones. 'Knowingly' not being required in either rule 143 or section
24200, the use of that word in the accusation was immaterial and is not necessary to be
Alcholic Beverage Control (1959), 176 Cal.App.2d 529, 534 [1 Cal.Rptr. 446], the
appellant argued that in as much as the findings of the hearing officer showed that he
had made reasonable attempts to control his customers, those findings did not support
the determination that he was guilty of a violation of section 24200, subdivisions (a) and
(b), and section 25601. The court, however, found that as used in the context of section
25601, "suffers" means "to permit, allow, or not to forbid activities which constitute the
premises a 'disorderly house.' Since an on-sale licensee has an affirmative duty to
maintain properly operated premises [citation], and since acquiescence is nonetheless
permission or sufferance within the purview of section 25601 [citing Swegle], Givens
failed to perform his statutory duty. The law requires more than that a licensee make
some colorable efforts toward the maintenance of lawfully conducted premises. The law
demands that he in fact so conduct his business that it meets the minimum
requirements of decency and morality. If, as in this present case, the overwhelming
evidence shows that the tavern is in fact a 'disorderly house,' there can be but one
conclusion: that the licensee has permitted or suffered such a condition to exist. ..."
Since appellant does not contest that the evidence is sufficient to support the judgment,
although refusing to concede its accuracy, we deem it unnecessary to summarize the
evidence produced before the hearing officer. [2] The rule that although the factual

determinations of the department may be set aside upon a showing of a lack of
substantial evidence, a court may not reweigh the evidence or assess the credibility of
witnesses (Mercurio v. Department of Alcoholic [187 Cal.App.2d 217] Beverage Control,
supra; Brice v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1957), 153 Cal.App.2d 315
[314 P.2d 807]), therefore obviates further discussion in this regard. [3] In addition, the
appellant claims that the hearing officer erred in receiving testimony to the effect that the
premises in question have a reputation for being a "hangout for homosexuals," and in
this connection, he urges that this was inadmissible hearsay and its receipt in evidence
constituted reversible error. It is to be noted that there was no objection to this testimony
during the hearing because the now invalid section 24200, subdivision (e), provided that
in addition to any other legally competent evidence, the character of the premises as "a
resort" for sexual perverts might be proved by general reputation. There is evidence in
the record placing appellant's employees in the near proximity of the wrongful acts.
There is also evidence which supports an inference that the employees were aware of
the continuing misconduct, viz., on the instance occurring on May 13, 1956, following the
occasion when a patron named John Cowgill invited Agent Johnson to engage in a lewd
act. After Johnson left the bar with Cowgill and placed him under arrest, Johnson
returned to the bar and asked Police Officer Tregoning to come outside. At this time, the
bartender, Rick, warned Tregoning, who was not known to be a police officer, not to go
outside with Johnson. The bartender said that several arrests had been made the night
before; it would be all right as long as he did not leave the premises.
Moreover, there was also evidence, unobjected to and clearly admissible in view of the
acts alleged in the accusation, that appellant himself had characterized the patrons of
the "Paper Doll" as being "gay" (synonymous with homosexual). Appellant also stated
that in the "Paper Doll," only he and the cook named Johnny were "straight" or "square."
Furthermore, section 11513 of the Government Code makes hearsay admissible in this
type of administrative hearing and this applies to evidence of reputation as well as to
any other type of hearsay. (Swegle v. State Board of Equalization, supra; 19 Cal.Jur.
2d, ? 383, p. 116; 2 Cal.Jur.2d, ? 147, p. 251.) Therefore, no effective objection to its
introduction could have been interposed even in lieu of section 24200, subdivision (e).
Benedetti v. Dept. Alcoholic Bev. Control 187 Cal.App.2d 213
While it is true that section 11513 specifies that whereas hearsay may be used for the
purpose of supplementing or explaining any direct evidence, it shall not be sufficient in
itself to support a finding unless it would be admissible over [187 Cal.App.2d 218]
objections in civil actions. However, as we have noted above, no contention is made as
to the substantiality of the direct evidence herein of such homosexual activities on the
premises which has been repeatedly held to be within the purview of section 25601. It is
our view that the complained-of hearsay is merely supplementary thereto and nothing
more. [4] Finally, it should be noted that in the department's original decision, it
was determined that the continuance of appellant's license would be contrary to public
welfare and morals within the meaning of those terms as used in section 22, article XX,
of the Constitution of California. In Vallerga v. Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control, supra, the Supreme Court reversed a judgment denying a writ of mandamus to
compel the department to set aside its revocation grounded to a violation of the

invalid section 24200, subdivision (e), despite the fact that there was sufficient evidence
to sustain a revocation on said constitutional grounds. However, in that case, the trier of
fact had made no findings with regard to this evidence and, furthermore, the accusation
failed to put the licensees on notice that their license might thereby be revoked. Thus, to
have sustained the revocation under the constitutional provision would have violated
due process of law. Neither the accusation nor the findings present such an impediment
in the instant case. Appellant refrains from contending otherwise, and from charging that
the licensee's knowledge of the facts is required under section 22, article XX, of the
Constitution of California, confining his objection to the argument that because the
board sustained the department on a different ground, this court is restricted to a
consideration of that ground only. It is our view that no such restriction exists.
Judgment is affirmed.
Draper, Acting P. J., and Shoemaker, J., concurred.
Assigned by Chairman of Judicial Council.
All section references hereinafter are to be the Business and
Professions Code, unless otherwise indicated.
By using this site you agree to our terms of use. Copyright © 2010 LawLink. All rights
reserved
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APPENDIX (D)

Historian Nan Alamilla Boyd & the Gay
Ghosts of Queer Old North Beach
Posted June 9, 2014 by RADAR in RADAR General Interest 683 0 0
We caught up with Nan Alamilla Boyd, author of Wide Open Town and our resident historian for
the June 21 event Step Back: A Walking & Reading Tour of Queer Old North Beach, at the
airport as she was heading to DC. She was invited to participate in a convening of 12 historians,
hosted by the Department of the Interior and National Parks Service, to talk about the possibility
of establishing LGBT landmarks through the National Parks Service. #Exciting! She said that as
she’s prepared for this meeting, queer old North Beach hasn’t been far from her mind:
“Historic queer north beach is a space that has been completely forgotten about. When you think
about San Francisco’s queer history you think about the Castro, maybe you think about Valencia
because of Michelle Tea’s book, and maybe if you have a good historical memory you think
about Polk Street. But most people have no idea that North Beach has such really vibrant queer
history. This tour enables us as a collectivity to think of queer history in a much more complex
fashion because North Beach was always understood to be an Italian neighborhood or a tourist
neighborhood or the place where the Beat Movement happened but there was quite a bit of queer
history there.”
Sexuality, vaudeville, tourism & Freud…
“North Beach was a tourist space; it was a space where sexualized entertainment was
permissible. It was also a liminal space where queer space evolved – at the border of Chinatown
and North Beach, which were both cultural enclaves but also tourist spaces where the notions of
what was proper or normal were stretched. And there was a commoditized sexualized tourist
culture in both Chinatown and North Beach. So the environment was ripe for the emergence of
queer culture and communities. They started with gender transgressive entertainment, like male
and female impersonator shows. These were holdouts from late 19th century/early 20th century
vaudeville. Vaudeville was a form of popular American entertainment that wasn’t really
understood to be queer, but in the early 20th century those forms of entertainment were queered
by sexology and Freudian theory.”
And then came the repeal of Prohibition…
“With the repeal of Prohibition in 1933 there was this opportunity for people to make money
from the sale and consumption of alcohol again. One way this happened in North Beach was
through staging these queered versions of old Vaudeville female impersonator shows. This male
impersonator show at Mona’s evolved and caught on and was super popular. It was through this
bending – or queering – of a holdout from Vaudeville entertainment style that we had this
emergence of a nascent queer culture. From these commoditized tourist spaces more ‘authentic’
queer spaces began to emerge.”

One of the stops on our walking tour is…
“The Paper Doll, super popular in the early 1950s, was a little bit off the beaten path. It was far
enough away from the commercial strip that it was much more of a cultural enclave. It was a
queer bar for queer people first rather than a queer bar for tourists first. Alongside the tourist
culture were these more community based spaces like Paper Doll through which a cultural
community evolved and eventually solidified. I argue in my book, Wide Open Town, that in these
community spaces there began to evolve a political awareness. It took place inside bars rather
than in formal spaces where other movements were convening. That these communities were
forming at bars – where everyday people hang out – indicates the populist roots of queer culture,
rather than seeing the politicization of queer culture through some elite enterprise. This process
was really democratic, cut across class, and was really gender transgressive as well. It wasn’t that
clean, gender-appropriate movement that emerged in the 1950s. I think the roots of San
Francisco’s strong queer political movement is in these truly queer and gender transgressive
populist spaces, which at that time were the bars of North Beach.”
Join RADAR on
Saturday, June 21,
2014, 4pm
(PROMPTLY) at City
Lights Books – 261
Columbus Avenue in
San Francisco as we
reclaim queer space and
salute the gay ghosts of
North Beach on a
walking tour that
explores the
neighborhood’s queer
history. Nan Alamilla
Boyd, author of Wide
Open Town: A History
of Queer San Francisco
to 1965, leads the way,
revealing the secret
histories of today’s local
businesses and painting
a picture of a place once
swinging with lesbian and trans nightlife. Featuring special pop-up performances by Lil Miss
Hot Mess, Kat Marie Yoas, Maryam Rostami, Mason J, Miss Rahni, Rhiannon Argo and Raquel
Gutierrez.

Selected literary references to the Paper Doll.
A Restricted Country: Essays and short stories
by Joan Nestle
A Place For Ourselves: Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Community Histories
edited by Brett Beemyn
A Touch of Noir
By L.M. Giannone
Baby, You are My Religion: Women, Gay Bars, and Theology Before Stonewall
By Marie Cartier
Bohemian San Francisco
by Henry Herman Evans
Creating a Place For Ourselves: Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Community
Histories edited by Brett Beemyn
Cultural Studies
edited by Lawrence Grossberg, Cary Nelson, Paula Treichler
Gay and Lesbian San Francisco
By William Lipsky
Gaylaw: Challenging the Apartheid of the Closet
By William N Eskridge
Naked in the Promised Land
By Lillian Faderman
Poet Be Like God: Jack Spicer and the San Francisco Renaissance
By Lewis Ellingham, Kevin Killian
Portable Childhoods
By Ellen Klages
Reborn: Early Diaries by Susan Sontag
San Francisco, Open Your Golden Gate!: Memoir
By Larry R. Oberg
San Francisco Noir: The City in Film Noir from 1940 to the Present
By Nathaniel Rich
Sapphistries: A Global History of Love Between Women
By Leila J. Rupp
The Empress Is a Man: Stories from the Life of José Sarria
by Michael Robert Gorman

Selected literary references to the Paper Doll.
The Birth of the Beat Generation: Visionaries, Rebels, and Hipsters, 1944-1960
by Steven Watson
The Fabulous Sylvester: The Legend, the Music, the Seventies in San Francisco
By Joshua Gamson
The Streets of San Francisco: Policing and the Creation of a Cosmopolitan ...
By Christopher Lowen Agee
The Voice of My Brother's Blood: A Love Story
By David Charles Craley
Vanished Act: The Life and Art of Weldon Kees
By James Reidel
Weldon Kees and the Midcentury Generation: Letters, 1935-1955
By Weldon Kees
Wide-Open Town : A History of Queer San Francisco to 1965
by Boyd, Nan Alamilla

September 23, 2018
Andrew Wolfram, Commission President
Historic Preservation Commission
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94104
Dear Commission President Wolfram and Historic Preservation Commissioners:
It is my pleasure and honor to write this letter in support of granting landmark status to the
building located at 524 Union Street.
The years my father, Dante Benedetti, owned the Paper Doll is just one short period of its
history, but one that could not be more San Franciscan. Being a native, I remain proud of my
heritage and my birthplace. San Francisco has been on the forefront of many cultural shifts
through its history, making 524 Union a landmark is one way to call out again how its citizens
have stepped up and made the city great.
My father owned the Paper Doll Club/Restaurant located at 524 Union Street from the mid
1950’s to the early 1960’s. Although most often recognized for the work he did with San
Francisco youth for over five decades or saving the baseball program at U.S.F. or being
lifelong friends with Joe DiMaggio with whom he grew up, I have been as equally, if not
prouder, of the integrity he held in regards to the Paper Doll.
When he bought the Paper Doll that hosted gay clientele in the mid 1950’s, he held the same
standards he had always held at our family’s restaurant, the New Pisa: customers were treated
with respect, but they were also expected to comport themselves with respect towards others.
A man steeped in his Italian heritage, my father did expect all to maintain a certain decorum in
public.
As at the New Pisa, his sense of protecting his customers was just as fervent at the Paper Doll,
but it was more tested at 524 Union. Unfortunately, there were often people who did not
approve of the LGBTQ community, but who would come into the restaurant to cause
problems. My father and his cook would usher them out the door, and often needed to resort
to physically removing them from the premises and away from the alley that bordered the
Club. Having at one time being an amateur boxer aided the situation.
A common practice for restaurant owners while my grandparents and father owned the New
Pisa from the 1920’s through the 1970’s, was to offer meals to the police officers on the beat,
sometimes a flat of raviolis to take home or even a good sized prime rib. However, at the
Paper Doll as at other establishments that served the LGTBQ community, police also expected
payments each month or, if no payment was made, they would claim indecent acts were taking
place.

True to form, and holding steadfast to his principles, knowing that the Paper Doll was a
legitimate restaurant and bar, and a place where his customers, who happened to be gay,
gathered, my father refused to be extorted because he knew his customers were doing
nothing wrong. When he refused to pay the police, the Paper Doll was shut down, with my
father ultimately losing his liquor license.
My parents spent their entire life savings fighting the case in court, going all the way to the
U.S. Court of Appeals, with my father’s attorney finally convincing him to give up. With no
money left, and with no hope of winning, he decided to stop pursuing his case. Even though
my father still owned the building at 524 Union until the early 1970's, he and our family were
never able to recover financially from his legal battle for his license with the Paper Doll.
Although I did not know the full story until I was an adult, I do have some memories of the
time, knowing the period when we didn’t have much money, lucky to have other family who
helped. But more importantly, I remain exceptionally proud of the principles and character my
father had, even when it meant losing almost everything. As a straight man who stood up for
the LGTBQ community and for his principles in the face of opposition from those in power, I
will be forever proud.
When my father died in 2005, several gay men attended his memorial, remembering all those
years later how he had stood up for them, providing them a safe place to enjoy a meal or
share a drink.
My sister and I both chose working with youth in schools as a result of the influence and
inspiration we received from watching and knowing our father had served the public and the
community. My sister is a retired public school teacher and I am currently the Head of School
at Julia Morgan School in Oakland, serving mostly girls coming from public schools, readying
them to be strong young women, learning to advocate for themselves and others before they
go to high school. I want these young girls and young women to do exactly as my father did,
standing up and speaking out for what is right and for those who might not otherwise have a
voice.
I applaud the consideration the Commission is affording 524 Union St. and urge you to grant it
the landmark status it deserves.
Sincerely,
Sandra Luna
Sandra Luna
P.O. Box 290
Lagunitas, Ca 94938
(415) 497-8971

Steven Wong
Ready State, LLC.
524 Union Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
Tel: 650.396.2557
August 27th, 2018
Andrew Wolfram, Commission President
Historic Preservation Commission
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94104
Dear Mr. Wolfram,
I am the cofounder of Ready State, the business that currently operates out of 524
Union Street. I am writing to endorse the application for landmark status of this
building to the Historic Preservation Commission.
As a content marketing agency, we naturally thought it appropriate to tell the story
of this building, and were delighted by what we uncovered. From its origin as The
Paper Doll Club, to serving as the studio for Harlem Renaissance sculptor, Sargent
Claude Johnson, and housing the editorial team for Ramparts magazine, which
was incidentally where Jan Werner interned before founding Rolling Stone
magazine, this building is steeped in history and serves as an inspiration for us.
I believe that recognizing this building as a landmark will help preserve the San
Francisco history it has housed, especially in this time of rapid change.
Sincerely,

Steven Wong
Co-founder, Ready State
Ready State, LLC
524 Union Street,
San Francisco, CA 94133
Office: 650.396.2557
E-mail: hello@readystate.com
Web: readystate.com

1930 Parkview Terrace
San Diego, CA
92037

lillianf@mail.fresnostate.edu
858 291 8430
August 24, 2018
Andrew Wolfram, Commission President
Historic Preservation Committee
1650 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94104

Dear Commission President Wolfram,
I am writing in support of the nomination to have the site of the Paper Doll at
524 Union Street declared a San Francisco landmark. I lived in San Francisco from
1959 to 1962. Already in 1959, the Paper Doll was legendary and was
recommended to me as a wonderful meeting place for “gay women” (as we called
ourselves then).
I had several subsequent occasions to visit the Paper Doll. It was different
from the lesbian bars I had frequented in that it was much more upscale—it even
served dinners! It gave those of us who were its patrons a much-welcomed
feeling (rare in gay and lesbian venues of that day) that here was a decent place in
which to meet people and carry on a social life such as the external society
wanted to deny us. That feeling was crucial to our well-being, and it would be
difficult to exaggerate how rarely it was permitted to us elsewhere.
The Paper Doll has been recognized in recent years in the work of several
LGBTQ historians. It surely deserves to be recognized as well by San Francisco’s
Historic Preservation Committee as being a landmark of San Francisco’s LGBTQ
history.
Sincerely,
Lillian Faderman, Ph.D.
Professor Emerita, California State University, Fresno

Author of Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers, Gay L.A., The Gay
Revolution, and Harvey Milk: His Lives and Death

September 5, 2018
Andrew Wolfram
Commission President
Historic Preservation Commission
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94104
Dear Commissioner Wolfram:
As the fiscal sponsor and partner for the Citywide Historic Context Statement for LGBTQ History in
San Francisco, the GLBT Historical Society wholeheartedly endorses the landmarking of the former
Paper Doll at 524 Union Street in San Francisco. Not only would this be the first San Francisco
Landmark inspired by the LGBTQ HCS, it is a landmark proposed by a property owner who is
genuinely committed to honoring her building’s LGBTQ history. Truly extraordinary.
LGBTQ historian and scholar Nan Alamilla Boyd was the first to describe the Paper Doll as a
“community center” where LGBTQ people could “make friends, find lovers, get information, or plan
activities.” Public spaces such as the Paper Doll were vital in the formation of San Francisco’s LGBTQ
communities, especially in the 1940s and 50s when any display of nonnormative sexuality was
criminal, and most people viewed nonnormative men and women as pathological. As noted in the
LGBTQ HCS, “the concept of public spaces providing the protection needed for establishing and
nurturing community is critical to understanding LGBTQ history.” The Paper Doll was one of those
places.
On a personal note, the Paper Doll has been close to my heart since 2009 when I completed my
master’s thesis on preserving the history of San Francisco’s lesbian community in North Beach. At a
time when North Beach was bustling with queer bars and nightclubs, the Paper Doll was unique as the
only full-service restaurant catering to these communities. I imagined myself as a lesbian during that
period and understood how good it would feel to gather in one of those famous booths for a meal with
like-minded women in a place that not only tolerated but welcomed us.
Thank you for your consideration of this landmark!
Sincerely,
Shayne E. Watson
Founding Chair
GLBT Historical Society Historic Places Working Group

Archives and Research Center: 989 Market, Lower Level • San Francisco, CA 94103 • (415) 777-5455
Museum: 4127 18th St. • San Francisco, CA 94114 • (415) 621-1107 • www.glbthistory.org

www.tenderloinmuseum.org

398 Eddy Street, san francisco, ca 94102

415-351-1912

Dear Historic Preservation Commission,
The Tenderloin Museum enthusiastically supports efforts to landmark the Paper
Doll site at 524 Union.
As a historical institution with exhibits and programming that shares the history of
marginalized groups (that are often ignored in history books), the Tenderloin
Museum sees the Paper Doll as having tremendous historical value.
Commemorating the Paper Doll promotes LGBTQ history, specifically Lesbian
history, which is frequently overlooked in traditional LGBTQ narratives.
The Tenderloin Museum produced a popular play about the Compton’s Cafeteria
Riots, which ran from Feb-May of this year. The play shared the history of trans
women in the Tenderloin neighborhood and a riot that occurred in 1966, three
years before the more famous Stonewall riot in New York. Educating the public
about this important, little known historical incident highlighted the vital
contributions trans women (and many trans women of color) made to the queer
civil rights movement. It also highlighted the importance of the Tenderloin, the
city of San Francisco, and the vital role our city played in sparking the nationwide
queer liberation movement. Compton’s directly challenges the narrative that the
movement began in New York with Stonewall in 1969.
Granting landmark status to the Paper Doll achieves similar objectives. It shows
the vital role San Francisco has played in fostering gay culture and gay civil
rights, through the lens of an often overlooked group in the gay community. Mona
Sargen, an early manager of the Paper Doll who went on own the first lesbian
clubs in the city is a criminally unknown queer civil rights hero. Championing her
and the Paper Doll, is incredibly important in telling a more complete story about
gay life and gay activism, as well as challenging traditional, incomplete narratives
about the movement.
Let me know if I can be of any service in promoting this important history.
Sincerely,

Katie Conry
Executive Director
Tenderloin Museum

